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“Remember that all models are wrong; the practical question is how
wrong do they have to be to not be useful.” George E.P. Box





Zusammenfassung
Fluoreszenzspektroskopie und -mikroskopie sind unverzichtbare Methoden in zahlreichen
Forschungsbereichen und der modernen Medizin, einschließlich Molekularbiologie, Bio-
physik und Biochemie. Die Anwendungen reichen von der Mikroskopie und Spek-
troskopie mit Einzelmoleküldetektion bis zur Sensorik und der Entwicklung neuartiger
fluoreszenter Proben.

Diese Arbeit trägt zur grundlegenden Untersuchung und spektroskopischen Charak-
terisierung etablierter sowie neu verfügbarer fluoreszierender Proben für die Einzel-
molekülmikroskopie bei. Darüber hinaus ermöglicht die Entwicklung von quantitativen
Einzelmolekül-Fluoreszenzmessungen ein systematisches Versuchsdesign und standardis-
ierte Messroutinen für quantitative Messungen der Proteinkonformation und -dynamik.
In dieser Arbeit konzentriere ich mich auf das Design und die Analyse von lösungs-
basierten Einzelmolekülexperimenten des Förster-Resonanz-Energie-Transfers (FRET)
mittels konfokaler Mikroskopie, um die Dynamik von mehreren Bindeproteinen als ex-
emplarische biologische Systeme zu untersuchen. Als Grundlage für qualitativ hoch-
wertige Fluoreszenzmessungen wird die weit verbreitete Klasse der Cyanin-Fluorophore
mit optischer Spektroskopie, Massenspektrometrie und NMR-Spektroskopie untersucht.
Ich habe einen umfassenden Vergleich zwischen Alexa-Fluor- und AF-Farbstoffen mittels
kontinuierlicher Absorptions- und Emissionsspektroskopie, Bestimmung der Quantenaus-
beute, der Fluoreszenzlebensdauer und Anisotropie-Spektroskopie von freien und an Pro-
teine gebundenen Farbstoffen durchgeführt, um die Auswirkungen der Position von neg-
ativ geladenen sulfonierten Gruppen auf das gesamte photophysikalische Verhalten und
deren Auswirkungen auf Einzelmolekül-FRET-Messungen (smFRET) zu verstehen.
Um photophysikalische Einflüsse von biologischen Vorgängen zu trennen, wird die ge-

pulste Elektronen-Elektronen-Doppelresonanzspektroskopie als komplementäre Technik
zu FRET für die Untersuchung der Proteinkonformation durch die Anbringung von -
in diesem Fall - Spin-Markern eingesetzt. Ein Vergleich der derzeitigen Limitierungen
und Vorzüge beider Methoden wird für mehrere Proteinsysteme durchgeführt, die Kon-
formationsänderungen auf unterschiedlichen Zeitskalen aufweisen. Ich habe gemessene
Abstände mit den Abstandsvorhersagen aus grobkörnigen Strukturmodellen verglichen
und Bereiche für weitere Verbesserungen in Bezug auf die Auswahl der Markierungsstel-
len und Fluorophore identifiziert.
Um die Zuverlässigkeit von mit FRET bestimmten Abständen und Abstandsunsich-

erheiten bei Proteinen weiter zu erhöhen, habe ich eine Blindstudie mit 19 Laboren
durchgeführt, die die Fähigkeit von smFRET bestätigt, die Konformationsdynamik auf
verschiedenen Zeitskalen von Submillisekunden bis zu Sekunden aufzudecken und die
Grenzen der Abstandsgenauigkeit bei stochastischer Markierung von Proteinen zu quan-
tifizieren. Darüber hinaus gebe ich einen detaillierten Überblick über die etablierten
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Routinen bei smFRET-Messungen für Abstands- und Dynamikmessungen und bestimme
die Grenzen der von FRET abgeleiteten Abstände auf eine Abstandsgenauigkeit von
≤2 Å und eine Genauigkeit ≤5 Å.
Ich habe die Auswahl der Fluorophore und der Markierungsstellen auf dem zu un-

tersuchenden Protein als limitierenden Faktor für die Qualität und Aussagekraft der
Ergebnisse in den experimentellen Studien identifiziert. Aus diesem Grund habe ich einen
theoretischen Ansatz für das Studiendesign unter Verwendung der grundlegenden Wahr-
scheinlichkeitstheorie entwickelt. Dazu habe ich die Ergebnisse von mehr als 100 Veröf-
fentlichungen ausgewertet, um die wichtigsten Parameter für erfolgreiche Einzelmolekül-
Fluoreszenzexperimente zu ermitteln und ein Punktesystem für die Auswahl einzuführen.
Ich habe die Analyse als eigenständiges Softwarepaket und als frei zugänglichen Web-
server implementiert, um allen Forschern auf diesem Gebiet Zugang zu dem Analysever-
fahren zu ermöglichen. Die Ergebnisse werden durch eine experimentelle Validierung an
einigen beispielhaften Proteinsystemen untermauert.
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Abstract

Fluorescence spectroscopy and microscopy are indispensable tools in numerous research
fields and modern medicine, including molecular biology, biophysics, and biochemistry.
Applications stretch from microscopy and spectroscopy with single molecule detection
to sensor technology and the development of novel fluorescent probes.

This work contribute to a fundamental investigation and spectroscopic characteriz-
ation of established as well as newly available fluorescent probes for single-molecule
microscopy. Furthermore, the development of quantitative single-molecule fluorescence
measurements enables a systematic assay design and standardized measurement routines
for quantitative measurements of protein conformation and dynamics. In this thesis, I
focus on the design and analysis of solution-based single-molecule experiments of För-
ster resonance energy transfer (FRET) via confocal microscopy to study the dynamics
of multiple binding proteins as exemplary biological systems.
As the basis for high-quality fluorescence measurements, the widely used class of

cyanine fluorophores is investigated with optical spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, and
NMR spectroscopy. I conducted a comprehensive comparison between Alexa Fluor and
AF dyes by continuous-wave absorption and emission spectroscopy, determination of
quantum yield, fluorescence lifetime and anisotropy spectroscopy of free and protein-
attached dyes to understand the impact of the location of negatively charged sulfonated
groups on the overall photophysical behavior and its implications for single-molecule
FRET (smFRET) measurements.
In order to unravel photophysical effects from biological findings, pulsed electron-

electron double resonance spectroscopy is used as a complementary technique to FRET
for the investigation of protein conformation by the attachment of - in this case - spin
labels. A comparison of the current limitations and advantages of both methods is con-
ducted for multiple protein systems, which undergo conformational changes on different
timescales. I compared measured distances to distance predictions from coarse-grained
structural models and identified areas for further improvements in terms of label site
and fluorophore selection.
To further increase the reliability of FRET-derived distances and distance uncertain-

ties in proteins, I conducted a blind study comprising 19 labs, which confirms the
ability of smFRET to discover conformational dynamics on different timescales from
sub-milliseconds to seconds and quantify the limits of distance accuracies for stochastic
labeling of proteins. Further, I provide a detailed overview of the established routines
in smFRET measurements for distance and dynamics measurements and determine the
limitations of FRET-derived distances to a distance precision of ≤2 Å and an accuracy
≤5 Å.
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I identified the selection of fluorophores and labeling sites on the protein under investig-
ation as limiting factor for the quality and significance of the findings in the experimental
studies. Therefore, I established a theoretical framework for the assay design using basic
probability theory. To do so, I exploited the results of more than 100 publications to
identify the most relevant parameters for successful single-molecule fluorescence experi-
ments and to introduce a scoring system for the selection. I implemented the analysis as
stand-alone software package and open-access webserver to provide access to the analysis
framework to all researchers in the field. The results are backed up with an experimental
validation on a few exemplary protein systems.
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1 Introduction

The absorption and emission of light has already been observed and studied already
for centuries. The term fluorescence dates back to George Gabriel Stokes (1819-1903)
in his work On the Change of Refrangibility of Light [1], where Stokes describes the
absorption and emission of light. Although classical Maxwell’s equations constitute
the fundamental description of light propagation and light-matter interaction, we only
obtain a full picture using the quantum-mechanical framework developed in the early
20th century, which provides the basis to explain the absorption and emission of light in
discrete energy packages associated with electronic state transitions.
Advances in the understanding of energy levels and band structures led to the dis-

covery of a variety of light emitters of different classes, e. g. organic fluorophores,
(modified) fluorescent proteins, and quantum dots, where the spectroscopic properties
such as emission wavelength, spectral width, and quantum yields can be - to some ex-
tend - tailored for the respective requirements [2]. This evolution paved the way to
multiple applications on fluorescence spectroscopy, sensing, imaging and microscopy in
the biosciences [2] or the development of fluorescence dye laser [3, 4].

Fluorescence microscopy and spectroscopy. The development of advanced micro-
scopy techniques and the ability of single-molecule detection [5, 6] in combination with
tailored fluorophores (e.g. blinking, photo-activation) [6–8] have made the teqhniques
an indispensable tools in numerous research fields ranging from molecular biology to
biophysics and biochemistry. The development of new microscopy concepts was honored
with the Nobel prize in chemistry 2014 awarded to Eric Betzig, Stefan Hell, and Wil-
liam E. Moerner “for the development of super-resolved fluorescence microscopy” such as
stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED), photo-activated localization micro-
scopy (PALM) , or stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) [9]. Beside
the pure intensity based measurements, further spectroscopic methods based on the
readout of wavelength or lifetime provide additional or complementary insights to these
imaging techniques.

Single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer. The general near-field dipole-
dipole coupling also applies to fluorescent emitters, which results in an non-radiative
energy transfer from one dipole to the other dipole. The interaction of standard fluoro-
phores via dipole-dipole coupling was fully described by Theodor Förster in 1948 [10].
Later, this so-called Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) was exploited to meas-
ure distances between two adjacent fluorophores in the range of a few nanometers (2-10
nm), and therefore, is referred to as ‘molecular ruler’ [11]. Especially in bioscience, the
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1 Introduction

techniques of microscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy on a single-molecular level play
a crucial role in monitoring biological processes, observing interactions of biomolecules
and detecting changes of conformational states [12]. After the first realization of single-
molecule FRET measurements [13], several techniques were developed to reduce the noise
floor and remove the signal of undesired background, such as alternating-laser excita-
tion microscopy (ALEX) [14, 15] or pulsed-interleaved excitation microscopy (PIE) [16]
and to gain further information, such as lifetime or anisotropy, with multi-fluorescent
detection (MFD) [17, 18].

Biomolecules in single-molecule measurements. Structural information on pro-
teins from the continuously increasing protein database [19, 20] and the possibility of
site-specific labeling of proteins with organic fluorophores [21, 22] paved the way for
smFRET measurements as a standard tool to obtain structural, conformational, or kin-
etic information on the biological system under investigation in vitro or in vivo [12].
During the period of two decades, developments in single-molecule fluorescence spectro-
scopy enable the study of dynamics of macromolecular structures and biological processes
on a molecular level under biologically relevant conditions [12], which was enabled by ad-
vancements in three different fields: First, technical improvement were made in the field
of pulsed laser sources, optical components such as objectives, single-photon detectors
and time-synchronization and real-time-recording electronics. A second point is the ad-
vancement in chemistry and biochemistry that provided fluorescence dyes with improved
and tailored properties as well as novel methods of attaching them to the molecule under
investigation in an highly specific and efficient manner. Lastly, improvements in analysis
methods and the development of new algorithms reveal deeper insights into the invest-
igated fundamental biological processes and results in a deeper understanding of their
nature.
This work aims to contribute further to the last two aspects by the fundamental invest-

igation and spectroscopic characterization of established as well as newly available fluor-
escent probes and the development of quantitative single-molecule fluorescence measure-
ments allowing a systematic and standardized assays design and standardized measure-
ments for quantitative findings. The work focuses on the design and analysis of solution-
based single-molecule measurements of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) on
confocal microscopes. One challenge of the fluorescent techniques in combination with
advanced statistical methods is to extract the maximum amount of information from
noisy data of single molecules to be able to answer relevant biological questions on the
level of individual molecules.
Although the methods are routinely used to monitor the conformation and interactions

of biomolecules through spectroscopic readout, environmental effects and intrinsic meas-
urement limitations restrict the informative value. Several fluorescence parameters, such
as the spectrum, the quantum efficiency, lifetime and polarization, are highly sensitive
to the environment of the fluorophore [2, 23]. A better understanding of the protein-
fluorophore interaction and a careful selection of labeling sites can minimize these effects,
and thus, allow quantitate measurements on protein conformations and conformational
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transitions. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate and benchmark smFRETmeasurements
under varying conditions of the flurophore environment in different protein systems to
identify and improve the limits of the techniques. A comparison to complementary
methods is helpful to disentangle the complex interplay of biological effects and method-
intrinsic artifacts.

Outline of this thesis In chapter 2, I will concentrate on the fundamentals of fluores-
cence and some basics on the commonly used organic fluorophores. Further, a theoretical
description of their near field dipole-dipole interaction will be introduced. The principles
of fluorescent confocal microscopy and its usage for single-molecule spectroscopy meas-
urements will be discussed next. In the end, environmental effects on the fluorophore
properties shall be addressed in the context of fluorophore-protein-interaction.

Chapter 3 deals with technical considerations on the sample preparation and high
resolution measurements of fluorescent quantum yield, lifetime, and anisotropy. I will
further give an in-depth introduction into the details on smFRET measurements on
continuous-wave and time-resolved confocal microscopes. Furthermore, the standard
evaluation and correction routines will be discussed.
In chapter 4, I will demonstrate an in-depth characterization of common fluorophores

from the cyanine-class for the use in smFRET-measurements.
Chapter 5 presents a comparison of the two complimentary methods - smFRET and

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) - for distance measurements in protein samples
and their ability to resolve dynamics.
A thorough study on the accuracy and precision of distance determination with

smFRET is presented in chapter 6, where a multi-lab benchmark study within 19 differ-
ent research groups investigates the potentials and limits of smFRET.
In chapter 7, a global analysis of suitable labeling sites was performed based on a

meta-study of more than 100 publications in the field of single-molecule spectroscopy
to develop a theoretical framework for the prediction of suitable labeling sites. The
findings were experimentally validated and resulted in an open-access analysis software
for the planning of single-molecule fluorescence and FRET experiments building upon
the results of two decades of smFRET measurements.
The last chapter summarises the work and gives an outlook.
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2 Fundamentals of fluorescence -
concepts and applications

In this thesis, organic fluorophores are used as nanoscale probes to determine inter-
residue distances and conformational dynamics in bio-molecues. The biophysical assays
used rely on a proper physical understanding of fluorophores and their properties. In this
chapter, I will provide an overview of the basic concepts of fluorescence, single-molecule
microscopy, and spectroscopy applications. Fluorescence occurs in atoms, molecules,
and in the solid state, yet this chapter focuses on the fundamentals of fluorescence in
organic fluorophores with large π-orbitals. Furthermore, I will describe the theoreti-
cal background of Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) between two fluorophores,
which represent the basis for many assays used in my thesis. Although the basics of
FRET is well understood and has a sound theoretical standing, the energy transfer
is always affected by other phenomena with rate-influencing effects such as quenching
or steric interference, which will also be discussed. Further, I shall introduce the ba-
sic concepts of confocal microscopy as the main measurement technique in this thesis.
Other groundbreaking advances, especially in the field of single-molecule fluorescence
and super-resolution microscopy shall not be discussed here, but can be found in ‘Far-
Field Optical Nanoscopy’ (2015, Tinnefeld, Eggeling, and Hell) [6].

2.1 Fluorescence
Fluorescence is a type of quantum mechanical process that describes the radiative de-
excitation of an electronically excited state and is also called photoluminescence. It
occurs during the relaxation of an atom or molecule from an excited (higher energy)
state to its (lower energy) ground state accompanied by the emission of a photon. De-
pending on the duration of the emission process (lifetime of the excited state), one
distinguishes between fluorescence (~ 10-9- 10-6 s) and phosphorescence (~ 10-3 - 1000
s) [2]. The following section introduces the main concepts based on the textbooks from
Sauer, Hofkens, and Enderlein ([24], chapter 1), Lakowicz ([2], chapter 1/3/10/11), and
Sakurai ([25], chapter 5), where more details can be found.

2.1.1 General concepts

Fluorescence is the spontaneous deexcitation of an excited electronic state under the
emission of a photon, which occurs in the transition between atomic energy levels or
molecular orbitals. Fluorophores with visible absorption and emission comprise typi-
cally conjugated π-orbitals (e.g. a chain of double bonds such as polymethine, or conju-
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Figure 2.1.1: Fluorescence principle. A Jablonski diagram of a fluorophore with en-
ergy levels in the ground state S0, the excited state S1, and the triplet state T1. The
excitation and relaxation pathways are shown as curly arrows. B Absorbance and emis-
sion spectrum of Cy3 in aqueous solution. The underlying discrete state transitions are
broadened in standard experiments and only become visible at low temperature [24].

gated aromatic rings), which exhibit a molecular energy gap on the order of 1.5 to 3 eV
(visible range) between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). The electronic wavefunctions of the electron pair
occupying the HOMO in this delocalized system are well described with three quantum
numbers, which define the energy levels in the system: a principle quantum number
(ground state, first excited state), a vibrational quantum number, and the spin quan-
tum number (singlet, triplet). Considering the energy levels of a molecule as illustrated
in the Jablonski diagram in Figure 2.1.1A, we observe absorbance and emission of light
at several wavelengths (or energies) with allowed transitions from an initial state a to a
final state b. Due to the very fast vibrational relaxation on the timescale of 10-15 s, the
excitation occurs mainly from the vibrational ground state (v=0) in the HOMO-level
S0 to excited vibrational states in the LUMO-level S1 and vice-versa for the emission of
light from S1 to S0 (Kasha’s rule) [25]. This effect results in an energy shift between
absorbance and emission (Stokes shift) as seen in Figure 2.1.1B.

In general, any transition between two quantummechanical states a and b in a molecule
is described by the transition dipole moment

µab = 〈ψb| er |ψa〉 , (2.1.1)

where ψi are the wave-functions of state i, e is the elementary charge, and r the position
operator [25]. Fluorophores in the visible spectrum consist of tens of atoms giving rise
to manifold vibrational modes and their overtones and therefore multiple transitions be-
tween the HOMO and LUMO energy level are possible. At room temperature, these dis-
crete states are broadened and the spectrum is completely blurred due to the interaction
and collisions with solvent molecules (see Figure 2.1.1B) [24]. The relative contribution
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2.1 Fluorescence

of the transitions between different vibrational states depends on the overlap of their
wavefunctions, assuming a separation of the electronic and vibrational wavefunctions
according to the Born–Oppenheimer approximation [25]. The typical shape of the spec-
trum with an unlikely transition from v=0 for S0 to v=0 in S1follows from the so-called
Franck-Condon principle [24].

2.1.2 Fluorescence lifetime

The fluorescence lifetime τfl is defined as the average time of a fluorophore remaining in
the excited state before deexcitation and reads as

τfl = 〈I(t)〉t =
�∞

0 t I(t) dt�∞
0 I(t) dt

(2.1.2)

with the fluorescence intensity decay I(t). For the simple mono-exponential case with
I(t) = I0e

−t/τ , we get the straightforward relation τfl = τ. For multi-exponential decays
of the form

I(t) =
∑
i

αi e
−t/τi , (2.1.3)

with multiple amplitudes αi and corresponding lifetimes τi, equation 2.1.2 becomes the
amplitude-weighted average

τfl =
∑
i αiτ

2
i∑

i αiτi
. (2.1.4)

The amplitude-averaged lifetime is an alternative figure of merit reading as

τ =
∑
i αiτi∑
i αi

, (2.1.5)

which corresponds to a mono-exponential lifetime that results in the same time-integrated
intensity as a multi-exponential decay.

2.1.3 Fluorescent quantum yield

The fluorescent quantum yield is the ratio of emitted and absorbed photons of an emitter
and is given by

Φ = krad
krad +∑

i knr,i
(2.1.6)

Here, krad denotes the radiative fluorescent decay rate and knr,i denotes any non-radiative
decay paths (internal conversion, inter-system-crossing, collisional quenching, etc.). The
denominator is the total rate of all pathways depopulating the excited state S1 and
relates to the fluorescent lifetime as

7
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Figure 2.1.2: Fluorescence anisotropy. A Scheme of anisotropy of a dipole (red).
B The surface (gey) represents the angle dependent photon selection of a dipole (red)
depending on its the spatial angle with respect to the excitation polarization.

τfl = (krad +
∑
i

knr,i)−1 (2.1.7)

for ideal emitters with mono-exponential decays. For the case of vanishing non-raditive
decay channels (knr,i → 0), the quantum yield becomes unity and the lifetime is given
by the so-called natural-lifetime

τn = 1/krad. (2.1.8)

This is an intrinsic upper bound of the lifetime, which can be calculated based on basic
quantum mechanical principles according to Fermi’s golden rule as a direct consequence
of Heisenbergs’s uncertainty principle [25].

2.1.4 Fluorescence anisotropy

The anisotropy is defined as

r(t) =
I‖(t)− I⊥(t)
I‖(t) + 2 I⊥(t) (2.1.9)

based on vertically I‖(t) and horizontally I⊥(t) polarized emission intensity from a ver-
tically excited sample (see Figure 2.1.2A). It is directly related to the polarization of
the emission light P (t) = (I‖(t)− I⊥(t))/(I‖(t) + I⊥(t)) as r(t) = 2P (t)/(3−P (t)). The
photoselection for the emission of a photon in a particular polarization axis shows an
angular dependence proportional to cos2(α), where α is the angle between the emis-
sion dipole moment and the polarization of the emitted light (see Figure 2.1.2B). For
a single emitter, the expressions for the parallel and perpendicular intensities may be

8



2.1 Fluorescence

expressed as a function of the dipole orientation α with respect to the parallel axis as
I‖(t) = cos2(α(t)) and I⊥(t) = 1

2sin2(α(t)). One finds that

r(t) = 3
〈
cos2(α(t))

〉
− 1

2 , (2.1.10)

where all excited molecular orientations are averaged. For the static isotropic case (fixed,
isotropically orientated dipoles), the average is given by the spherical integral

〈
cos2(α)

〉
=

� π/2
0 cos2(α) cos2(α)sin(α) dα� π/2

0 cos2(α)sin(α) dα
= 3

5 (2.1.11)

and equation 2.1.10 results in a maximal anisotropy of r0 = 2/5. It needs to be men-
tioned that we intrinsically assumed parallel orientation of the absorption and emission
dipole moment in the previous consideration. However, the transition dipole moments
of transitions between different vibrational states (see figure 2.1.1B) might be differently
oriented, such that there is an average angular displacement β of the dipoles. Consider-
ing this effect in equation 2.1.10 the fundamental anisotropy reads as

r0 = 2
5

(
3
〈
cos2(β)

〉
− 1

2

)
. (2.1.12)

The steady-state anisotropy is the intensity-weighted average anisotropy and is given by

r =
�∞

0 I(t) r(t) dt�∞
0 I(t) dt

. (2.1.13)

This is the anisotropy, which is observed for measurements with continuous excitation.

Spherical rotational relaxation For spherical objects the depolarization, and thus
the time-resolved anisotropy decay can be derived from first principles on diffusion using
the Perrin equation [26, 27]

r(t) = r0 e
−6Dt = r0 e

−t/θ, (2.1.14)

whereD is the rotational diffusion coefficient and θ = (6D)−1 is the rotational correlation
time

θ = ηV

RT
(2.1.15)

with the viscosity η, the sphere volume V , the gas constant R, and the temperature T .
For the simple mono-exponential depolarization r(t) = r0 e

−t/θ and mono-exponential
intensity I(t) = I0e

−t/τ , equation 2.1.13 reduces to

r = r0
1 + τ/θ

. (2.1.16)
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Non-spherical rotational relaxation Most fluorescent emitters are far from spheri-
cal and show more complex rotational diffusion. Thus, the anisotropy relaxation exhibits
multi-exponential behavior. For prolate or oblate ellipsoids (two axes are equivalent),
the anisotropy decay reads

r(t) = r1 e
−t/θ1 + r2 e

−t/θ2 + r3 e
−t/θ3 , (2.1.17)

with r0 = r1 + r2 + r3 and the characteristic rotational correlation times θ1 = (D‖ +
5D⊥)−1, θ3 = (4D‖ + 2D⊥)−1, and θ1 = (6D⊥)−1 as the inverse of linear combinations
of the diffusion constant along the main axis D‖ and the orthogonal axis D⊥ [28]. The
values of the amplitudes r1, r2, and r3 depend on the actual location and orientation of
the absorbance and emission dipole moment with respect to the ellipsoid (reference [2],
chapter 12).

2.1.5 Organic fluorophores

Synthetic organic fluorophores are the common choice for single-molecule applications
due to their high absorbance cross section (ε > 104M−1cm−1) and large fluorescence
quantum yields (Φ > 0.1) leading to a bright fluorescence signal. This thesis focuses
mainly on fluorophores from the classes of rhodamines (Rhodamine 6G, Alexa Fluor
488, Alexa Fluor 546, TMR) and cyanines (Cy3, Alexa Fluor 555, Cy5, Alexa Fluor
647) as illustrated in Figure 2.1.3A/B. Oftentimes, the core structures are modified by
attaching charged side groups (e.g. SO3-) in order to improve water solubility (see
chapter 4). Further common fluorophore classes used in single-molecule studies are
oxazines, carbopyronines, carborhodamines, perylenes, or BODIPYs [2, 29].
Besides excited state deactivation via radiative (fluorescence) and non-radiative path-

ways (internal conversion), typical organic fluorophores undergo spin-forbidden transi-
tions called intersystem-crossing to a long-lived triplet state with lifetimes on the order
of micro- to milliseconds (see Figure 2.1.1A). This long-lived state is chemically reactive
due to the two unpaired electrons and the excess energy, which makes it susceptible to
electron transfer reactions (redox reactions) yielding radicals [31, 32]. As a consequence,
fluorophores can photobleach due to chemical modifications that often originates from
triplet-state formation in the first step [33]. Removal of oxygen (which causes photoox-
idation or generation of singlet oxygen [33]) and the addition of triplet-state quenchers
that enhance the photon count rates and suppress photobleaching in applications where
high signal or long measurement times are needed (e.g. immobilized molecules) [31,
34, 35]. However, this thesis focuses on on solution-based measurements with short
observation times and does not request photostabilizer additives.
The right choice of fluorophores for the different application depends on several as-

pects as described in later chapters of this thesis (chapter 4-7). Beside (ideal) spectro-
scopic properties, environmental effects due to the surrounding solvent or the attached
biochemical target play a crucial role for the decision. Ideally, fluorophores show envi-
ronment and solvent independent spectroscopic properties for the application selected.
The following effects have to be considered:
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Figure 2.1.3: Structure and conjugated π-orbital system of common organic
fluorophores. A Chemical structure of a rhodamine and a cyanine (Cy5) core with illus-
trated transition dipole (red arrow). B Illustration of the wave functions in the electronic
ground state S0 and the first excited state S1 for the fluorophores from A (color indicating
the sign of the wave function) [30].

• Uncharged (hydrophobic) fluorophores can dimerize and form aggregates in a polar
environment, which alters the absorption and emission spectra [24].

• Fluorphores from the cyanine class undergo light-induced isomerization between a
fluorescent trans-state and a dark cis-state [36]. The equilibrium between the two
states is influenced by the viscosity or steric hindrance of the surrounding. For
labeled proteins, this effect is known as protein-induced fluorescence enhancement
(PIFE), since the quantum yield increases if the fluorophore interacts with the
protein [37, 38].

• Solvents with different polarities and/or viscosities may lead to spectral shifts and
a change in quantum yield due to an interaction with the fluorophore states [39,
40].

• Aromatic molecules, such as some amino acids (e.g. tryptophan), or metal ions
quench the fluorophores by collisional quenching [40–43].
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2.2 Förster resonance energy transfer
This thesis details the use of biophysical assays based on fluorophore-fluorophore interac-
tion for nanometer distance measurements in bio-macromolecules. The previous section
focused on the properties of an isolated fluorescent emitter and illustrated the general
concepts of the underlying fluorescence emission. Considering a pair of fluorophores, we
need to take the interaction into account, which can be separated into three distance
regimes. For distances smaller than 2 nm (which is approximately the size of common
fluorophores), collisional quenching [2], Dexter energy transfer [44], and photoinduced
electron transfer (PET) [45] dominate the interaction of the two fluorophores. Further,
fluorophore dimerization may change the energy levels under the formation of aggregates
[24]. At larger distances (R>10 nm), far field interaction occurs in form of classical light
emission and absorption, which scales with R2. In between these two distance regimes
(2-10 nm), the non-radiative dipole-dipole interaction of the two fluorescent emitters
dominates the interaction. This is known as Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET).

2.2.1 Basic theory

The basic principle behind the energy transfer rate kFRET from the donor fluorophore
to an acceptor fluorophore is described via the absolute square of the transition matrix

kFRET ∼
∣∣∣〈ψDaψAb′ |V |ψDbψAb′〉∣∣∣2 , (2.2.1)

where V is the perturbation, which takes the donor from the excited state ψDb and the
acceptor in its ground state ψAb′ to a quenched donor ψDa and an acceptor in the excited
state ψAb′according to Fermi’s golden rule [25, 46]. The perturbation term V scales with
1/R3 for the dipole-dipole interaction, which leads to the typical distance dependency
of kFRET ∼ 1/R6 for the energy transfer rate.
There are several implicit and explicit assumptions in theoretical description of FRET.

The theory derived by Theodor Förster [10] relies on the explicit assumptions that
• the interaction of the two fluorophores is dominated by dipole-dipole interactions,

which is valid for fluorophore distances well beyond the extent of the involved
molecules and well below the far-field regime dominated by the photon emission.

• the fluorophore has a continuum of states, which can be well described by a density
function.

Based on these assumptions, one can connect the state transition rate kFRET directly
to spectroscopic and geometric quantities.

kFRET = (krad + knr)
(
Ro
R

)6
, (2.2.2)

where the so-called Förster-radius R0 reads

R0 := 6

√√√√ 9ln(10)
128π5NA

κ2

n4QD

�∞
0 FD(λ)εA(λ)λ4dλ�∞

0 FD(λ)dλ
. (2.2.3)
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Figure 2.2.1: FRET theory. A For two dipoles µDand µA separated by a distance
R = |IDA|, the transfer rate is averaged over all possible dipole orientation. B The emission
spectrum of Cy3 (red) and the absorbance spectrum of Cy5 (black) result in a spectral
overlap F̃D(λ)εA(λ)λ4 (gray).

Here, NA is the Avogadro number, QD the donor quantum yield, and n the effective
refractive index between donor and acceptor. κ2 is an orientation factor averaging the
dipole-dipole interaction over all potential orientations of the donor transition dipole
moment µDbaand acceptor transition dipole moment µAabas

κ2 =
〈(
µDba · µAab − 3(IDAµDba)(IDAµAab)

)2
〉
θD,φD,θA,φA

, (2.2.4)

where IDA is the normalized vector from donor to acceptor position (see Figure 2.2.1A).
For a complete isotropic sample, the orientation value reads as

κ2 =
� π

0
dθD

� 2π

0
dφD

� π

0
dθA

� 2π

0
dφA

(
µDba · µAab − 3(IDAµDba)(IDAµAab)

)2
= 2

3 ,
(2.2.5)

which is normally used for the calculation of R0.
The term

J =
� ∞

0
F̃D(λ)εA(λ)λ4dλ (2.2.6)

is referred to as overlap integral with the normalized emission spectrum of the donor
F̃D(λ) = FD(λ)/

(�∞
0 FD(λ)dλ

)
and the extinction coefficient of the acceptor εA (see

Figure 2.2.1B).
A rigorous derivation of FRET theory can be found in Fluorescence resonance energy

transfer (Clegg, 1996) [46].
It has to be noted that the presented relations rely on several implicit assumption

which should be considered in every experiment:

• A single transition rate only holds for a homogeneous sample without heteroge-
neous broadening due to environmental effects. This is often the case for stochasti-
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2 Fundamentals of fluorescence - concepts and applications

cally labeled proteins, where donor and acceptor fluorophore are randomly labeled
at the two labeling positions.

• The averaging of dipole orientations assumes fast rotation (krot � krad) and uni-
form and isotropic dipole orientation distribution.

• A simple effective refractive index describes the medium surrounding donor and
acceptor homogeneously.

The FRET-efficiency E is defined as the ratio of the deexcitation rate of the donor
via the energy transfer and the total deexcitation rate (equivalent to a yield of energy
transfer) and reads as (equation 2.2.2):

E := kFRET
kFRET + krad + knr

= 1

1 +
(
R
R0

)6 . (2.2.7)

Considering potential interaction and sticking with non-uniform and/or non-isotropic
dipole orientations, it may be useful to exclude the sample-specific orientation factor κ2

from the Förster-radius constant and rewrite the FRET-efficiency as

E = 1

1 + 2
3κ2

(
R
R′0

)6 , (2.2.8)

where κ2 is in the range 0 < κ2 < 4 and R′0 the Förster radius constant under isotropic
conditions. Normally, this value cannot be measured directly, but it can be confined by
anisotropy measurements, or alternatively, estimated from geometric models[47] or from
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [30, 48].

2.2.2 Lifetime-based FRET efficiency determination

From the definition in equation 2.2.7, we can directly link the FRET efficiency E to
the donor lifetime τ = (kFRET + krad + knr)−1 under energy transfer conditions and
the fluorescent lifetime τfl = (krad + knr)−1 in the absence of an acceptor molecule (see
equation 2.1.7) as

E = 1− τ

τfl
. (2.2.9)

Therefore, the lifetime of the donor is a direct read-out of the FRET-efficiency E, and
thus, directly related to the fluorophore distance R.

2.2.3 Intensity-based FRET efficiency determination

Alternatively, splitting the fluorescence emission signal (number of photons) from donor
FDD and FDA after excitation of the donor allows to approximate the FRET efficiency
as
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2.3 Confocal microscopy

E∗ ≈ FDA
FDD + FDA

. (2.2.10)

This equation is strictly true only for fluorophores with (i) equal quantum yield, (ii)
without background signal, where (iii) the signal from donor and acceptor can be sepa-
rated completely, and (iv) no contribution of a directly excited acceptor is present. Since
these assumptions fail in practical experiments, the value is called raw FRET efficiency
and correction steps for the recorded signals are needed to derive the ‘true’ (accurate)
FRET efficiency E as described in chapter 5 and 6 in more detail.

2.3 Confocal microscopy

A confocal arrangement is commonly used in fluorescence microscopy because of its small
observation volume due to an overlaid excitation and detection focus, resulting in a high
signal-to-noise ratio and good suppression of Raman scattering from solvent molecules
[49]. The basic principle was invented and patented by Marvin Minsky in 1957 [50],
where a pinhole blocks out-of-focus background light in the detection path.

2.3.1 Basic principles

The focus of a laser beam is well approximated by a Gaussian beam under the paraxial
approximation with an Gaussian intensity profile

I(x, y, z) = I0

(
w0
w(z)

)2
e
−2x

2+y2

w(z)2 (2.3.1)

with the maximum intensity I0, the beam waist w0, and the z-dependent 1/e2 beam
radius w(z) with

w(z) = w0

√
1 +

(
z

zR

)2
, (2.3.2)

where zR = πw2
on
λ is the so-called Rayleigh range (n is the refractive index and λ the laser

wavelength) [51]. For collimated laser beams, which are focused by a lens or objective,
the beam waist can be approximated by w0 ≈ 2λ

πNA . However, this relation becomes
less accurate for high numerical apertures NA > 1 (where the paraxial approximation
is no longer fully valid), but still with reasonable good accuracy [51]. In the limit of the
high intensity region of the beam (focus), the intensity profile can be simplified by the
approximation

I(x, y, z) = I0e
−2
(
x2+y2

w2
0

+ z2
w2
z

)
, (2.3.3)

with the 1/e2 focal length wz in z-dimension. For a standard excitation wavelength of
532 nm and a high numerical aperture objective (NA = 1.2 - 1.4), the typical dimensions
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Figure 2.3.1: Single-molecule confocal microscopy. A Illustration of the confocal
microscope principle. The light from a point source is focused with the objective. The
detection light is collected and focused onto the detection pinhole, where out-of-plane light
(dotted/dashed) is blocked and only light from the focal plane can pass. B Photon counts
time trace of a picomolar fluorophore concentration (top). The average background noise
is on the level of ~1 - 5 kHz and the fluorescent signal of ~100 kHz. The interphoton-
time (gey) varies over several orders of magnitudes (bottom). An averaged or smoothed
interphoton-time allows to threshold between background (black) and signal (red).

of the excitation volume yields w0 ≈ 200− 300 nm and wz ≈ 1− 2 µm. In fluorescence
confocal microscopy, the detection light is filtered by a pinhole, which suppresses out-
of-focus scattering and background light by blocking non-collimated light behind the
infinity-corrected objectives (see Figure 2.3.1A) [51]. Typically, the optimal pinhole
diameter is around 1 AU (airy-unit, distance of the first minima on the airy disc), which
is a good compromise between maximum detection yield and axial/lateral resolution
[52]. In single-molecule spectroscopic applications, an underfilling of the objective lens
(laser beam diameter is smaller than the objective diameter) may be used to reduce the
effective numerical aperture, which increases the size of the point-spread function (PSF),
and thus the diffusion time of molecules inside the excitation volume, despite the use of
a high NA objective lens.

Modern confocal microscopes use infinity-corrected objectives, where all light origi-
nating from the sample is collimated. This implementation requires a collimated light
source in front of the objective and an additional lens to focus the detection light onto
the pinhole [53]. This setup simplifies the alignment and the insertion of filters, polar-
izers, and other optical elements, which is possible without beam distortion (see section
3.4 for more details).
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2.3 Confocal microscopy

2.3.2 Single-molecule burst detection and photon statistics

The use of photostable and bright organic fluorophores (see section 2.1.5) on modern
microscopy setups with single-photon detection allows the detection of single molecules.
From equation 2.3.1, we can derive an effective confocal volume Veff = (π/2)3/2w2

0wz,
which is on the order of ∼1 fL for typical high-NA microscope objectives and wavelengths
in the visible range. Considering a realistic confocal volume of 0.5 fL and a fluorescent
particle concentration of 50 pM in solution, the average number of particles in the volume
is 〈p(N)〉 ∼ 0.015. As for typical counting experiments, the probability of N fluorescent
particles in the focus follows a Poissonian distribution with λ = 〈p(N)〉:

p(N) = λN

N ! e
−λ N large

≈ 1√
2πλ

e−
(N−λ)2

2λ . (2.3.4)

Therefore, the probability to find one particle is P (N = 1) = 1.4% and for more than one
particle at a time the probability is P (N > 1) = 1− P (N ≤ 1) ≈ 0.011% Thus, single-
molecule detection is >100 times more frequent than multiple-molecule detection. It
should be mentioned that for this calculation example, 98.5% of the time, no fluorescent
particle is in the focus, which leads to the characteristic burst-signal of solution-based
single–molecule microscopy (see Figure 2.3.1B).

Burst detection algorithms In the typical application of single-molecule Förster
resonance energy transfer (smFRET), the intensity traces are dissected into parts con-
taining background or actual signal from fluorescent molecules. These photon packages
from an individual molecule (so-called burst marked with circles in Figure 2.3.1B) can
be extracted from the time trace with multiple approaches: A simple approach is to
bin the data in time windows with a window size on the order of the diffusion time of
the fluorescent molecule and a consecutive thresholding. An analysis of the interphoton
time smoothed with a Lee filter avoids that photons of one molecule are chopped into
multiple bins [54, 55]. Alternatively, sliding window algorithms are often used to iden-
tify the starting and ending time of a burst and integrate all photons in between. Here,
two alternatives are present: The all photon burst search (APBS) algorithm, where all
photons in different detection channels are summed up to one photon stream [17, 56,
57]. For multiple detection channels with two excitation sources (see section 3.4), a
separate analysis of the detection signal is performed with a dual channel burst search
(DCBS) to detect photo-bleaching, photo-blinking events and random coincident of mul-
tiple molecules in the focal spot [58]. For the sliding window analysis, the typical time
window is 500 µs, a minimal required photon number per window is 5-15 and an overall
minimum required number of photons per burst event Nmin is in the range of 30-200
photons.

Photon statistics The photon statistics in solution-based single molecule measure-
ments consists of two contributions of Poissonian background and the individual signals
from fluorescent molecules. An analysis of inter-photon delay times allows to extract
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the background signal from a log-linear fit to the event number of inter-photon delay
times [59, 60]. A more simplistic approach estimates the background by binning the data
in fixed bins (e.g. 1 ms) and averaging over all bins with low counting numbers (e.g.
<10), which is a first order approximation to estimate λbkgr = 〈Nbkgr〉 ≈ 〈Nsignal〉N<10.
For FRET measurements with multiple detection channels, this is done for all channels
individually.
The fluorescent signal distributed into the two detection channels in FRET experi-

ments follows binomial statistics as

p(FDA| 〈E∗〉 , N) =
(
FDA
N

)
〈E∗〉FDA (1− 〈E∗〉)N−FDA (2.3.5)

for a given number of photons N with N = FDD + FDA.
The standard width σE∗ of the FRET efficiency distribution for a homogeneous, sin-

gle distance fluorophore pair with theoretical raw FRET efficiency 〈E∗〉 is given as
σ2
E∗ =

〈(
FDA

FDD+FDA − 〈E
∗〉
)2
〉
FDA,FDD

, which depends on the actual counting proba-

bility distribution p(N) to detect N photons. In practice, the detected photon events
(bursts) are typically filtered by a lower threshold N ≥ Nmin, which defines an upper
bound for the standard width σE as

σ2
E∗ ≤

E∗(1− E∗)
Nmin

, (2.3.6)

where the equal case occurs if N = Nmin for all bursts [61].
A full description of the photon statistics based on an assumed distribution p(N)

(estimated from the measurement) allows to simulate the FRET data with photon dis-
tribution analysis (PDA). Here, the Poissonian background statistics, the binomial dis-
tribution of donor (FDD) and acceptor channel photons (FDA) and the photon count
statistics p(N) are considered to fully reproduce the complete FRET efficiency histogram
[62]. It can be expanded by dynamic terms simulating molecular dynamics to describe
the interchange between different (static) FRET states [63, 64].
A simplified version to detect molecular dynamics (exchange between two FRET effi-

ciency states E∗1 6= E∗2 ) based on photon statistics is the burst variance analysis (BVA),
which analyses multiple subset of photons for each burst [65]. Dividing the N burst
photons of a single burst in bN/nc fixed sets (si) of n photons (often n = 5 is used),
similar to equation 2.3.6, we expect an average standard deviation of

〈σE∗〉si =

√
E∗(1− E∗)

n
, (2.3.7)

for a given raw FRET efficiency E∗. Thus, the burst variance analysis can be used
for multiple bursts at a given raw FRET efficiency to detect dynamics if a statistically
significant deviation
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〈
〈σE∗〉si

〉
bursts

>

√
E∗(1− E∗)

n
(2.3.8)

is observed (see section 3.4.4 for more details). Since the inequality is only significant, if
the dynamics occur on a time scale of the observation time (∼ 1ms) and slower than the
average detection time for multiple packages of n consecutive photons, the sensitivity of
this analysis method is limited to the time range between ∼ 200µs − 5ms [66].

2.3.3 Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy

Based on the intensity profile following from equation 2.3.3 and the Poissonian nature of
photon emission, the fluorescence signal can be fully described for diffusing molecules.
The analysis of fluctuations of fluorescence intensity with fluorescence correlation spec-
troscopy uses the auto-correlation of the signal to obtain insights into dynamic processes.
The second-order auto-correlation function is defined by

G(τ) = 〈δI(t)δI(t+ τ)〉τ
〈I(t)〉2τ

, (2.3.9)

where I(t) is the fluorescent intensity at time t and δI(t) = I(t) − 〈I(t)〉 the time-
dependent fluctuation.
For the confocal intensity profile, the second-order correlation function for a diffusing

molecules with diffusion constant D reads as

G(τ) = 1
〈N〉

1
(1 + 4Dτ/w0)

√
1 + 4Dτ/wz

, (2.3.10)

where 〈N〉 is the average number of molecules in the effective confocal-volume Veff =
(π/2)3/2w2

0wz as described above. A full derivation on the auto-correlation can be
found in reference [24] (chapter 5). The above derivation assumes photon emitters with
constant photon emission rates over time, which only depend on the position in the
focus. For common fluorophores, the photon emission rates vary due to rate-interfering
processes as briefly discussed in the beginning of this chapter. Considering all effects,
the full auto-correlation function is described as the product of all contributions

G(τ) = Gdiffusion(τ) ·Gphotophysics(τ) ·Gdynamics(τ) ·Gantibunching(τ), (2.3.11)

where the different factors contribute on distinct timescales ranging from picoseconds
(antibunching) to hundreds of milliseconds or seconds (triplet relaxation, protein dy-
namics). Due to the fact, that the signal of different molecules is fully uncorrelated
and does not contribute to the auto-correlation, the overall auto-correlation for multiple
species is fully separable and reads

G(τ) = Υ1G1(τ) + Υ2G2(τ) (2.3.12)
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2 Fundamentals of fluorescence - concepts and applications

with the fractional intensity Υi = εi 〈Ni〉 /(ε1 〈N1〉 + ε2 〈N2〉), where εi are the species
intensities [67].
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3 Measurement and evaluation
techniques

While the previous chapter introduced fluorescence principles and gave theoretical con-
cepts to single-molecule measurements, this chapter is supposed to shed light on practical
aspects of the measurements. This starts with a brief introduction to protein labeling
and followed by a section about spectroscopic measurements of quantum efficiency, life-
time and anisotropy. Then, two different smFRET-measurements will be introduced
including standard evaluation and correction procedures.

3.1 Protein labeling

A common strategy for the fluorescent labeling of proteins is the attachment of organic
dyes to selected amino-acids via reactive groups of the fluorophore [22]. Binding to the
abundant lysine residues via NHS-ester functionalized fluorophores as well as His-tag or
N-terminal labeling gives no choice regarding the labeling position. Thus a widely used
strategy is to label inserted cysteine residues site-specifically via a maleimide group,
which enables the attachment of an organic fluorophore by a thiol-maleimide reaction
[68, 69] (see Figure 3.1.1A) at, in principle, any position with high labeling efficiency
and specificity [22, 70]. Alternatively, incorporation of unnatural amino-acids (UAAs)
has become an alternative when native cysteine hinder site-specific incorporation [71–
76]. However, here we focus solely on cysteine-labeling in this thesis. While the careful
selection of suited labeling locations is a central part of this thesis (see chapter 7), the
generation of the protein samples is not addressed. More details on the cloning, protein
expression, and purification can be found in references [77–80].

3.1.1 Labeling protocol

In general, proteins were stored in a buffer at -20 °C containing 50% glycerol to avoid
crystalization and 1 mM DTT (dithiothreitol) to avoid cysteine oxidation and disulfide
bond formation (protein dimer formation).
In short, His-tagged proteins were immobilized on a Ni-Sepharose 6 Fast Flow resin

(GE Healthcare) and the DTT-containing buffer was washed off. The resin was incubated
4-12 h at 4°C in the labeling buffer at pH 7.4 - 8.0 with 25 nmol of each fluorophore. At
pH 7.4, the reaction rate of maleimide with thiols is much faster than the reaction rate of
maleimide with amines. However, at higher pH, free primary amines react competitively
with thiols at the maleimide C=C bond [81]. The column was washed sub-sequentially
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Figure 3.1.1: Protein labeling principle. A Thiol-maleimide reaction links the cysteine
and the fluorophore. B Size exclusion chromatography with porous material separates
molecules by size due to different flow velocities. C Absorbance spectra of a protein (MalE,
black), Alexa Fluor 546 (green), and Alexa Fluor 647. The vertical lines illustrate the
measurement points in the size exclusion with marked correction factors. D Exemplary
size exclusion chromatograms of MalE mutants 83-205 labeled with Alexa Fluor 546/Alexa
Fluor 647 (top) and mutant 29-352 labeled with Alexa Fluor 546/Star 635P(bottom).

with labeling buffer with 5% and 50% glycerol to remove unbound fluorophores. Bound
proteins were eluted with 500 µl of elution buffer containing 500 mM imidazole.

3.1.2 Size exclusion chromatography

The labeled and eluted protein is further purified by size-exclusion chromatography,
where species of different size (protein aggregates, proteins, free fluorophores, DTT)
can be separated through size-dependent diffusion velocities in a porous material (see
Figure 3.1.1B). The column (Superdex 75 Increase 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare) was
chosen to be selective in the range of protein masses with 3 - 70 kDa. The elution of the
protein, fluorophores and contaminants is monitored by absorbance measurements at
the maximum wavelengths of protein (280 nm) and the labeled fluorophores (see Figure
3.1.1C, dashed line). Figure 3.1.1D shows two exemplary size-exlusion chromatograms
of two different maltose-binding protein (MalE) mutants from E. coli [82] labeled with
Alexa Fluor 546 / Alexa Fluor 647 (MalE 83-205, top) and Alexa Fluor 546 / Star
635P (MalE 29-352, bottom). The upper profile shows a very symmetric and clean
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3.2 Fluorescence quantum efficiency determination

protein peak without aggregation, where the size exclusion mainly serves to remove
free fluorophore and immidazol (both elute at larger volumes). However, the lower
profile shows a clear aggregation peak (around 10.5 ml) and an asymmetric absorption
profiles at the different wavelengths. A careful selection of one fraction (gray area) allows
to optimize the labeling ratio and eliminate protein aggregates. Distinct retardation
of fluorophore-labeled proteins occurs for hydrophobiic dyes (Atto647N) but also for
Star635P (phosphorylated rhomdamine).

3.1.3 labeling efficiency calculation

The labeling ratio (number of fluorophores per protein) can be calculated from the
absorbance values, which are composed of the different protein and fluorophore contri-
butions as

A280
Ad
Aa


︸ ︷︷ ︸
−→
A

= l


εp cfdεd cfaεa
0 εd cfdaεa
0 cfad︸︷︷︸

≈0

εd εa


︸ ︷︷ ︸

Σ

cpcd
ca


︸ ︷︷ ︸
−→c

. (3.1.1)

In this formula, cp, cd, and ca are the protein, donor fluorophore, and acceptor fluo-
rophore concentrations and εp, εd, and εa their extinction coefficients, respectively, and
l is the pathlength. The correction factors cfi of the fluorophores account for contribu-
tions due to spectral overlap at the measured wavelengths and can be determined from
the absorbance spectra (see Figure 3.1.1C). The correction factors for the donor in the
acceptor channel cfad can be neglected for most fluorophore pairs, if the spectra are well
separated.

The extinction coefficient for the proteins is either taken from literature or estimated
as

εp = NW · 5500 1
Mcm

+NY · 1490 1
Mcm

+NC · 125 1
Mcm

, (3.1.2)

where NW , NY , and NC are the number of tryptophan, tyrosin, and cysteine residues
in the protein, respectively [83]. This approach assumes the extinction coefficients from
the absorbing amino acids in the protein to be similar to the value for isolated amino
acids.

From equation 3.1.1, we obtain the concentrations as −→c = 1/l Σ−1−→A and calculate the
donor and acceptor labeling efficiencies cd/cp and ca/cp, respectively. For the example in
3.1.1D (gray fraction), we obtain 1.11/0.91 (top) and 1.12/0.46 (bottom) donor/acceptor
per protein for the two labeling sites. Thus the combined labeling efficiency is 101% and
78%, respectively.
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Figure 3.2.1: Quantum efficiency measurement. A The cross section of a cuvette
(blue) illustrates the excitation (light red) and emission path (dark red) of the light. The
intensity profile of the light decays exponentially across the light path due to absorption
(bottom graph). B Uncorrected (top) and background-corrected absorption spectrum of
GFP. C Uncorrected emission spectrum (top, black) and sensor sensitivity (top, red) and
sensor corrected emission spectrum of GFP (bottom). D The integrated emission from
a titration curve is plotted versus the absorbance at 640 nm for Alexa Fluor 647 (data
points). The data is fitted according to equation 3.2.3 (solid, black) with the initial slope
(dashed, black).

3.2 Fluorescence quantum efficiency determination

According to the definition of the quantum efficiency (equation 2.1.6), the quantum effi-
ciency is determined by the rates of the competing deexcitation pathways of the excited
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3.2 Fluorescence quantum efficiency determination

state. These rates are difficult to be measured directly. Alternatively, the quantum
efficiency can be expressed as Φ = #emitted photons

#absorbed photons , which is used to measure the quan-
tum efficiency of standard samples with calibrated integrated-sphere setups according to
Mello’s method [84]. In practice, the quantum efficiency can be determined in reference
to a quantum efficiency standard by standard absorbance and emission measurements
[85, 86].

3.2.1 Spectrum normalization

For the quantum efficiency determination, absorbance measurements are performed in
buffer in a 10 mm (L) x 2 mm (H) cuvette on a continuous-wave UV/VIS spectrometer
(LAMBDA 465, Perkin Elmer). Fluorescence emission is recorded on the same sample
with a fluorescence spectrometer (LS 55, Perkin Elmer) with excitation/emission slit
width of 5 nm and gain values set to 775 V for the photomultiplier tube (PMT R928,
Hamamatsu).

In these cuvette measurements, the emitted light is detected perpendicular to the
excitation light as shown in Figure 3.2.1A in contrast to the absorption measurements
in one direction. According to the Lambert-Beer law, the absorbance A scales linearly
with the sample concentration

A = ε · l · c, (3.2.1)

where ε is the molar extinction coefficient, l the path length of the light, and c the
concentration. While the absorption can be measured very precisely, an offset correction
is needed for samples with significant background (in comparison to the standard refer-
ence). Therefore, a linear offset is estimated by a linear fit (see Figure 3.2.1B, dashed
line) to the long wavelength range (red data points), where no contribution from the
fluorophore or biological sample is expected. The extracted absorbance wavelength (at
the excitation of the emission measurements) is averaged over the slit width (5 nm).
In contrast, the emission intensity highly depends on the sample concentrations due

to various absorption effects of the excitation and the emission light as well as the
wavelength due to wavelength-dependent detection sensitivity of the PMT. Therefore,
the spectra are corrected by the theoretical detection sensitivity from manufacturer
specifications (see Figure 3.2.1C, dashed line). From the normalized spectra in Figure
3.2.1B/C, the integrated intensity Iint =

�∞
0 I(λ) dλ shows a non-linear dependency of

the absorbance (and concentration) and it could even decrease upon increase of the fluo-
rophore concentration. This effect is due to absorption effects in emission measurements
at higher concentrations, when the light is mainly collected from a small part of the
cuvette, where the light enters (see Figure 3.2.1A).
Overall, the measured intensity is expressed as

I = Io

d�

0

l�

0

10−εexl′c︸ ︷︷ ︸
excitaton light

·σ · Φ · (1− 10−εemd′c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
emission light

·Deff(l′, d′) dd′ dl′ (3.2.2)
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Figure 3.2.2: Quantum efficiency measurement of eGFP in reference to fluo-
rescein. A Absorbance spectra of fluorescein (top) and eGFP (bottom) at 5 different
concentrations. The dashed line indicates the extracted absorbance values from the excita-
tion wavelength at 488 nm. B Emission spectra of fluorescein (top) and eGFP (bottom) of
the sample in (A) excited at 488 nm. C The integrated emission from (B) is plotted against
the absorbance extracted from A and fitted to the function Iint = mA · 10−A/2 (solid line).
The dashed line indicates the slope Iint = mA without absorption effects (dashed line).

where I0 is an initial excitation intensity, εex and εem the extinction coefficients at
the excitation and the emission wavelength, c the fluorophore concentration, σ the ab-
sorbance cross-section, Φ the quantum efficiency, d and l the width and the length of
the cuvette and Deff a location-dependent detection efficiency (additional spectral com-
ponents are neglected in this consideration). At low concentrations (c . 1 µM) the
effect of re-absorption of the emission light can be omitted, since εem � εex (and d < l
for the used cuvettes). Assuming that the detection efficiency Deff is rather constant
over the cuvette cross-section, equation 3.2.2 simplifies to I = Ĩ0 · c ·

� l
0 10−εexl′cdl′ c small≈

Ĩ0 · c · 10−εexl/2c, where Ĩ0 summarizes all concentration independent factors. Therefore,
the integrated intensity Iint can be expressed as a function of the absorbance A as

Iint = m ·A · 10−A/2 (3.2.3)

for small concentrations, where reabsorption effects are estimated to be linear. A cal-
ibration measurement of the reference sample Alexa Fluor 647 in Figure 3.2.1D shows
this non-linear relation. A fit to the function Iint = m ·A · 10−rA reveals r = 0.48± 0.03
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3.3 Lifetime and anisotropy measurements

with good fit quality, which justifies the simplified relation in equation 3.2.3 in the ab-
sorbance range 0 < A < 0.5, despite the overall complex relation between concentration
and intensity. An example of fluorescence quantum efficiency determination is shown in
Figure 3.2.2 for eGFP in comparison to fluorescein1. Here, the quantum efficiency was
determined for eGFP in PBS in comparison to the quantum efficiency standard fluores-
cein in 0.1 M NaOH with a literature value Φref = 0.95 [84, 88]. We obtain absorption
and integrated emission from five different concentrations and extracted the quantum
efficiency of Φs = ms/mref ·Φref = 0.63±0.02 according to equation 3.2.3. The reported
values and standard deviations result from three independent experiments. The choice
of fluorecin as reference is due to its large spectral overlap with eGFP, which minimizes
deviations due to errors in the detector sensitivity correction. Alternative reference
dyes are quinine (emission at ~450 nm), rhodamine 6G (~550 nm) and rhodamine 101
(~600~nm) [84]. For red fluorophores, we use the less well established fluorophore Alexa
Fluor 647 (with maleimide group), due to the lack of available standards.
For high precision quantum efficiency measurements, a deeper understanding of the in-

struments, the measurement principles and the sample is important to avoid or minimize
various errors due to polarization effects, concentration instability and sample sticking,
spectral errors, etc. as described in more detail in [89].

3.3 Lifetime and anisotropy measurements

The lifetime and time-dependent anisotropy of fluorophores are theoretically well de-
scribed (see section 3.3.1) and are nowadays typically measured with high resolution via
time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) systems [90].

3.3.1 Setup and mesaurement

Bulk lifetime and polarization decay measurements were performed here using a home-
built setup (Figure 3.3.1A) as also described in reference [2] (Chapter 11). This setup
was established experimentally as part of this thesis. In the measurement procedure, 400
µl of sample was measured in a 10 mm (L) x 1.5 mm (H) cuvette at a concentration of 50-
150 nM. The sample concentration was always tuned to obtain a ~50 kHz photon count
rate to ensure high signal-to-noise ratio and avoiding to work in the non-linear range
of the detector. On this setup, the samples are excited by a pulsed laser (LDH-P-FA-
530B for green fluorophores/LDH-D-C-640 for red fluorophores with PDL 828 “Sepia II”
controller, Picoquant). The excitation polarization is set with a λ/2-waveplate (ACWP-
450-650-10-2-R12 AR/AR, Laser Components) and a linear polarizer (glass polarizer
#54-926, Edmund Optics). the emission light is polarization filtered (wire grid polarizer
#34-315, Edmund Optics). The emission light is collected with a lens (AC254-100-A,
Thorlabs) and scattering light or Raman contributions are blocked with filters (green:
532 LP Edge Basic & 596/83 BrightLine HC, AHF; red: 635 LP Edge Basic & 685/80

1The presented results are an extract of fluorescence quantum efficiency measurements in "Characteri-
zation of fluorescent proteins with intramolecular photostabilization" [87]
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Figure 3.3.1: Lifetime and anisotropy measurements. A Picture of the home-build
setup. The laser beam is guided from the top through the cuvette. The emission light
is collected by an APD. For the IRF measurements, a flip mirror replaces the cuvette to
directly guide the attenuated (OD=4) laser beam into the detector. B Calibration curve of
the emission light, where the linear polarizer is rotated by a servo-motor. The measurement
points (green) are fitted with a cosine-function to determine the 0°, 90°, and 54.7° positions.
C Exemplary anisotropy measurement with one magic angle (MA) and two vertical (VV)
/ horizontal measurements (VH). The IRF is measured separately with the flip mirrow.

ET Bandpass, AHF). The signal is recorded with an avalanche-photo-diode (SPCM-
AQRH-34, Excelitas) and a TCSPC module (HydraHarp400, Picoquant). Polarization
optics are mounted in home-built, 3D-printed rotation mounts and the APD is protected
from light with a 3D-printed shutter unit. The angle settings of 0°, 90°, and 54.7° (magic
angle) are calibrated with a cosine-fit to a measurement of the full rotation range (Figure
3.3.1B). In a typical experiment, the excitation power is set to 10 µW at a repetition
rate of 20 MHz. For anisotropy and lifetime measurements, data sets are recorded
for each polarization setting for 5 min in the order vertical (VV1), horizontal (VH1),
magic angle (MA), horizontal (VH2), and vertical polarization (VV2) under vertical
excitation. The anisotropy is calculated based on the sum of two vertical and horizontal
measurements to compensate for small drifts in laser power or slow changes in fluorophore
concentration due to sticking (see Figure 3.3.1C). With V V (t) = V V 1(t) + V V 2(t) and
V H(t) = V H1(t) + V H2(t), we obtain the anisotropy decay as

r(t) = V V (t)−G · V H(t)
V V (t) + 2G · V H(t) , (3.3.1)
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Figure 3.3.2: Instrument response function (IRF) measurement and fitting.
A Measured IRF profiles with LUDOX dispersion and two tilting angles of the linear
polarizer (with respect to the light path, see Figure 3.3.1A) and scattering signal of the
buffer with significantly lower intensity and smaller signal-to-noise ratio. B Measured IRF
profiles with the flip-mirror and highly quenched Alexa Fluor 546 fluorophores in saturated
KI solution. C Exemplary IRF profile fitted with three Gaussians reconvoluted with an
exponential decay according to equation 3.3.4.

where G is the correction factor obtained by measuring with horizontal excitation
G = HV/HH (HV and HH is the total signal in the vertical or horizontal channel,
respectively) [2].

3.3.2 IRF measurements

As descibed in section 2.1.2, the signal of excited fluorophores follows a single or multi-
exponential deexcitation according to I(t) = ∑

i αi e
−t/τi . In experiments, this theoreti-

cal decay is overlaid with the time profile of the excitation source, which deviates from
an instantaneous excitation in practice. Further, delays in the detection and recording of
the signal lead to a broadening of the measured intensity profile. This instrument-specific
response is overlaid with the actual decay according to

Imeasured(t) =
� t

−∞
IRF(t′)I(t− t′)dt′. (3.3.2)

Equation 3.3.2 is a general concept of a signal response based on an impulse, which
can hardly be resolved solely based on the measured signal Imeasured [91]. However, we
can approximately determine the IRF with a response that is close to a delta-function
(I(t) −→ δ(t)), which gives us

Imeasured(t) ≈
� t

−∞
IRF(t′)δ(t− t′)dt′ = IRF(t). (3.3.3)

A common approach in fluorescent lifetime measurements is the use of scattering
elements such as LUDOX (dispersion of colloidal silica) [92, 93]. However, the setup
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shows high sensitivity to reflections of polarization optics, which changes the shape of the
IRF significantly (see Figure 3.3.2A). Therefore, a flip-mirror as a sample replacement
(and a neutral density filter with OD = 4) was used (see Figur 3.3.1A) to guide the
laser directly into the detection path. This method improved the robustness for the
measurement of the instrument response function. Alternatively, the response of a highly
quenched fluorophore approximates the delta function, I(t) = ∑

i αi e
−t/τi τi→0−→ δ(t).

For the green laser (532 nm), we found that Alexa Fluor 546 in saturated KI-solution
shows the desired behaviour (Figure 3.3.2B). However, there was no adequate fluorophore
candidate for the red laser (640 nm) available in this work.
Heating and cooling effects of the laser (operating at different powers) and, especially,

the APD (operating at different count rates) were found to shift the instrument response
and thus broaden the decay curves. Therefore, measurements of the IRF and different
measurement conditions in the experiment were performed with fixed laser settings and
comparable count-rates without turning the APD off and on between the measurements.
In order to reduce the noise of the reconvolution fit function for lifetime and anisotropy

fits, I approximated the IRF by the sum of multiple IRF-components IRFi consisting
of a Gaussian (e−(t−tirf )2/(2σ2)) reconvoluted with an exponential decay (e−λit), which
reads

IRFi(t) = Aie
−λi

(
t−(tirf+(1−δi1)∆ti)−

σ2
i
λi

2

)
erf
(
− t−(tirf+(1−δi1)∆ti)−σ2

i λi√
2σi

)

IRF(t) = ∑Nirf
i=1 IRFi(t) + bkgIRF,

(3.3.4)

where the term (1 − δi1)∆ti accounts for small shifts between the different summands
and bkgIRF for the background.

Especially for the fit of anisotropy decays, I found that a small mismatch of IRF
and measurement signal is well compensated and the fits yield more robust results (see
section 3.3.5).

3.3.3 Lifetime reconvolution fitting

The typical signal in fluorescent lifetime measurements with polarized excitation light
results in a superimposition of a polarization decay (see section 2.1.4) and a lifetime-
dependent decay due to deexcitation. One can obtain a polarization-independent signal
by a calculated intensity I(t) = IV V (t) + 2 · G · IHV (t), which directly follows from
the geometric consideration of isotropically oriented emitters excited by polarized light.
Alternatively, measurements under magic angle conditions with an emission angle of
ΘMA = cos−1(

√
1/3) ≈ 54.7◦ result in the same polarization independent signal [2]. This

signal can be described as a convolution of IRF0(t) = IRF(t)− bkgIRF (background-free
IRF) from equation 3.3.4 with a mono-exponential (N=1) or multi-exponential (N>1)
fit according to:
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Figure 3.3.3: Lifetime data analysis. Fluorescent lifetime signal of Alexa Fluor 546
(blue, dots). The fitted IRF (black, dashed) is reconvoluted with an exponential decay
and fitted to the signal (red). The residual of the fit (bottom) shows statistically limited
de-excitation profiles with a minor mismatch at the signal raise at around 5 ns.

I(t) =
N∑
d=1

Id ·
(
IRF0 ∗ e−λdt

)
(t) + bkg. (3.3.5)

A typical approach is a fully numeric reconvolution fit, where the measured IRF enters
directly into equation 3.3.5 and the signal is reconstructed via reconvolution fitting [91].
The advantage of the analytic formula from equation 3.3.4 is that the signal of the lifetime
decay can be fully described by an analytic equation. Figure 3.3.3 shows an exemplary
mono-exponential fit (N=1) to the lifetime decay of Alexa Fluor 546 in aqueous solution.
The residuals are calculated based on the statistical uncertainty of photon counting,

which follows a Poissonian distribution (eq. 2.3.4) with variance σ2
i = ni, where ni

are the counts in each bin of the decay curve. The plotted residual is computed as
(ni− fi)2/max(ni, 1). Here, fi are the fitted values of equation 3.3.5. Based on this, one
obtains a reduced Chi-square of

χ2 = 1
N − p

N∑
i=1

(ni − fi)2

max(ni, 1) , (3.3.6)

where N is the number of data points, p the number of fit parameters.
The lifetime decay of a fluorophore often deviates from the ideal case of a mono-

exponential decay of the fluorescence due to a heterogeneous sample which different life-
times due to a varying environment of the fluorophore. Section 2.1.5 describes typical
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effects of quenching or fluorescence enhancement that changes the lifetime of a fluo-
rophore. An example of multi-exponential fluorescence lifetime measurements is shown
in Figure 3.3.4 for the DNA-binding fluorophore SYBR Gold at varying fluorophore
and DNA concentrations. SYBR Gold is an unsymmetrical cyanine, which has a low
quantum efficicency and short lifetime when it is free in solution due to very fast cis-
trans relaxation [94–97]. If the fluorophore intercalates with DNA, this non-radiative
relaxation is suppressed2.
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Figure 3.3.4: Multi-exponential lifetime fits. A Fluorescence lifetime measurements
for 0.0325 (blue), 0.5 (grey) and 30 (red) µM·basepair (bp) DNA at a SYBR-Gold concen-
tation of 2.5 µM fitted with a mono-exponential decay. B Fluorescence lifetime measure-
ments for 0.2 µM (blue), 10.4 µM (gray) and 124 µM (red) SYBR Gold in the presence of a
constant DNA concentration of 2 µM·bp DNA fitted with a bi-exponential decay. C Flu-
orescence lifetimes as a function of DNA concentration determined from single-exponential
fits as in A. D Amplitude-weighted fluorescence lifetime as a function of SYBR Gold con-
centration from measurements at 2 µM·bp DNA determined from two exponential fits.

2The presented results are an extract of lifetime measurements in "Molecular structure, DNA binding
mode, photophysical properties and recommendations for use of SYBR Gold" [98].
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Figure 3.3.5: Time-resolved anisotropy. A Time-resolved anisotropy decay of Alexa
Fluor 546 in 98% glycerol. The rotational relaxation is almost completely hindered and the
anisotropy value approaches asymptotically the fundamental anisotropy at short times (~5
ns). B Intensity curves of vertical and horizontal polarizations fitted with the functions in
equation 3.3.7. C Time-resolved anisotropy calculated from B based on equation 3.3.1.

Depending on the packing density, the lifetime slightly changes, since the fluorophore
is assumed to be sterically stabilized, the more fluorophores are intercalated in the
DNA (see Figure 3.3.4A/C). On the other hand, the fluorophores can quench each other
via collisional quenching at high fluorophore densities. The described effects are very
sensitive to the actual binding and the local environment of a fluorophore. Therefore,
the decay cannot be described by a single exponential anymore (see Figure 3.3.4C/D).

3.3.4 Fundamental anisotropy

The fundamental anisotropy varies for different fluorophores mostly in the range from
0.3-0.4 due to different angles between absorption and emission dipole moment (see sec-
tion 2.1.4). It can directly be measured in solvents with high viscosity such as propylene
glycol or glycerol (preferably at low temperatures), where molecular rotation is hin-
dered. In this thesis, high glycerol concentrations are used to extract the fundamental
anisotropy from the time-resolved anisotropy decays (see Figure 3.3.5A). The decrease
in anisotropy is mainly due to the decrease in signal and a higher contribution of the
background, as the fit with a rotational correlation time >100 ns also indicates (see
next section for details). For Alexa Fluor 546, a fundamental anisotropy of r0 = 0.38
was obtained. This corresponds to an angle β between excitation and emission dipole
moment of β = 10.5◦.

3.3.5 Anisotropy reconvolution fitting

The vertical and horizontal intensity decay of a fluorophore including a mono-exponential
depolarization according to equation 2.1.14 reads
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IV V (t) =
N∑
d=1

Id ·
(
IRF0 ∗

(
e−λdt (1 + r(t))

))
(t) + bkg

IV H(t) =
N∑
d=1

Id ·
(
IRF0 ∗

(
e−λdt (1− 2r(t))

))
(t) + bkg

, (3.3.7)

with r(t) = r0e
−t/θ for the generic multi-exponential fluorescence decay [2]. A global

fit of vertical and horizontal decay with this function yields the lifetime components λd,
the fundamental anisotropy r0 and the rotational correlation time θ.

Alternatively, the calculated time-resolved anisotropy (according to equation 3.3.1)
can be fitted with an analytic model for the anisotropy decay (see Figure 3.3.5C), where
the lifetime is fixed based on an initial fit of the magic-angle condition (see section 3.3.3).
In principle, both methods should be equivalent. However, the fitting of the anisotropy
decay provides better results for the analysis in this thesis, since it tends to be more
robust against smaller mismatches of the IRF and the decay curves (see Figure 3.3.3) and
for multi-exponential rotation times close to the fluorescence lifetime (see next section).

3.3.6 Protein relaxation

The previous section shows that a fluorophore in solution possesses a rather simple mono-
exponential anisotropy decay. For fluorophores attached to a protein, the anisotropy be-
comes more complex due to multiple rotational modes (see Figure 3.3.6A). The smaller
fluorophore exhibits a fast rotation θfl of around ~1 ns within the accessible volume,
which is slower but still on the same order as a free fluorophore (see previous section).
This rotation is superimposed with the rotation of the protein, which can be approxi-
mated by an ellipsoid. Although the rotation of an ellipsoidal protein is expected to be
multi-exponential according to equation 2.1.17, this can hardly be resolved in practice.
More details on the complex rotation relaxation for ellipsoidal structures can be found
in references [99, 100].
A valid simplification is the splitting of the anisotropy decay into one fast rotation of

the fluorophore θfl and one slow rotation of the protein θp according to

r(t) = r0e
−t/θp

(
αe−t/θfl + (1− α)

)
, (3.3.8)

where α determines how free the fluorophore is to move. Here, α = 1 means that the
fluorophore is completely free to move and α = 0 means that the fluorophore completely
sticks to the protein. Due to the different rotation times around the principle axes θx, θy,
and θz, the overall protein relaxation in the measurement depends on the actual labeling
position (see Figure 3.3.6D). At the tips of the protein (z-coordinate large), the slow
rotations θx and θydominate the protein relaxation (see Figure 3.3.6A/B) in contrast to
the central residues (z-coordinate approximately 0), while the fast rotation θz reduces
the overall protein relaxation time. Using the theory on rotational correlation time, one
can estimate the expected values according to equation 2.1.15 considering the ellipsoidal
form and a hydration shell around the protein:
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3.3 Lifetime and anisotropy measurements

θx =15.9ns (h = 0) | 19.9ns (h = 0.2ml/g)
θy =14.0ns (h = 0) | 17.8ns (h = 0.2ml/g)
θz =10.2ns (h = 0) | 12.9ns (h = 0.2ml/g)

The hydration parameter h accounts for water molecules at the protein surface, which
interact electrostatically with polar and charged amino acids. The determined values for
the rotational correlation time with h = 0.2ml/g are comparable to the measured values
of 15-25 ns, although, the estimation neglects the additional friction of the attached
fluorophore (see Figure 3.3.6D).
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Figure 3.3.6: Protein anisotropy decay. A Protein structure of MalE (pdb: 1omp,
gray) fitted with an ellipsoid (yellow) and the fluorophore attached at residue 29 (green
structure). The fluorophore can move and rotate within the accessible volume (pale green).
B Anisotropy decay of Alexa Fluor 546 labeled at residue 29. C Anisotropy decay of Alexa
Fluor 546 labeled at residue 186. D Fraction of free fluorophore rotation α plotted against
the projection of the Cα-atom to the z-axis (left) does not show a clear correlation.The
protein relaxation time θp plotted against the projection of the Cα-atom to the z-axis
(right) shows clear tendency of larger relaxation times at the outer positions indicated by
a parabola fit (black, dashed).
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3.4 ALEX and PIE measurements

3.4.1 Setup and measurement

In this work, single-molecule FRET experiments were carried out on two types of solution
based confocal microscopy systems that were set up as part of the work. One is an
alternating-laser excitation microscopy (ALEX) setup as sketched in Figure 3.4.1, where
the two excitation lasers are alternatingly switched on and off in cw-mode to excite donor
and acceptor molecules separately [14, 15].

sample

pinhole
mirror

APD
detectors

F(D)

F(A)

objective

fluorescence

fibre

cw-laser
sources
 
 

640 nm 
excitation

digital
modulation
(50 µs on, 50 µs off) 

53
2

nm

Figure 3.4.1: ALEX microscope principle. A Intensity profile of a focused Gaussian
beam in xz- (left) and xy-direction (right). B 3D focal volume with contour lines at 1/2,
1/4, and 1/e2 of the peak intensity. C Scheme of an ALEX setup with two alternating
laser sources, which are guided into the objective and focused in the solution above the
coverslip. The emitted light is collected with the same objective and separated from the
excitation light with a dichroic mirror. The emission light is spatially filtered with a pinhole
and spectrally split before it it focused onto an APD chip.

The second setup is a pulsed-interleaved excitation (PIE) microscope, which imple-
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3.4 ALEX and PIE measurements

ments the alternation of the two exciation lasers with pulsed lasers on a nanosecond
timescale (typical alternation and pulse intervals ~25-100 ns). A synchronized detection
with a TCSPC module allows to determine the lifetime of each individual burst [16].

ALEX setup Single-molecule FRET experiments with ALEX were performed on a
home-built confocal microscope as described previously. On this setup, the fluorescent
donor molecules are excited by a diode laser OBIS 532-100-LS (Coherent, USA) at 532
nm operated at 60 µW at the sample in alternation mode. The fluorescent acceptor
molecules are excited by a diode laser OBIS 640-100-LX (Coherent, USA) at 640 nm op-
erated at 25 µWat the sample in alternation mode (100 µs alternation period). The lasers
are coupled into a polarization maintaining single-mode fiber P3-488PM-FC-2 (Thorlabs,
USA). The laser light is guided into the epi-illuminated confocal microscope (Olympus
IX71, Hamburg, Germany) by a dual-edge beamsplitter ZT532/640rpc (Chroma/AHF)
focused by a water immersion objective (UPlanSApo 60x/1.2w, Olympus Hamburg,
Germany). The emitted fluorescence is collected through the objective and spatially
filtered using a pinhole with 50 µm diameter and spectrally split into donor and accep-
tor channel by a single-edge dichroic mirror H643 LPXR (AHF). Fluorescence emission
is filtered (donor: BrightLine HC 582/75 (Semrock/AHF), acceptor: Longpass 647 LP
Edge Basic (Semroch/AHF) and focused on avalanche photodiodes (SPCM-AQRH-64,
Excelitas). The detector outputs were recorded by a NI-Card PCI-6602 (National In-
struments, USA). Data analysis was performed using home written software package as
described in references [101, 102].
Single-molecule events were identified using an APBS algorithm with a threshold of 15,

a time window of 500 µs and a minimum total photon number of typically 150 (number
is varying for different experiments) or a DCBS algorithm with a thresholds of 15/15 for
both excitation time windows (green/red) separately (other parameters as in APBS).

PIE setup PIE-FRET experiments were carried out on a home-built confocal micro-
scope. On this setup, the samples are excited by two pulsed lasers (LDH-P-FA-530B at 32
µW, LDH-D-C-640 at 20 µW) with the PDL 828 “Sepia II” controller, Picoquant, GER)
at a repetition rate of 20 MHz. The laser-pulses are altered on the nanosecond timescale
by a multichannel picosecond diode laser driver (PDL 828 “Sepia II”, PicoQuant GmbH)
with an oscillator module (SOM 828, PicoQuant GmbH). The lasers were coupled into a
single mode fiber (P3-488PM-FC, Thorlabs GmbH) to obtain a Gaussian beam profile.
The laser light is guided into a confocal microscope (Olympus IX73, Hamburg, Germany)
by a dual-edge beamsplitter ZT532/640rpc (Chroma/AHF, Germany) and focused to
a diffraction-limited excitation spot by an oil immersion objective (UPLSAPO 60XO,
Olympus Hamburg, Germany). The emitted light is collected through the same objec-
tive, spatially filtered using a pinhole with 50 µm diameter and spectrally split into green
and red channel by a single-edge dichroic mirror H643 LPXR (AHF). The emission is fil-
tered (donor: BrightLine HC 582/75 (Semrock/AHF), acceptor: Longpass 647 LP Edge
Basic (Semroch/AHF)) and the signal is recorded with avalanche-photodiodes (SPCM-
AQRH-34, Excelitas) and a TCSPC module (HydraHarp400, Picoquant). The setup
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was controlled by a commercial software package (SymPhoTime64, Picoquant GmbH).
Data analysis is performed using the PAM software package as described in refer-

ence [103].
Single-molecule events are identified using an APBS algorithm with a threshold of 5, a

time window of 500 µs and a minimum total photon number of 100 or a DCBS algorithm
with a thresholds of 5/5 for both excitation time windows (green/red) separately (other
parameters as in APBS).

Data extraction and stoichiometry The samples were measured in ALEX and
PIE mode at approximately 25-50 pM protein concentrations on a confocal microscope
as sketched in Figure 3.4.1. The photon counts extracted from the result of an all photon
burst search (APBS) and dual channel burst search (DCBS) algorithm are separated into
the excitation (donor excitation or acceptor excitation) time windows to calculate three
intensitiy numbers for every burst:

Donor excitation, donor emission: IDD
Donor excitation, acceptor emission (FRET signal): IDA
Acceptor excitation, acceptor emission: IAA

The fourth option of donor emission after acceptor excitation IAD is neglected, since
it only contains background noise. While FRET solely relies on the donor excitation,
the acceptor excitation is a readout for the stoichiometry (relative brightness) of donor
and acceptor fluorophores. Therefore, we define the stoichiometry as

S := IDD + IDA
IDD + IDA + IAA

. (3.4.1)

Molecules with donor only or acceptor only exhibit S-values of S>0.95 and S<0.2, re-
spectively. Therefore, this number can be used for filtering purposes.

Data evaluation Since the total photon numbers of a burst are in the range of 50 to
500, which are split into the different channels, the FRET efficiency and the stoichiometry
distributions show highly non-monotonic behavior due to the combinatorics (see Nir et
al. [58]). The data is typically binned into 61 to 101 bins in the range between 0 and
1 for the FRET efficiency and stoichiometry to obtain a more monotonic distribution,
which can be approximated by a 1D-Gaussian. The description of the two-dimensional
ES-histogram considers a potential correlation of the efficiency and stoichiometry (e.g.
due to slight confocal misalignment) and reads as

Gauss(E,S) = A · e
− 1

2(1−ρ2)

(
(E−E0)2

σ2
E

+ (S−S0)2

σ2
S

− 2(E−E0)(S−S0)
σEσS

)
, (3.4.2)

where the parameter ρ = corr(E,S) is the correlation of E and S.
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3.4.2 Binding kinetics

Single-molecule FRET experiments allow to monitor conformational changes [12, 104,
105] and ligand binding [102, 106, 107] when the fluorescent labels change distance
within this process (see subsequent chapter). Figure 3.4.2 shows such a titration experi-
ment monitoring the ligand binding of VcSiap, where the distance decreases upon ligand
binding and the FRET efficiency increases3.

The dissociation constant KD can be determined from the concentration of bound
cc and unbound proteins co by fitting the share of bound proteins rc = cc/(co + cc)
according to

rc =

(
1 + KD

P0
+ L

P0

)
−
√(

1 + KD
P0

+ L
P0

)2
− 4 L

P0

2 , (3.4.3)

where P0 = co + cc is the total protein concentration, L the ligand concentration [109].
For many measurements at low concentrations, e.g. for single-molecule measurements
at picomolar concentrations with P0 � KD, equation 3.4.3 can be simplified to

rc = L/(KD + L). (3.4.4)

In smFRET experiments, the ratio of both states can be well derived from a fit of a
summed Gaussian to the counts in the ES-histogram N(E,S) as

N(E,S) = Gausso(E,S) +Gaussc(E,S) (3.4.5)

by fixing the parameters Eo, So, σE , σS to the apo (opened, no ligand) and holo state
(closed, 200 µM Neu5Ax) values (derived from a single Gaussian fit) and only keep the
amplitudes as free fit parameters to get rc = AcσE,cσS,c/(AoσE,oσS,o +AcσE,cσS,c). Fig-
ure 3.4.2C shows a plot of the ratio of closed molecules against the ligand concentration
and a fit to the simplified binding curve from equation 3.4.4.

3The presented results are an extract of ALEX measurements in "Triggering Closure of a Sialic Acid
TRAP Transporter Substrate Binding Protein through Binding of Natural or Artificial Substrates"
[108].
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Figure 3.4.2: Steady-state ligand binding. A Apparent FRET efficiency histograms
ranging from 0 (top) to 200 µM (bottom) of Neu5Ac substrate concentrations. The fraction
of molecules in the closed state rc is given (determined by a global fit of 2 Gaussians for open
and closed state, shown in dark gray and green, respectively). B Exemplary ES-histograms
from data in A at 4 different concentrations. C Fraction of closed proteins depending on
ligand concentration extracted from Gaussian fits to data in A. The data points were fitted
to the function rc = L/(KD + L), which results in a dissociation constant of KD= 300 ±
100 nM (95% confidence interval).

3.4.3 Accurate FRET determination

From the raw photon counts, multiple correction steps are required to correctly estimate
the FRET efficiency based on the intensities according to equation 2.2.10 [110, 111].
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Figure 3.4.3: Intensity-based FRET efficiency corrections. A Background is de-
termined based on the average inter-burst photon rates. All three channels are averaged
over the times where the photon rate is below 10 kHz (black, dashed). B Exemplary E-
histograms and S-histograms of donor only (top, S>0.95) and acceptor only (bottom, E>0.8
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〉
, re-

spectively. C Linear fit to the 2D-Gaussian mean positions of the inverse stoichiometry
value (1/S) to the FRET efficiency E (after cross-talk corrections) of DNA with fluorophore
distance of 8, 13, 18, and 23 basepairs. The resulting γ and β values are determined accord-
ing to equation 3.4.10. D Exemplary ES-histograms for 13 and 23 basepair distances (joined
data sets) at every correction step (from left to right): without correction (APBS), after
background correction (APBS), after crosstalk correction (DCBS), and after all corrections
(DCBS).

Background correction. Background is calculated by averaging over the signal of
all three photon traces, where the total photon count is less than 10 cts/ms or from
a background measurement of the buffer (see Figure 3.4.3A). Alternatively, it can be
derived from pure buffer measurements or from a fit to the interphoton delay times [59].
The three background rates I(BG)

DD , I(BG)
DA , and I(BG)

DA are subtracted from all three burst
photon numbers iIDD, iIDA , and iIAA of every burst obtained from the DCBS burst
search algorithm:
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iiIDD = iIDD − τI(BG)
DD

iiIDA = iIDA − τI(BG)
DA

iiIAA = iIAA − τI(BG)
AA

, (3.4.6)

where τ is the burst duration. We obtain a background-corrected apparent FRET effi-
ciency Eapp and apparent stoichiometry Sapp as:

Eapp = iiIDA
iiIDA+iiIDD

Sapp = iiIDA+iiIDD
iiIDA+iiIDD+iiIAA

. (3.4.7)

Leakage and direct excitation. Leakage and direct excitation are calculated by fit-
ting a 1-dimensional Gaussian to the data points in E with S>0.95 and in S with E>0.8
and S<0.25 (APBS, after background correction) to determine the apparent FRET effi-
ciencies E(DO)

app and apparent stoichiometries S(AO)
app of the donor only (DO) and acceptor

only (AO) populations, respectively (see Figure 3.4.3B). With the correction factors
α =

〈
E

(DO)
app

〉
/
(
1−

〈
E

(DO)
app

〉)
and δ =

〈
S

(DO)
app

〉
/
(
1−

〈
S

(DO)
app

〉)
, the photon numbers

coming from acceptor emission upon donor excitation are corrected for leakage and direct
excitation according to

iiiIDA = iiIDA − αiiIDD − δiiIAA. (3.4.8)

From these photon numbers, proximity FRET efficiency and stoichiometry is obtained
by

Epr = iiiIDA
iiiIDA+iiIDD

Spr = iiiIDA+iiIDD
iiiIDA+iiIDD+iiIAA

. (3.4.9)

Global gamma correction. A line ax+ b was fitted to the reciprocal proximity sto-
ichiometry 1/Spr in relation to the proximity FRET efficiency Epr for all measurements
(see Figure 3.4.3C). Gamma and beta correction factors were determined from the linear
fit as

γ = a−1
a+b−1

β = a+ b− 1 . (3.4.10)

From the correction factors, the fully corrected FRET efficiency E and stoichiometry S
were calculated as
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E = Epr
γ+Epr−γEpr

S =
1+
(

1
Epr
−1
)

1+γ
(

1
Epr
−1
)

+ 1
βEpr

(
1
Spr
−1
) . (3.4.11)

The effect of every correction step and change in FRET efficiencies is illustrated for
a merged dataset of DNA labeled with Alexa Fluor 546 and Alexa Fluor 647 at 13 and
23 basepair separation in Figure 3.4.3D.

3.4.4 Dynamics evaluations

For the detection of molecular dynamics with FRET, two methods are applied in this
work. While the BVA method can be applied on every single-molecule data from ALEX
or PIE in diffusion-based as well as immobilized samples, the lifetime-based E-tau anal-
ysis is only applied on data from pulsed excitation at the PIE setup.

Burst-variance analysis. As described in chapter 2, an analysis of basic photon
statistics gives insights on dynamics or heterogeneity of the sample and artifacts of
the measurements. For samples from the ALEX and PIE setup, the BVA analysis was
applied with a binning of n=5, which defines the static line for a purely shot-noise limited
standard deviation σ =

√
E∗(1− E∗)/5.
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Figure 3.4.4: Burst variance analysis. A Mixture of DNA labeled with Alexa Fluor
546 and Alexa Fluor 647 separated by 13 and 23 basepairs. B DNA hairpin measured in
PBS buffer with 100 mM NaCl switching between a low and high FRET state as described
in reference [59, 112] .
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3 Measurement and evaluation techniques

Figure 3.4.4A shows a mixture of labeled DNA double-strands with different fluo-
rophore separations. Since the DNA is considered to be static on length scales below
the persistence length, the BVA analysis reveals two separated distributions centered on
the static line. Figure 3.4.4B shows a DNA hairpin, which interchanges between two
states with close and far fluorophore distances. We see that most molecules stay in one
of the two states between the diffusion time forming two populations on the static line.
However, a minor share changes from one state to the other forming the dynamic bridge,
which clearly deviates from the static line.

Efficiency-lifetime analysis. The lifetime information in PIE experiments allows an
alternative of dynamics, which is not available for the cw-excitation on ALEX setups.
Assuming a sample which interchanges between two FRET states E1 and E2, one can
derive an average FRET efficiency 〈E〉 from basic theory (see section 2.2), which reads
as

〈E〉 = t1E1 + t2E2, (3.4.12)

where t1 = T1/T and t2 = T2/T = 1− t2 are the relative times spend in state one (T1)
and two (T2) during the measurement time T = T1 + T2.
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Figure 3.4.5: E-tau dynamics analysis. A E-τ -plot of a mixture of DNA labeled with
Alexa Fluor 546 and Alexa Fluor 647 separated by 13 and 23 basepairs. B E-τ -plot of
DNA hairpin measured in PBS buffer with 100 mM NaCl as in Figure 3.4.4.

While the interchange between two distances (and FRET efficiency states) during
the detection time leads to a linear mixing of the mean FRET efficiciency 〈E〉, the
corresponding average lifetime τD(A) shows a non-linear behavior with respect to t1 due
to a FRET efficiency dependent photon count rate. From the average FRET efficiency
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3.4 ALEX and PIE measurements

and lifetime, one obtains the relation as the so-called dynamic-FRET line, which is given
by

Edyn = 1− τ1τ2
τfl(τ1 + τ2 − τD(A))

(3.4.13)

as derived in reference [64]. The free donor lifetime τfl is obtained from a lifetime fit to
the donor-only population. Figure 3.4.5 shows the E-τ -plot of a fully static DNA sample
(left, similar to Figure 3.4.4A), which shows two populations centered on the static
FRET line (solid line) according to the linear relation from equation 2.2.9 (corrected for
linker dynamics at very high FRET efficiencies [64]). The DNA hairpin sample (similar
sample as in Figure 3.4.4B) shows a bridging between the two states following the non-
linear dynamic FRET line from equation 3.4.13 (dashed line). In principle, the dynamics
can be observed on significantly faster timescales compared to BVA down to the order
of ~1 µs. However, a robust deviation from the static line can only be observed for well-
separated FRET states and a proper correction of the intensity-based FRET efficiency
(see chapter 6 for more details).
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4 Molecular and spectroscopic
characterization of green and red
cyanine fluorophores from the Alexa
Fluor and AF series

The use of fluorescence techniques has an enormous impact on various research fields
including imaging, biochemical assays, DNA-sequencing and medical technologies. This
has been facilitated by the development of numerous commercial dyes with optimized
photophysical and chemical properties. Often, however, information about the chemical
structures of dyes and the attached linkers used for bioconjugation remain a well-kept
secret. This can lead to problems for research applications where knowledge of the
dye structure is necessary to predict or understand (unwanted) dye-target interactions,
or to establish structural models of the dye-target complex. Using a combination of
optical spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, NMR spectroscopy and molecular dynamics
simulations, we here investigate the molecular structures and spectroscopic properties
of dyes from the Alexa Fluor (Alexa Fluor 555 and 647) and AF series (AF555, AF647,
AFD647). Based on available data and published structures of the AF and Cy dyes,
we propose a structure for Alexa Fluor 555 and refine that of AF555. We also resolve
conflicting reports on the linker composition of Alexa Fluor 647 maleimide. We also
conducted a comprehensive comparison between Alexa Fluor and AF dyes by continuous-
wave absorption and emission spectroscopy, quantum yield determination, fluorescence
lifetime and anisotropy spectroscopy of free and protein-attached dyes. All these data
support the idea that Alexa Fluor and AF dyes have a cyanine core and are a derivative
of Cy3 and Cy5. In addition, we compared Alexa Fluor 555 and Alexa Fluor 647 to
their structural homologs AF555 and AF(D)647 in single-molecule FRET applications.
Both pairs showed excellent performance in solution-based smFRET experiments using
alternating laser excitation. Minor differences in apparent dye-protein interactions were
investigated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Our findings clearly demonstrate
that the AF-fluorophores are an attractive alternative to Alexa- and Cy-dyes in smFRET
studies or other fluorescence applications.1

1This chapter was reproduced from Gebhardt et al. [113] with the permission of Wiley Online Library.
Copyright © 2021 Wiley Online Library. For details of the individual contribution see the “Author
Contributions” statement in section 4.5.
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4.1 Introduction

The exploitation of fluorescence techniques has impacted various research fields and
specific applications such as optical imaging, biochemical assays, DNA-sequencing, and
medical technologies. The molecular contrast agents, i.e., the light absorbing and emit-
ting molecules used, and their properties govern the success of these applications (for in-
stance in PCR-based amplification of disease-related genomes [114]) and the information
depth of state-of-the-art techniques in specialized research fields such as single-molecule
[24] and super-resolution microscopy [33, 115–120]. Whereas fluorescent proteins are
more frequently used in live-cell applications, in most other settings, where high pho-
tostability and tailored functional properties are required [24, 121], synthetic organic
fluorophores dominate.
The common molecular scaffolds of modern synthetic organic fluorophores are fluores-

ceins, rhodamines, carbon- and silicon-pyronines, rylenes, bodipys, and cyanines [121].
They all feature intense absorption and emission in the visible spectrum [121]. Years
of structural optimization has resulted in commercially available compounds with fa-
vorable photophysical properties and reactive linkers for flexible bioconjugation. The
general structural design of such commercial fluorophores aims at high absorbance cross
sections, high fluorescence quantum yields, and low rates for internal conversion and
intersystem crossing e.g., achieved by the exclusion of heavy atoms to reduce the latter
(see e.g., ref. [24] and references cited therein). In addition, self-healing [4, 7, 34, 122–
124], self-blinking [125], and photoactivatable dyes [8], fluorescent sensors for ions [126]
and pH etc. have become (commercially) available. Small-molecule additives [29, 31,
32, 127–129] are frequently used as intermolecular reaction partners for dyes to either
improve their performance by reduction of photodamage by triplet-states [33], oxygen
[33, 130] and other reactive fluorophore species, or to achieve photoswitching [120, 131].
The increasing availability of dyes from commercial sources has been a boon to research

and medicine. Companies, however, have often not been forthcoming with information
on the chemical structures of the dyes (and their linkers), which has been an obstacle for
some applications. Prominent examples are the nucleic acids stains of the SYBR family
(SYBR Green, SYBR Gold) [94, 98], the Alexa Fluor dye series (Alexa Fluor 555) [132],
and the ATTO dye family (ATTO643). A few structures from these suppliers have
recently been made available (SYBR Green [95], ATTO647N [133], ATTO655 [134]).
There are many applications where knowledge of the chemical structure of a dye is not
compulsary, e.g., when using Alexa Fluor 555 in imaging [135–143] and spectroscopic
studies [144–147]. However, Alexa Fluor 555 and Alexa Fluor 647 are dyes that are
frequently and successfully used for single-molecule FRET in combination with other
fluorophores [111, 148–151], or as a donor-acceptor pair [107, 152–156]. They have
become a popular choice because of their favorable performance in many assays, and
this is largely due to their high water solubility and the absence of strong (unwanted)
interactions between dye and target after bioconjugation.
For Alexa Fluor 647, the chemical structure is known, but there are conflicting reports

in the literature on the linker length connecting the two sulfonated SO3- groups (both
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4.1 Introduction

3-carbon [111, 157] or 4-carbon atoms [158–161] have been reported), as well as the
structure of the maleimide-linker connecting the chromophore to a biological target [159,
162]. For Alexa Fluor 555, on the other hand, there is no verified information on its
fluorophore class or molecular structure. Fluorescent lifetimes were found to be similar to
Cy3 [7] suggesting that Alexa Fluor 555 might have a cyanine core [157]. Also chemical
structures were proposed, but never verified experimentally [76, 161, 163, 164]. The
lack of unequivocal structural data for all these fluorophores limits their proper use
for FRET-restrained structural modelling, and in situations where an understanding of
dye-target interactions are important [165], such as in MD simulations [156, 161, 166].
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Figure 4.1.1: Confirmed chemical structures of cyanine fluorophores from the Cy-, Alexa
Fluor and the AF-series. For Cy3, Cy5, Sulfo-Cy3, Sulfo-Cy5 all structures were obtained
from the literature [158, 159, 162]. The structures of AF555 and Alexa Fluor 555 were
determined by NMR and mass spectrometry in this manuscript. For AF647, AFD647 and
Alexa Fluor 647, we confirmed the published structures (AF(D)647 in [167], Alexa Fluor
647 structure in [157]) by mass spectrometry. Note that the AF-fluorophore homologues of
Cy5 are available in two versions called AFD647 (n=1) and AF647 (n=2).

We have here studied the molecular and spectroscopic properties of Alexa Fluor 555
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4 Molecular and spectroscopic characterization of green and red cyanine fluorophores

and Alexa Fluor 647 in relation to other cyanine fluorophores with known molecular
structures (Cy3, sulfo-Cy3, AF555, Cy5, sulfo-Cy5, AF(D)647, Figure 4.1.1). Using a
combination of visible spectroscopy, mass spectrometry and NMR spectroscopy, we show
that Alexa Fluor 555 has a cyanine-based fluorophore core identical to Cy3. Based on the
available data, we propose the structure of Alexa Fluor 555 closely related to Cy3 (Fig-
ure 4.1.1). We further identified inconsistencies between NMR data and the proposed
structure of AF555, which presumably had an incorrect assignment of the locations of
alkylsulfonate sidechains. We thus present a refined structure of AF555 that is compati-
ble with our NMR data (Figure 4.1.1). We finally clarified the precise molecular structure
of commercial Alexa Fluor 647 maleimide to settle contradicting reports on its linker
composition. Using a combination of spectroscopic techniques including continuous-
wave absorption and emission spectroscopy, quantum yield determination, fluorescence
lifetime and anisotropy spectroscopy of free and protein-attached dyes, we finally com-
pared Alexa Fluor 555 and Alexa Fluor 647 to their structural homologs Cy3/AF555
and Cy5/AF(D)647 in single-molecule FRET applications. Based on the high similarity
of the molecular and spectroscopic parameters presented in this manuscript, we explored
and characterized the performance of donor-acceptor pairs AF555-AFD647 for smFRET
in direct comparison to Alexa Fluor 555-Alexa Fluor 647. Both dye pairs showed good
performance in solution-based smFRET experiments using alternating laser excitation.
Subtle differences in protein-dye interactions in spectroscopic experiments were further
investigated with molecular dynamics simulations. In summary our study suggests that
the AF-fluorophores are an attractive alternative to Alexa- and Cy-dyes for smFRET
studies but also other fluorescence applications.

4.2 Material and Methods

Sample preparation and labelling of proteins. MalE single and double cysteine
variants were obtained and fluorophore-labelled as described previously [102, 107]. The
cysteine positions for fluorophore attachment were chosen based on the open and closed
x-ray crystal structures of MalE (1OMP, 1ANF, respectively). The double cysteine vari-
ants were (i) stochastically labelled with the maleimide derivative of the dyes Alexa Fluor
555 and Alexa Fluor 647 (ThermoFischer Scientific, A20346 & A20347), and AF555,
AFD647 & AF647 (Jena Bioscience, APC-007, APC-009 and APC-009) for FRET mea-
surements. (ii) Corresponding single cysteine variants were labelled with one fluorophore
as indicated. His-tagged proteins were incubated in buffer containing 1 mM DTT to keep
all cysteine residues in a reduced state. Subsequently proteins were immobilized on a
Ni Sepharose 6 Fast Flow resin (GE Healthcare). The resin was incubated 2-4 h at
4°C with 25 nmol of each fluorophore dissolved in labelling buffer 1 (50 mM Tris-HCl
pH 7.4-8.0, 50 mM KCl, 5% glycerol) and subsequently washed sequentially with 1 CV
labelling buffer 1 and 2 (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4-8.0, 50 mM KCl, 50% glycerol) to
remove unbound fluorophores. Bound proteins were eluted with 500 µl of elution buffer
(50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 50 mM KCl, 5% glycerol, 500 mM imidazole) The labelled
protein was further purified by size-exclusion chromatography (ÄKTA pure, Superdex
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75 Increase 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare) to remove remaining fluorophores and aggre-
gates. For all proteins, the labelling efficiency was higher than 80% for each labelling
site (Supplementary Figure 4.6.1).

Sample handling for quantum-yield, time-resolved anisotropy, and single-
molecule FRET measurements. The labelled MalE proteins were stored in 50 mM
Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 50 mM KCl with 1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA) at 4 °C for
less than 7 days. The samples were stored at protein concentrations between 100-500
nM and diluted for the measurements indicated as described below.

Single-molecule FRET measurements and data analysis. ALEX experiments
were carried out by diluting the labelled proteins to concentrations of ≈50 pM in 50
mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 50 mM KCl supplemented with the ligand maltose as described in
the text and figures. Before each experiment, the coverslip was passivated for 5 minutes
with a 1 mg/ml BSA solution in PBS buffer. The measurements were performed without
photostabilizer, which showed little effects on the resulting data quality (Supplementary
Figure 4.6.2), which is in contrast to the pair Cy3B/ATTO647N used previously for
amino-acid binding proteins [102, 106, 107] and ribosome recycling factor ABCE1 [168]
where the addition of TX/MEA had a significant positive impact.
Data acquisition and correction procedures were performed for confocal measurements

similar to the procedure as described by Hellenkamp et al. [111]. Solution based sm-
FRET experiments were performed on a homebuilt confocal ALEX microscope as de-
scribed in [14]. All samples were studied using a 100 µl drop of buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl
pH 7.4-8.0, 50 mM KCl) on a coverslip. The fluorescent donor molecules were excited by
a diode laser at 532 nm (OBIS 532-100-LS, Coherent, USA) operated at 60 µW at the
sample in alternation mode (50 µs alternating excitation and a 100 µs alternation period).
The fluorescent acceptor molecules were excited by a diode laser at 640 nm (OBIS 640-
100-LX, Coherent, USA) operated at 25 µWat the sample. The lasers were combined and
coupled into a polarization maintaining single-mode fiber (P3-488PM-FC-2, Thorlabs,
USA). The laser light was guided into an epi-illuminated confocal microscope (Olympus
IX71, Hamburg, Germany) by a dual-edge beamsplitter ZT532/640rpc (Chroma/AHF,
Germany) and focused to a diffraction-limited excitation spot by a water immersion ob-
jective (UPlanSApo 60x/1.2w, Olympus Hamburg, Germany). The emitted fluorescence
was collected through the same objective, spatially filtered using a pinhole with 50 µm
diameter and spectrally split into donor and acceptor channel by a single-edge dichroic
mirror H643 LPXR (AHF). Fluorescence emission was filtered (donor: BrightLine HC
582/75 (Semrock/AHF), acceptor: Longpass 647 LP Edge Basic (Semroch/AHF)) and
focused onto avalanche photodiodes (SPCM-AQRH-64, Excelitas). The detector outputs
were recorded by a NI-Card (PCI-6602, National Instruments, USA).
Data analysis was performed using a home written software package as described in

[102]. Single-molecule events were identified using an all-photon-burst-search algorithm
with a threshold of 15, a time window of 500 µs and a minimum total photon number
of 150 [56]. E-histograms of double-labelled FRET species with Alexa555 and Alexa647
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were extracted by selecting 0.25<S<0.75. E-histograms of the open state without ligand
(apo) and closed state with saturation of the ligand (holo) were fitted with a Gaussian
distribution Ae−(E−µ)2/(2σ2).

Visible absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. Absorbance measurements
were performed in buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 50 mM KCl) on a continuous-
wave UV/VIS spectrometer (LAMBDA 465, Perkin Elmer). Absorbance spectra were
recorded at a maximum absorbance of ~0.4 and base-line corrected to remove back-
ground.
Fluorescence emission was recorded in buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 50 mM KCl) on

a fluorescence spectrometer (LS 55, Perkin Elmer) with excitation/emission slit width
of 5 nm and gain values set to 775 V (PMT R928, Hamamatsu). The spectra were
corrected for wavelength-dependent detection efficiencies. For data representation and
Förster radius calculation, the mean of three repeats of absorbance and emission spectra
was calculated and normalized.

Quantum yield measurements. For quantum yield measurements, three dilution
series at 5 different concentrations were recorded in absorbance and emission. The ab-
sorbance value at the excitation wavelength was averaged over the interval 510±2.5
nm for green and 610±2.5 nm for red fluorophores. The integrated fluorescence was
calculated according to IF =

�∞
0 I(λ) dλ . The respective absorbance values Aλex at

510 nm (green fluorophore) and 610 nm (red fluorophore) were fitted to the function
IF (Aλex) = mAλex � 10−Aλex/2, where the factor 10−Aλex/2 accounts for the absorption
of the excitation light of the emission spectra measurements. The fit returns the initial
slopes m (mfluo for the fluorophore under investigation and mref for a reference fluo-
rophore with known quantum yield). The fluorescence quantum yield of the fluorophores
is calculated from the slopes mfluo and mref as

Φfluo = mfluo

mref
Φref (4.2.1)

where we used the literature values Φref = 91% for Rhodamine 6G [89] (green fluo-
rophores) and Φref = 33% for Alexa Fluor 647 [169] (red fluorophores) as reference. The
reported values and standard deviations result from three independent experiments.

Förster radius calculation. The Förster radius R0 was calculated according to

R0 = 6

√√√√ 9ln(10)
128π5NA

κ2

n4QD

�∞
0 FD(λ) εA(λ)λ4 dλ�∞

0 FD(λ) dλ
, (4.2.2)

with the following values set to theoretical values:
The other parameters were derived from absorption/emission spectra and quantum

yield measurements as described above.
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Orientation factor κ2: 2/3
Averaged refractive index n: 1.33 in buffer / 1.4 for protein (ref. [170])
Extinction coefficient at maximum: 270 000 1/(M cm) (ref. [169, 171])

Time-correlated single-photon counting for lifetime and anisotropy determi-
nation. Bulk lifetime and polarization decay measurements were performed using on
a homebuilt setup (Supplementary Figure 4.6.3A) as also described in ref. [2] (Chap-
ter 11): 400 µl of sample was measured in a 1.5x10 mm cuvette at a concentration of
around 100 nM. The samples were excited by a pulsed laser (LDH-P-FA-530B for green
fluorophores/LDH-D-C-640 for red fluorophores with PDL 828 “Sepia II” controller, Pi-
coquant, GER). Excitation polarization was set with a lambda-half-waveplate (ACWP-
450-650-10-2-R12 AR/AR, Laser Components) and a linear polarizer (glass polarizer
#54-926, Edmund Optics). Emission light was polarization filtered (wire grid polarizer
#34-315, Edmund Optics). The emission light was collected with a lens (AC254-100-A,
Thorlabs) and scattering light or Raman contributions were blocked with filters (green:
532 LP Edge Basic & 596/83 BrightLine HC, AHF; red: 635 LP Edge Basic & 685/80
ET Bandpass, AHF). The signal was recorded with an avalanche-photo-diode (SPCM-
AQRH-34, Excelitas) and a TCSPC module (HydraHarp400, Picoquant). Polarization
optics were mounted in homebuilt, 3D-printed rotation mounts and the APD is pro-
tected from light with a 3D-printed shutter unit. An additional neutral density filter
with OD = 4 in combination with a flip-mirror was used to guide the laser directly into
the detection path for the measurement of the instrument response function.
In a typical experiment, the excitation power was set to 10 µW at a repetition rate

of 20 MHz. The sample concentration was always tuned to obtain a ~50 kHz photon
count rate. For anisotropy and lifetime measurements, data sets were recorded for each
polarization setting for 5 min in the order vertical (VV1), horizontal (VH1), magic angle
(MA), horizontal (VH2), and vertical polarization (VV2) under vertical excitation. The
anisotropy was calculated based on the sum of two vertical and horizontal measurements
to compensate for small drifts in laser power or slow changes in fluorophore concentration
due to sticking. With V V (t) = V V 1(t) + V V 2(t) and V H(t) = V H1(t) + V H2(t), we
obtained the anisotropy decay as r(t) = (V V (t)−GVH(t))/(V V (t) + 2GVH(t)), where
G is the correction factor obtained by measuring with horizontal excitationG = HV/HH
(HV and HH is the total signal in the vertical or horizontal channel, respectively) [2].
The IRF was approximated as a sum of (up to) 3 Gaussians convoluted with a fast
exponential decay, which fitted and reproduced the IRF in our setup:

IRF (t) =
3∑
i=1

Aie
−λi(t−(tirf+(1−δi1)∆ti)−σ2

i λi/2erf

(
−λi(t− (tirf + (1− δi1)∆ti)− σ2

i λi√
2σi

)
.

(4.2.3)
The times of the Gaussian-exponential convolutes for i > 1 are defined as relative time

shifts ∆ti with respect to tirf in order to enable that the instrument response function
can be shifted with one single time parameter tirf . Please note that the choice for this
function was due to the possibility to analytically convolute the IRF with exponential
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decays. Alternatively, other functions could be used to describe the IRF, e.g., a sum
of gamma distribution, with the same benefit. Alternatively, well-established numerical
re-convolution fits could have been performed [2, 91]. For our system, however, the fits
were more robust with respect to small IRF mismatches with the described analytical
approach. The parameters were derived from a fit of (IRF (t) + bkg) to the measured
instrument response function (Supplementary Figure 4.6.3B). The lifetime decays were
fitted as convolution of the background-free IRF with a single (N = 1) or double exponen-
tial decay (N = 2), were the fitted IRF parameter were fixed, except of tirf to compensate
for small shifts due to heating/cooling effects (Supplementary Figure 4.6.3C/E):

IMA(t) =
N∑
d=1

Id(IRF ∗ e−λdt)(t) + bkg (4.2.4)

The polarization intensities read as

IV V (t) =
N∑
d=1

Id(IRF ∗ e−λdt)(t) + 2r0

N∑
d=1

Id(IRF ∗ e−(λd+λrot)t)(t) + bkg

IV H(t) =
N∑
d=1

Id(IRF ∗ e−λdt)(t)− r0

N∑
d=1

Id(IRF ∗ e−(λd+λrot)t)(t) + bkg

(4.2.5)

(see also ref. [93, 172]), where the parameters Id, λd, tirf , and bkg are fixed. The
calculated anisotropy was fitted with the model r(t) = (IV V (t) − GIV H(t))/(IV V (t) +
2GIV H(t)), where the inverse rotational correlation time λ_rot and the intrinsic anisotropy
r0 are the only free parameter (Supplementary Figure S4.6.3D/F). All fits were per-
formed as least square fits with weighted residuals according to Poissonian photon statis-
tics.

Mass spectrometry. For mass spectrometric analysis fluorophore standards were
run on an ultra-high-performance liquid chromatographic (UHPLC) system including
a diode array detector (DAD; Dionex Ultimate 3000 UHPLC, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, USA) coupled to a timsTOF MS (Bruker Daltonik, Bremen, Germany). Five
microliter of each fluorophore sample was injected and separated using a C8 reversed
phase column (Ultra C8, 3 µm, 2.1 x 100 mm, Restek GmbH, Bad Homburg, Germany)
with 300 µl flow per minute at 60°C. Solvents were water (A) and a mixture (70/30 v/v)
of acetonitrile and isopropanol (B), both containing 1% ammonium acetate and 0.1%
acetic acid. The gradient started with 1 min at 55% B followed by a slow ramp to 99%
B and a fast ramp within 14 min. This was kept constant for 7 min and returned to
55% B with additional 4 min of re-equilibration.
Using the DAD the absorption spectra of 190-800 nm were recorded. In parallel mass

spectra were acquired by otofControl 4.0 in negative MSMS mode from 100-1300 m/z
mass range. The most important parameters are set as followed: capillary voltage 4000
V, nebulizer pressure 1.8 bar, nitrogen dry gas 8 l min-1 at 200°C, collision energy 70
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eV, Collision RD 800 Vpp (volt peak to peak). The evaluation was performed by Data
Analysis 4.5and MetaboScape 4.0. All software tools were provided by Bruker (Bruker
Daltonik, Bremen, Germany).

NMR spectroscopy. The maleimide derivatives of the dyes Alexa Fluor 555 (Ther-
moFischer Scientific, A20346, 5*1 mg) and AF555 (Jena Bioscience, APC-007, 2*5 mg)
were dissolved in 0.6 mL DMSO-d6 (99.96% 2H, Eurisotope, St-Aubin, France). NMR
spectra were acquired at 298 K on different NMR spectrometers (Avance III / III HD,
Bruker Rheinstetten; 1H frequenc 500 / 600 / 800 / 950MHz, mostly equipped with
helium-cooled HCN- inverse triple-resonance cryoprobes) using the Topspin3.5pl7 soft-
ware package (Bruker, Rheinstetten). In addition to 1D 1H and 13C spectra, vari-
ous 2D spectra were acquired to achieve the complete signal assignment and structure
elucidation of both compounds (2D DQF-COSY, 2D TOCSY, 2D long-range COSY,
2D NOESY, 2D ROESY, 1H,13C-DEPT, 1H,13C –HSQC, 1H,13C –HMBC, 1H,15N –
HSQC, 1H,15N –HMBC). DOSY diffusion spectra were used to identify impurities in the
samples.13C chemical shifts were also simulated with the help of the nmrdb.org website
[173] and compared to the experimentally assigned values in Table 4.6.1.
The exact positions of the alkylsulfonate sidechains and the maleimide linker in Alexa

Fluor 555 and AF555 were established from 1H,13C–HMBC long-range correlations be-
tween their CH2 groups and the signals of the cyanine core. The connectivities were
further confirmed by observation of the expected NOE correlations between sidechain
and cyanine protons. While the assignment allowed us to propose one unique structure
for Alexa Fluor 555, we found that for AF555 both the HMBC and NOESY correla-
tions were in disagreement with the previously published structure and suggested an
alternative sidechain arrangement as shown below.

Molecular dynamics simulations. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of mu-
tants A186C and S352C of the E. coli maltose binding protein (PDB ID 1OMP [174]),
each labelled with either AF555, or Alexa Fluor at the mutated site, were performed us-
ing the GROMACSMD simulation engine [175]. The initial structures of the fluorophore-
labelled proteins were built in PyMOL [176]. The fluorophore was initially oriented away
from the protein. For the protein, the amber99sb [177] force-field description was used.
Fluorophore parameters were obtained as follows. The fluorophore was cut off includ-
ing the linking cysteine residue and the cysteine termini were capped with an N-methyl
amide group at the C-terminus and an acetyl group at the N-terminus. The AM1 method
[178] in the AMBER antechamber package [179] was used to optimize the geometries
and determine partial charges for the two dye structures, as well as to determine atom
types based on the gaff force field [180]. The resulting partial charges are very similar in
equivalent functional groups in the two dyes (Supplementary Figure 4.6.4). The partial
charges assigned to the sulphonated groups SO3- were found to be similar to other exist-
ing dye parameterizations [181] (Supplementary Figure 4.6.4/4.6.5, Supplementary Table
4.6.2). If available, covalent interaction terms were taken from the AMBER-DYES force
field [159]. Missing terms were taken from the gaff-based antechamber parameterization.
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4 Molecular and spectroscopic characterization of green and red cyanine fluorophores

The fluorophore-labelled proteins were solvated in cubic computational water boxes
of edge length 9.5-10.2 nm. The TIP3P water model [182] was used. A neutralizing
amount of sodium counterions was added to the solvent. The systems were energy-
minimized using the steepest descent algorithm. Position restraints with a force constant
of 1000 kJ mol nm−2 were put on all solute heavy atoms and the system was simulated
for 100 ps at constant volume and a temperature of 100 K. Throughout, the Berendsen
thermostat [183] with a coupling time of 0.1 ps was used for temperature control. In a
second and third equilibration step, the system was simulated with reduced (force con-
stant 500 kJ mol nm-2) and vanishing position restraints, respectively, at temperatures
of 200 and 300 K, respectively, for 100 ps. In a final equilibration step of 100 ps length,
pressure control was introduced via the Berendsen barostat96 using a target pressure of
1 bar, a coupling time of 1.0 ps and an isothermal compressibility of 4.5 · 10−5 bar−1.
For all MD simulations, a time step of 0.002 ps was used, bond lengths were kept con-
stant with the LINCS algorithm [184], van der Waals interactions were described with
the Lennard-Jones potential [185] and a cutoff of 1.4 nm and electrostatic interactions
were described with the reaction-field method [186], a cutoff of 1.4 nm and a dielectric
constant of 80. Coordinates were written to file every 6 ps.
For each of the four equilibrated systems, four long production runs at 300 K and

1 bar, differing in the set of initial velocities assigned from the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution, of 200 ns length were performed. From these simulations, the minimum
distances between the SO3- sulfur atoms and any protein heavy atom were determined.
Distinct fluorophore-dependent behavior concerning the terminal SO3- in the indole ring
attached to the protein linker was detected which is why a set of 19-21 configurations
were sampled from the compiled 800 ns simulations per fluorophore-protein system such
that these configurations reflect the 800 ns-simulation data in terms of the probability
distribution of minimum distances between the terminal SO3- in the indole ring attached
to the protein linker and any protein heavy atom (Supplementary Figure 4.6.6). These
structures were used as initial structures in multiple short simulations (20 ns) to calculate
the rotational anisotropy decay,

r(t) = 2
5 〈P2 (µ(s) · µ(s+ t))〉 , (4.2.6)

where P2(x) = (3x2− 1)/2 is the second Legendre polynomial and µ(t) is the transition
dipole moment vector at time t and the averaging denoted by angular brackets is done
over time origins [48, 187].

4.3 Results

Spectroscopic characterization of Alexa and AF dyes. We started our investi-
gation of Alexa Fluor 555 and Alexa Fluor 647 properties by a comparison of absorbance
and fluorescence spectra and the determination of spectroscopic parameters such as fluo-
rescence lifetime and anisotropy against well-characterized green dyes such as Cy3, sulfo-
Cy3, AF555 (cyanines), and Alexa546 (rhodamine). For comparison of Alexa Fluor 647,
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we selected Cy5, sulfo-Cy5, AF647 (cyanines) and ATTO647N (carbopyronine); data
see Figure 2.

By inspection of normalized spectra of the green-absorbing dyes in both absorption
and emission (Figure 4.3.1A), we see a clear bathochromic shift when SO3- groups are
attached to the Cy3-core structure (Cy3 7→ sulfo-Cy3 7→ AF555). All dyes show three
vibronic peaks, e.g., for Cy3 at 540 nm, 510 nm and 475 nm, which are also seen for sulfo-
Cy3, AF555 and Alexa Fluor 555, yet at higher wavelengths. The spectra of Alexa Fluor
555 and AF555 are almost indistinguishable. These spectral characteristics of the cyanine
dyes can be distinguished from e.g., rhodamine dyes such as Alexa Fluor 546 which shows
absorption and emission in a similar spectral window, but with different ratios of the
vibronic levels [188]. Additional indication for a cyanine fluorophore-core in Alexa Fluor
555 is provided by fluorescence lifetimes experiments and relative quantum yields in
comparison to AF555 (Table 4.3.1). Both the lifetime decays of Alexa Fluor 555 and
AF555 and the relative quantum yields are highly similar. Any observed discrepancy was
likely due to different background levels during our experiments. A reconvolution fitting
procedure revealed similar lifetimes of 0.35±0.05 ns and 0.33±0.04 ns for Alexa Fluor
555 and AF555, respectively, in agreement with literature values for free Alexa Fluor
555 of 0.3 ns [132]. Time-resolved anisotropy decays also revealed comparable anisotropy
decays of Alexa Fluor 555 and AF555 with steady-state anisotropies of 0.20±0.01 for both
Alexa Fluor 555 and AF555. Rotational decay times and errors based on fit uncertainties
were found for Alexa Fluor 555 of 0.40±0.04 ns and 0.45±0.04 ns for AF555. All this
is in agreement with previously determined steady-state anisotropy values of ~0.19 for
Alexa Fluor 555 [8]. Similar systematic trends can be observed for Alexa Fluor 647,
AF(D)647 in comparison to Cy5 and sulfo-Cy5 related to spectral shifts and variation of
oscillator strength of vibronic transitions (Figure 4.3.1B). Also, the lifetime analysis of
Alexa Fluor 647 and AFD647 and AF647 showed similar decays. A reconvolution fitting
procedure revealed lifetimes of 1.12±0.04 ns, 1.10±0.04 ns, and 1.08±0.05 ns for Alexa
Fluor 647, AFD647 and AF647, respectively, all in agreement with literature values
reported for Alexa Fluor 647 of 1.0 ns [132]. Time-resolved anisotropy decays revealed
comparable anisotropy decays of Alexa Fluor 647 and AFD647, and AF647 with steady-
state anisotropies of 0.13±0.01 for all three fluorophores, in agreement with published
values of 0.16 for Alexa Fluor 647 [8]. The rotational decay time was determined to
be 0.58±0.06 ns, 0.54±0.04 ns, and 0.52±0.07 ns for Alexa Fluor 647, AFD647, and
AF647, respectively. The differences in rotational correlation times were not significant
for the green fluorophores (Alexa Fluor 555, AF555) and red fluorophores (Alexa Fluor
647, AFD647, and AF647). We observed, however, a clear difference between the green
fluorophores (τrot ≈ 0.4 − 0.45ns) and the red fluorophores (τrot ≈ 0.55ns), which is
in good agreement with reported values for Cy3 of 0.33 ns [189] and 0.38 ns [23] and
for Cy5 of 0.54 ns [189]. The difference can be explained by the larger size of the red
fluorophores and the corresponding hydrodynamic radii (Stokes radii) of 0.75 and 0.82
nm, respectively (according to Stokes–Einstein–Debye equation under the assumption of
a sphere with τrot = ηV/kBT , where η is the viscosity, V the sphere volume, and kBT
the thermal energy). Quantum yields of Alexa Fluor 647 and AFD647 were also found to
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Figure 4.3.1: Spectroscopic characterization of bulk solutions of free green and
red cyanine fluorophores. A Absorbance and emission spectra of Alexa Fluor 555
and AF555 in comparison to Cy3, Sulfo-Cy3 and Alexa Fluor 546 (left) show red-shifted
spectra for increased number of SO3--groups and difference in spectral shape compared
to the rhodamine-derivative Alexa Fluor 546. Absorbance and emission spectra of Alexa
Fluor 647, AFD647 and AF647 in comparison to Cy5, Sulfo-Cy5 and Atto647N (left) show
red-shifted spectra for increased number of SO3-groups with small difference in spectral
shape compared to Atto647N. B Lifetime (left) and time-resolved anisotropy measurements
(right) of free Fluor Alexa 555 (lighter green) and AF555 (darker green) at 100 nM concen-
tration. C Lifetime (left) and time-resolved anisotropy measurements (right) of free Fluor
Alexa 647 (lighter red) and AFD647 (darker red) at 100 nM concentration. D Integrated
intensity versus absorbance at 510 nm at five different concentrations (squares) for Alexa
Fluor 555 (top) and AF555 (bottom) with absorbance-corrected curve fit (solid line, see
methods). E Integrated intensity versus absorbance at 610 nm at five different concentra-
tions (squares) for Alexa Fluor 647 (top) and AF647 (bottom) with absorbance-corrected
curve fit as in D.
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Label Extinction
coefficient
[1/(M*cm)]

Quantum
yield

Lifetim
[ns]

Chemical
formula

Molecular
weight
[u]

Alexa Fluor 555
– C2 Maleimide

155.000
[169],(a)

0.1 [169]
0.09 (m)

0.3 [169]
0.35 (m)

C40H50N4O15S4
(m)

955.10 (m)

AF555
Maleimide

158.000 [190,
191]

0.09 (m) 0.34 (m) C41H52N4O15S4
[190, 191] (m)

969.12 [190,
191] (m)

Alexa Fluor 647
– C2 Maleimide

270.000
[169],(b)

0.33 [169] 1.0 [169]
1.12 (m)

C42H52N4O15S4
(m)

981.14 (m)

AFD647
Maleimide

270.000 (p) 0.33 (m*) 1.1 (m) C42H52N4O15S4
(m)

981.14 (m)

AF647
Maleimide

270.000 [167,
171]

- 1.08 (m) C43H54N4O15S4
[167, 171] (m)

995.16 [167,
171] (m)

(a) other reported values of 150.000 [192] and 158.000 [193] can be found on manufacturer page
(b) other reported values of 239.000 [192] and 265.000 [194] can be found on manufacturer page
(m) determined in this manuscript
(m*) determined in this manuscript in reference to Alexa Fluor 647
(p) Jena Bioscience, personal communication, Mai 6, 2020

Table 4.3.1: Photophysical and chemical parameters of Alexa Fluor 555/647 and
AF555/AF(D)647.

be similar. Overall, our spectroscopic observations support the idea that all Alexa Fluor
and AF-fluorophores studied here contain a cyanine fluorophore-core (Figure 4.1.1/4.3.1,
Table 4.3.1).

Molecular characterization of Alexa and AF dyes. To verify the molecular struc-
ture of Alexa Fluor 555 and Alexa Fluor 647, we first performed mass spectrometry ex-
periments. For these we used the AF dyes as calibration standards, since the structures of
both AF555 and AF647 were available on the supplier webpages. With this approach we
determined the molecular mass of the maleimide-derivatives of the fluorophores (Table
4.3.1) and identified characteristic molecular fragments in the MSMS spectrum based on
the available structures of AF555 and AF647 (see methods). Alexa Fluor 555 maleimide
showed a total mass of 955.10 u (C40H50N4O15S4), which is smaller than AF555 (969.12
u; C41H52N4O15S4) by the mass of exactly one methylene-fragment (~14 u); Figure
4.3.2. For Alexa Fluor 647, we found a mass of 979.21 u (C42H52N4O15S4) and 993.23
u (C43H54N4O15S4) for AF647; both findings are consistent with the published struc-
ture of AF647 and the idea that Alexa Fluor 647 contains two sulfonated propyl-groups
and the standard maleimide 5-carbon linker which is also used for various cyanine fluo-
rophores including Cy3, Cy5 and its sulfonated versions (see also NMR); Figure 4.3.4. To
verify the proposed structural differences, we studied the fragmentation patterns of all
fluorophores (Figure 4.3.2/4.3.3). Alexa Fluor 555, Alexa Fluor 647 and AFD647 showed
a richer fragmentation pattern in comparison to AF555 and AF647. Surprisingly, the
mass spectrum for AFD647 was indistinguishable from Alexa Fluor 647, which we also
verified by repeats of the experiments with different batches of the dyes. This high sim-
ilarity raised doubts about structural differences between both compounds, since much
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4 Molecular and spectroscopic characterization of green and red cyanine fluorophores

smaller structural variations (between AF647 and AFD647) had a bigger impact on the
observed spectra (Figure 4.3.3).
Most dye maleimides showed loss of small fragments with ~80 u (sulfonate group)

and/or ~123 u (sulfonated propyl group); Figure 3 and 4. The presence of the standard
pentenyl maleimide linker used for various cyanine fluorophores was verified as loss of
~237 u (pentenyl maleimide linker) for Alexa Fluor 647 and AFD647 (Figure 4) or seen
as part of a larger ~566 u fragment for Alexa Fluor 555 (Figure 4.3.2). Importantly, for
both AF555 and AF647, we could verify that these show an additional ~137 u mass loss
related to a sulfonated butyl group, which is not present in the other dyes (Figure 4.3.2
and 4.3.3). Based on the mass spectrometry data, we were able to restrict the pool of
potential structures for Alexa Fluor 555 to two isomers, where the maleimide linker and
the sulfonate-groups are placed at opposing sites of the fluorophore core (see below).
For Alexa Fluor 647, we could verify the structure shown in Figure 4.3.3.
For univocal determination of the Alexa Fluor 555 structure, we next performed NMR.

2D correlation NMR spectra allowed to reconstruct the molecular structure of both
Alexa Fluor 555 and AF555 via a complete assignment of all 1H, 13C and 15N NMR
signals. The positions of the alkylsulfonate sidechains and the maleimide linker were
then established from 1H, 13C–HMBC long-range correlations between CH2 groups and
signals of the cyanine core. The connectivity was confirmed by observation of NOE
correlations between sidechain and cyanine protons (Figure 4.3.4A).
For Alexa Fluor 555, 1H-13C long-range correlations to C2 observed in a 2D HMBC

NMR spectrum indicate that the two side chains C10ff and C31ff are linked to the same
indole moiety (a, correlations indicated by curved lines). However, the clearly distinct
chemical shifts of the H10 signals (4.25/4.29 ppm) vs. the H31 signals (2.10 / 2.35 ppm)
prove that C10 must be bound to the nitrogen (similar to C21), and C31 to the aliphatic
carbon atom, which rules out the discarded structure. The structure is further confirmed
by typical through-space correlations observed in NOESY spectra (green lines). Figure
4.3.4 and additional data (Supplementary Table 4.6.1, Supplementary Figure 4.6.7/4.6.8)
thus confirms the Alexa Fluor 555 structure (Figure 4.3.4A, confirmed) and discards an
isomeric version (Figure 4.3.4A, discarded). Since we benchmarked the Alexa Fluor 555
data against AF555, we also came to note inconsistencies in the NMR data set of AF555
and the structure that was available from the supplier (Figure 4.3.5). For AF555 both
the HMBC and NOESY correlations were inconsistent with the structure available from
the supplier (Figure 4.3.5A, discarded), but our data suggested an alternative sidechain
different arrangement as shown in Figure 4.3.5A (refined).
The NMR data clearly show that both alkylsulfonate sidechains are linked to the

same half of the cyanine core: curved lines indicate 1H, 13C long-range correlations
observed in HMBC spectra (Figure 4.3.5). However, in both possible assignment schemes
(broken or solid set), impossible correlations are visible that contradict the previously
published structure of AF555 (red lines; Figure 4.3.5A, discarded). In the proposed
refined structure, all experimentally observed HMBC correlations correlate with the
sidechain arrangement. In addition, through-space correlations from NOESY spectra
(green lines, thickness correlates with intensity) are also in agreement with this sidechain
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Figure 4.3.2: Mass spectrometry-based structure elucidation. Fragmentation mass
spectra of the different fluorophores A Alexa Fluor 555 and B AF555. Mass range was
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Figure 4.3.5: Structural analysis of AF555 by NMR. A Confirmed and refined
structure of AF555 (left) and previously published structure (right, discarded). B Region
from the 1H, 13C-HMBC spectrum containing long-range correlations via two or three
bonds. The cross-peaks clearly show that both alkyl-sulfonate sidechains (with their ter-
minal CH2 groups H10 and H21) are linked to the same half of the cyanine core (C2’),
while the maleimide sidechain is connected to the other half (correlation between H31 and
C2). These correlations are depicted by the blue (possible) and red (impossible) arrows
in the structures in A. In addition, experimentally observed through-space correlations
from NOESY spectra further confirm this side-chain arrangement (green lines, thickness
correlates with intensity).
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pattern (Figure 4.3.5A/B). Full NMR data sets for AF555 are available in the supporting
information (Supplementary Table 4.6.1, Supplementary Figure 4.6.7/4.6.8).

Alexa and AF dyes for protein labelling. Next, we compared the performance
of fluorophores from the Alexa Fluor and AF series for different applications in protein
biophysics. The major goal was to use the different dyes for smFRET assays. We selected
the periplasmic maltose binding protein (MalE) as a model system (Figure 4.3.6A).
MalE is part of the ATP binding cassette transporter MalFGK2 of E. coli [195–197].
For our studies, we created both single- and double-cysteine variants of MalE (Figure
4.3.6A) that allow fluorophore labelling via maleimide chemistry at strategic positions.
These protein variants were (stochastically) labeled with fluorophores AF555, Alexa
Fluor 555, AF(D)647 and Alexa Fluor 647. The selected residues allowed us to create
three distance pairs in MalE to monitor ligand-induced structural changes of MalE by
maltose. Two of the variants visualized conformational motion (36-352, 87-186) and show
inverse effects for addition of maltose, i.e., increase or decrease of inter-residue distances
(Figure 4.3.6b/c). We further had one MalE variant that served as a negative control,
where no ligand-induced conformational change was expected (85-352); Figure 4.3.6c.
The functionality of all variants was verified by microscale thermophoresis experiments
which showed the expected change of tryptophane fluorescence upon ligand addition.
This allowed us to calculate the ligand affinity for maltose, which we found to be in the
low micromolar range (Figure 4.6.9) as found for wildtype MalE [107, 196]. To define the
dynamic range of FRET-assays using AF-dyes, we determined the Förster radii (R0) for
different dye combinations based on our data. We calculated R0 to be 49±1 Å for Alexa
Fluor 555-Alexa Fluor 647 and 50±1 Å for AF555-AFD647 in buffer with a refractive
index of n = 1.33. For labeled proteins [170], the refractive index is often assumed to be
an average of n = 1.40, decreasing the Förster radii R0 to 47±1 Å for the Alexa- and
48±1 Å for the AF-pair. Both determined values are in good agreement with reported
values of R0 for Alexa Fluor 555 and Alexa Fluor 647 on RNA (47-48 Å) [198] and
values provided by the supplier (51 Å) [169]. The distances of our selected variants
cover a substantial part of the dynamic range of smFRET for a Förster radius of ~5 nm.
The cyanine nature of the dyes can, however, impose changes in the donor-quantum
yield (see data in Figure 4.3.6). This implies that R0 can change up to 10% provided
the quantum yield does not change more than two-fold.

Alexa and AF dyes for smFRET studies of proteins. We benchmarked the
performance of the fluorophore pair AF555-AFD647 in smFRET experiments of dif-
fusing molecules against Alexa Fluor 555-Alexa Fluor 647 for the three different MalE
variants (Figure 4.3.6). Labelling of MalE was conducted using established procedures
and resulted in similar labelling efficiencies for each site (>80%, see Supplementary
Figure 4.6.1) with at least 30% donor-acceptor containing proteins (Supplementary Fig-
ure 4.6.10). Notably, a strong interaction and sticking of AF555 when attached to
residue 352 led to a skewed profile on the size extrusion chromatogram and retarded
the protein on the column (Figure 4.6.1a). In solution-based ALEX-measurements of
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Figure 4.3.6: smFRET measurement comparison of Alexa Fluor 555 – Alexa
Fluor 647 and AF555 – AFD647. A Overlayed crystal structures of MalE in apo state
(gray, PDB 1omp) and holo state (green, PDB 1anf). Residues 4-103 are aligned and labeled
residues are marked with spheres (PyMol [176]). The FRET pairs 36-352, 87-186, and 85-
352 are indicated with lines for apo (solid) and holo state (dashed). B Representative FRET
efficiency vs. stoichiometry plots (ES-plots) for MalE variant 87-186 labeled with Alexa
Fluor 555/Alexa Fluor 647 (left) and AF555/AFD647 (right) to show data quality and
ratio of double labeled donor-acceptor pairs. C FRET efficiency histograms (uncorrected,
raw FRET values) for the three FRET variants labeled with the Alexa Fluor and AF pair
are fitted with a Gaussian fit function with mean µE and standard deviation σE of the fit.
The distributions show similar FRET efficiency values for all variants in apo state (top)
and holo state with 1 mM maltose (bottom). Please note that A shows the apo and holo
conformation of the protein with insufficient detail to see that MalE85-352 has no change
of inter-dye distance upon maltose binding.
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all three variants, we obtained very good data quality and similar photon count rates
for both dye pairs (see also Supplementary Figure 4.6.11). The comparison of the 2D-
histograms showed a clear FRET-related population with coincident detection of donor-
and acceptor-signal. We also found little bleaching/blinking effects and shot-noise lim-
ited broadening of the FRET populations for both dye combinations (Supplementary
Figure 4.6.10/4.6.12). The high data quality can be seen by an inspection and compari-
son of the 2D-ES histograms, where a substantial donor-acceptor population is observed,
which is well separated from both donor- and acceptor-only species (Figure 4.3.6B). The
latter suggest that significant blinking- or bleaching effects are absent, since no bridg-
ing between the three populations [199] (donor-only: S > 0.7, donor-acceptor: 0.7 > S
> 0.3, acceptor-only: S < 0.3) are observed; Figure 4.3.6B. All three double-cysteine
variants also show the expected trends for the addition of ligand: low-to-high FRET
(36-352), high-to-low FRET (87-186) and constant FRET (85-352); see Figure 4.3.6c.
Furthermore, the mean uncorrected apparent FRET values were nearly identical for
both dye pairs, i.e., their absolute E-value varied only by about ~1%. The width of the
distributions, which is characterized by the σ-values of the Gaussian fits, varied only in
a moderate yet non-systematic way in between both pairs. Also, no sub-ms dynamics
due to dye-photophysics were seen in burst-variance analysis (Figure 4.6.12). We noted,
however, a slightly elevated bridge component for the dye combination AF555/AFD647
when the residue 352 was present in the protein. This suggests that residue 352 allows
for stronger sticking, which is further supported by the skewed size-exclusion chromatog-
raphy profile of AF555 at this position (see Figure 4.6.1) and other data shown below.
In summary, the similarity of the dyes Alexa Fluor 555 / AF555 and Alexa Fluor 647 /
AF(D)647 regarding their spectroscopic properties was faithfully reflected in the FRET
efficiency distributions. This was expected since both dye pairs should have similar cor-
rection factors (direct excitation, leakage, quantum yield ratios) and Förster radii (see
Figure 4.3.6). All this establishes the AF-pair as a credible alternative for smFRET
investigations.

Lifetime and anisotropy decay of Alexa and AF dyes on proteins. Notably, the
smFRET experiments with the AF dyes showed a broadened FRET-population for the
variants 36-352 and 85-352 (Figure 4.6.10). To investigate this further, we characterized
the environment of dyes and their protein-interactions at positions 186 and 352. We knew
from previous steady-state anisotropy experiments that distinct residues in proteins can
behave very differently in terms of interactions with dyes, which was indeed observed
for MalE [107]. In our experiments, we observed generally faster anisotropy decays and
thus less dye-protein interactions at position 186 and stronger interactions at position
352 (slower anisotropy decay) for all tested dyes (Figure 4.3.7 and Supplementary Figure
4.6.13). No detectable difference was seen for the comparison of Alexa Fluor 555 and
AF555 at position 186 (Figure 4.3.7A), a result that was similar for Alexa Fluor 647 and
AFD647. At residue 352, however, we identified a much slower anisotropy decay, which
is indicative of strong protein-fluorophore interactions, in comparison to residue 186.
Yet there were no apparent differences between Alexa Fluor 647 and AFD647 (Figure
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4.3.7B). To our surprise and despite the structural similarity of Alexa Fluor 555 and
AF555, we observed significant differences in protein-fluorophore interactions between
both dyes at residue 352. This is interesting since both the confirmed dye-structures of
Alexa Fluor 555 and AF555 differ mostly in the orientation of their protein-dye linker
and the symmetric placement of the sulfonate residues.
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Figure 4.3.7: Characterization of anisotropy and lifetime decays of cyanine dyes
on MalE. A Lifetime (top) and time-resolved anisotropy measurements (bottom) of Alexa
Fluor 555 (lighter green) and AF555 (darker green) labelled at residues 186 (left) and 352
(right) in the ligand-free state of MalE. B Lifetime (top) and time-resolved anisotropy
measurements (bottom) of Alexa Fluor 647 (lighter red) and AF647 (darker red) labelled
at residues 186 (left) and 352 (right) in the ligand-free state of MalE.
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Additional differences appear in the fluorescence lifetime analysis, where AF555 stick-
ing reduces non-radiative de-excitation of the dye molecule and thus AF555 displays a
longer fluorescence lifetime as compared to Alexa Fluor 555 at position 352. This effect
is related to protein-induced fluorescence enhancement (PIFE) [38, 200] and supports
the idea that restricted motion is responsible for longer excited state lifetimes and in-
creased brightness in the green cyanine fluorophores. The structural similarity of Alexa
Fluor 555 and AF555 revealed in this paper, also provides a clear explanation for the
fact that both can be used as PIFE fluorophores [37, 201–205]. This also why Alexa
Fluor 555-labelled dsDNA shows PIFE upon binding to T7 DNA Polymerase gp5/trx,
which we could not explain previously due to lacking knowledge of the Alexa Fluor 555
structure. Again this emphasis the relevance of verifying fluorophore structures and la-
belling locations in relation to possible interactions of dyes with their environment. To
further explain the observed differences between Alexa Fluor 555 and AF555 in their
interactions with MalE at specific positions, we performed molecular dynamics simu-
lations (Figure 4.3.8). As described in the methods section, the rotational anisotropy
decay r(t) was calculated for multiple short simulations of the maltose binding protein
labelled with the confirmed structural variants of AF555 and Alexa Fluor 555 (Figure
4.3.8).
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Figure 4.3.8: Average rotational anisotropy decay calculated from MD simulations of
fluorophore-labelled MalE. Mutants A186C and S352C were combined with fluorophores
AF555 and Alexa Fluor 555, and multiple (~20) simulations of 20 ns length were performed
per protein-dye system. The curves depict the average of the anisotropy decay r(t) over
these simulations. Time origins for the averaging per simulation are separated by 6 ps.

The rotational anisotropy decay at 186C is faster than at 352C, reflecting, as observed
in experiment, reduced dye-sticking at the former site (Figure 4.3.8). The simulations
suggest distinct interaction sites, which are extremely sensitive to specific structural
features of the fluorophore. Relevant protein-dye interactions that possibly contribute
to the reduced motion at the 352C site and selected distances between fluorophore- and
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protein-atoms are illustrated in Supplementary Figure 4.6.14 and 4.6.15 for Alexa Fluor
555. For the 352C site, the simulation also shows an (albeit limited) qualitative match
to the experimental data for Alexa Fluor 555, where a faster anisotropy decay is found
in contrast to AF555 (slow anisotropy decay; Figure 4.3.8).

4.4 Discussion

Using a combined investigation of the spectroscopic and molecular properties of Alexa
Fluor 555, AF555 and Alexa Fluor 647, we were able to confirm that all indeed have a
cyanine fluorophore core (Figure 4.1.1-4.3.4). NMR analysis also reveals the structure
of Alexa Fluor 555 and we were able to propose a refined structure for AF555. Similar
studies on Alexa Fluor 647 allowed us to accurately determine its molecular structure
and with that settle conflicting reports on its linker structure and the linkers of the
sulphonated groups. Our spectroscopic analysis and tests of the dyes in smFRET ex-
periments on proteins (Figure 4.3.6/4.3.7) showed good performance of all dyes in the
experiments and a high degree of similarity between the Alexa Fluor and AF dyes as was
expected based on the structural similarity. Having determined the fluorophore struc-
tures, we were able to derive force-field parameters for MD simulations (Supplementary
Table 4.6.2, Supplementary Figure 4.6.4/4.6.5) and parameters for in silico-prediction of
accessible volumes of the dyes when used as a FRET label. These parameters are impor-
tant for predictions of observed mean inter-fluorophore distances and FRET-efficiencies
for a combination of smFRET experiments with structural modelling and simulations
[206]. Using the structure AF(D)647 and the corrected one of AF555 and the ones of
Alexa Fluor 555 and 647 (Figure 4.1.1), we derived all relevant parameters for AV calcu-
lations following the method by Kalinin et al. [206] (Table 4.4.1). For these simulations
a parametrization for linker and fluorophore core – modelled as an ellipsoid – is provided
in Table 4.4.1 according to the proposed procedure (Supplementary Figure 4.6.16) [206].

We finally note that the high structural resemblance of the dyes might render it

Label Linker
length [Å]

W [Å] R1 [Å] R2 [Å] R3 [Å]

Alexa Fluor 555 – C2
Maleimide (d)

21 4.5 8.8 4.2 1.5

AF555 Maleimide (d) 20.5 4.5 8.8 4.4 1.5
Alexa Fluor 647 – C2

Maleimide [207]
21 4.5 11 4.7 1.5

AF(D)647 Maleimide
(d)

20.5 4.5 11 4.9 1.5

(d) derived from approximated ellipsoid to fluorophore core and measured atom distances
in fluorophore structure (see Supplementary Figure 4.6.16).

Table 4.4.1: Geometric Parameters for in silico predictions of FRET labels using the
FRET-restrained positioning system.
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Figure 4.4.1: Characterization of anisotropy and lifetime decays of Alexa Fluor 647 and
AF(D)647 on MalE (position 352) in the ligand-free state of MalE. The change in one
methylene-group from AFD647 to AF647 shows a significant increased anisotropy and life-
time.

reasonable to use either of the dyes without considering the small differences. Yet as
shown above, slight structural variations of the dyes can impact dye-protein interactions
greatly, e.g., as seen for Alexa Fluor 555 and AF555 with differing lifetimes/anisotropy
decays (Figure 4.3.7/4.3.8). Such effects, which we also observed for a comparison of
Alexa Fluor 647 and AF647 (but not with AFD647) can largely alter various parameters
in a biophysical assay (Figure 4.4.1). Here, we observed significant differences in lifetime
and anisotropy decay for a mere addition of a methylene-bridge of the sulfonated group
(sulfonated butyl-group instead of propyl-groups). While changes in the donor lifetime
can alter the Förster radius, strong dye-protein interactions can produce a large number
of additional artifacts ranging from long rotational correlation times of the respective
dye to an impact of the dye on the biochemical properties of the protein.

Overall, we conclude that the gathered structural knowledge on Alexa Fluor 555 and
647 will finally enable their applications wherever precise chemical information is re-
quired. Furthermore, we conclude that AF555 and AF(D)647 are suitable replacements
of the Alexa Fluor dyes in applications for which similar spectroscopic and molecular
parameters are required.
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Figure 4.6.1: Investigation of protein quality and labeling efficiency. A Size
exclusion chromatography (SEC) profiles of Alexa Fluor 555 and AF555 labeled at MalE
mutants 186 and 352. B SEC profiles of Alexa Fluor 647 and AFD647 labeled at the same
mutants as in A.
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Figure 4.6.3: Lifetime and time-resolved anisotropy measurements. A Setup for
lifetime and anisotropy measurements (see section 3.3 for details). B Intensity profile of
green laser (blue) with fitted IRF function (red) as sum of 3 Gaussians convoluted with
exponential decays (top) and fit residuals (bottom). C Intensity profile of free Alexa Fluor
555 (blue) fitted with IRF function from B convoluted with a biexponential decay (red)
(top) and fit residuals (bottom). The stated lifetime is the amplitude weighted mean of
the two lifetime components. D Calculated time-resolved anisotropy of Alexa Fluor 555
(orange) fitted with reconstructed anisotropy based on intensity fit from C and measured
detection correction factor G (red). The stated rotational correlation time τrot and intrinsic
anisotropy r0 are the only free fit parameters. E Intensity profile of free Alexa Fluor 647
(blue) fitted with IRF function for red laser as in B convoluted with a biexponential decay
(red) similar to C. F Calculated time-resolved anisotropy of Alexa Fluor 647 (orange) fitted
with reconstructed anisotropy (red) similar to D.
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Alexa Fluor 555 AF555
Pos. 13C 1H 15N Pos. 13C 1H 15N
1 163.4 1 162.0
1’ 162.6 1’ 163.9
2 173.12 2 174.63
2’ 174.77 2’ 173.28
3 53.87 3 49.44
3’ 49.45 3’ 53.89

3-Me 27.85 1.692 3-Me 27.92
27.86

1.702
1.708

3’-Me 27.85
27.79

1.712
1.689

3’-Me 27.90 1.691

4 138.76 4 140.64
4’ 140.65 4’ 138.78
5 120.07 7.759 5 120.27 7.801
5’ 120.24 7.795 5’ 120.17 7.769
6 146.21 6 146.30
6’ 146.33 6’ 146.24
7 126.8 7.664 7 126.74 7.681
7’ 126.62 7.654 7’ 126.82 7.667
8 111.07 7.498 8 111.18 7.404
8’ 111.28 7.509 8’ 111.06 7.492
9 143.24 9 142.33
9’ 142.39 9’ 143.15
a 103.88 6.619 a 103.57 6.490
a’ 103.62 6.581 a’ 104.09 6.678
b 149.73 8,345 b 149.71 8.350
10 43.55 4.297 10 41.60 2.385
10 43.55 4.258 10 41.60 2.074
11 24.11 2.042 11 24.01 0.861

11 24.01 0.550
12 48.51 2.567 12 25.59 1.433

13 51.54 2.224
21 43.63 4.265 21 43.52 4.291
22 24.03 2.042 22 23.99 2.031
23 48.44 2.596 23 48.35 2.595
31 41.53 2.348

2.103
31 44.45 4.108

32 24.10 0.826
0.472

32 27.22 1.725

33 28.82 1.08
1.04

33 26.24 1.358

34 24.99 1.261 34 25.21 1.524
35 35.31 1.773 35 35.52 1.999
36 172.44 36 172.69
37 7.834 112.5 37 7.954 112.7
38 37.13 3.099 38 37.19 3.179
39 37.65 3.367 39 37.76 3.434
40 148.4 40 148.4
41 171.45 41 171.53
42 134.95 6.955 42 134.99 6.996

* 46.24 3.105 * 46.24 3.090
* 9.11 1.160 * 9.10 1.160

Table 4.6.1: Full assignment of the 1H, 13C and 15N NMR signals of Alexa Fluor 555
and AF555. The numbering scheme is described in the figures of the structures below. The
asterisk * denotes signals presumably belonging to trimethylamine counter ions.
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SO3
- group q(S) q(o)

[e] [e]
AF555, refined structure

1,6 1.46 -0.74
2,5C 1.42 -0.75
2,5N 1.45 -0.76
2,6 1.46 -0.74

Alexa Fluor 555, confirmed structure
1,5N 1.43 -0.75
1,6 1.48 -0.76
2,5N 1.43 -0.75
2,6 1.46 -0.74

Alexa Fluor 555, discarded structure
1,5C 1.43 -0.76
1,6 1.46 -0.75
2,5N 1.44 -0.76
2,6 1.46 -0.74

Alexa 488, Best et al. [181]
1.38 -0.71

Alexa 594, Best et al. [181]
1.46 -0.77

Alexa 350, Graen et al. [159]
1.09 -0.68

Table 4.6.2: Partial charges of the atoms of the SO3- groups in the present fluorophore
force-field description compared to the force-field descriptions of Best et al. [181] and Graen
et al. [159]. The SO3- groups are labelled i, j depending on their position, where i = 1
denotes the indole ring attached to the protein linker, i = 2 denotes the second indole ring,
j = 5N denotes a five-membered ring with the nitrogen as attachment site, j=5C denotes a
five-membered ring with a carbon as attachment site and j = 6 a six-membered ring. For
simplicity, the partial charges are here rounded to 2 digits behind the comma. The actual
unrounded charges are given in Supplementary Figure 4.6.4.
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Figure 4.6.4: Partial fluorophore charges. Partial charges determined for the shared
structural regions of AF555 and Alexa Fluor 555 with the antechamber package [179] as
described in the main article. Abbreviations “R”, “R1” and “R2” refer to the linker, indole
ring 1 and indole ring 2 with the bridging (CH)3 groups, respectively.
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Figure 4.6.5: Partial fluorophore charges. Partial charges determined for the fluo-
rophores Alexa Fluor 555 and AF555 in the distinct structural regions with the antechamber
package [179] as described in the main article. Abbreviations “R”, “R1” and “R2” refer to
the linker, indole ring 1 and indole ring 2 with the bridging (CH)3 groups, respectively.
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Figure 4.6.6: Distance distribution from MD simulation. Probability distribution
of the minimum distance between the sulfur atom of the terminal SO3- group in the indole
ring attached to the protein linker and any protein heavy atom, for the different dye-protein
combinations, sampled during four 200 ns simulations per dye-protein combination. Large
distances >1.5 nm are sampled more frequently at the A186C site than at the S352C site.
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Figure 4.6.7: 1D 1H NMR spectra of AF555 and Alexa Fluor 555. Both spectra
were acquired at 298 K and 800 MHz 1H resonance frequency (the asterisks * mark signals
stemming from the trimethylamine counter ion).
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Figure 4.6.8: 1D 13C NMR spectra of AF555 and Alexa Fluor 555. Spectra
were acquired at 298 K and 800 MHz (AF555) resp. 950 MHz 1H resonance frequency
(Alexa Fluor 555) with 1H decoupling (the asterisks * mark signals stemming from the
trimethylamine counter ion).
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Figure 4.6.9: Binding affinity measurements using microscale thermophoresis.
Binding affinities were measured with microscale thermophoresis (Monolith NT.LabelFree,
Nanotemper), where the ratio of fluorescence before and after heating ∆Fnorm =
Fcold⁄Fhot was recorded at different maltose concentrations [208]. Data points show
∆Fnorm normalized to minimal and maximal fluorescence intensities for unlabelled
mutants 36-352 (left), 87-186 (middle), and 85-352 (right). The curves were fitted
with a standard model for receptor-ligand kinetics ∆Fnorm = (Kd + cP + cmalt −√

((Kd + cP + cmalt)2 − 4cP cmalt))/(2cP ), where Kd is the dissociation constant, cP the
protein concentration set to 0.25 µM in the experiment, and cmalt the maltose concentra-
tion. The fits to the binding model (solid line) gave Kd-values of 2.2±0.4 µM (left), 1.6±0.3
µM (middle), and 2.8±0.3 µM (right), respectively.
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Figure 4.6.10: ES-histograms of smFRET experiments. A ES-histograms from all-
photon burst search (threshold 150 photons) of all FRET mutatns in their apo and holo
states for the Alexa-fluorophore-pair and B the AF-fluorophore-pair. Data are binned into
61 bins.
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Figure 4.6.11: Investigation of data quality of smFRET measurements between
Alexa Fluor 555/647 and AF555/AFD647. A Photon count histograms of selected
FRET population (0.325<S<0.675) for MalE mutant 36-352 in apo state. The different
detection channels show very similar photon rates for donor excitation – donor emission
(DD, left), donor excitation – acceptor emission (DA, middle), and acceptor excitation –
acceptor emission (AA, right). B Evaluation as in A for MalE 36-352 mutant in maltose
bound state (1 mM maltose in buffer).
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Figure 4.6.12: Burst variance analysis. Burst variance analysis of all FRET examples
in their apo and holo states for the Alexa-fluorophore-pair (left) and the AF-fluorophore-
pair (right). Data are binned into bins of 0.05 and mean and standard error of mean are
shown (black).
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Figure 4.6.13: Characterization of anisotropy and lifetime decays of cyanine
dyes on MalE. A Lifetime (top) and time-resolved anisotropy measurements (bottom)
of Alexa Fluor 555 (lighter green) and AF555 (darker green) labelled at residues 186 (left)
and 352 (right) in bound state of MalE with 1 mM maltose in buffer. B Lifetime (top)
and time-resolved anisotropy measurements (bottom) of Alexa Fluor 647 (lighter red) and
AF647 (darker red) labelled at residues 186 (left) and 352 (right) in unbound state.
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Figure 4.6.14: Fluorophore Alexa Fluor 555 (confirmed structure) attached to
mutant S352C of the maltose binding protein. Residues Y341 and R367 as well as the
fluorophore are highlighted in stick representation. The depicted picture is a representative
snapshot sampled during a 200 ns simulation throughout which frequent hydrogen bond
formation (occurrence > 20%) between the oxygen atoms of the SO3- group attached to
the five-membered ring of the second fluorophore indole ring and the OH group of Y341
or the NH1 and NH2 groups of R367 occurs. The sampled distances between the involved
acceptor oxygen atoms and the donor atoms of the amino acids are shown in Fig. 4.6.15. In
comparison, none of the performed simulations of fluorophores attached to the A186C site
presents a hydrogen bond with an occurrence > 20%, involving the oxygen atoms of a SO3-

group. Moreover, it was found that at the A186C site, Alexa Fluor 555 has significantly
less hydrogen bonding interactions with the protein than AF555 (data not shown).
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Figure 4.6.15: Distances between selected atoms in MD simulation. Distances
between oxygen atoms (O4, O5 or O6) of the SO3- group attached to the five-membered
ring of the second fluorophore indole ring and the oxygen atom of the OH group of Y341 or
the nitrogen atoms of the NH1 and NH2 groups of R367 sampled during a 200 ns simulation
of fluorophore Alexa Fluor 555 attached to mutant S352C of the maltose binding protein.
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Figure 4.6.16: Fluorophore parametrization for FPS with Alexa Fluor 647.
A The linker width is set to be 4.5 Å as suggested for comparable linkers5. The linker
length is measured between the C-Beta atom and the central of the fluorophore core.
B The fluorophore core is approximated by an ellipsoid with three radii R1, R2, and R3.
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5 Cross-validation of distance
measurements in proteins by
PELDOR/DEER and
single-molecule FRET

Pulsed electron-electron double resonance spectroscopy (PELDOR/DEER) and single-
molecule Förster resonance energy transfer spectroscopy (smFRET) are often used to
determine conformational changes, structural heterogeneity and also interprobe distances
in biological macromolecules. With that they provide qualitative information that fa-
cilitatesmechanistic understanding of biochemical processes and quantitative data for
structural modeling. To provide a comprehensive comparison of the accuracy of PEL-
DOR/DEER and smFRET, we prepared a library of double cysteine variants of four
proteins, all of which undergo large-scale conformational changes upon ligand binding.
Inter-probe distances in the presence and absence of ligands were determined with either
method, using established standard experimental protocols and data analysis routines.
We compared our results to distance predictions from structural models. Despite an over-
all satisfying and similar distance accuracy, some inconsistencies were identified, which
we could attribute to the use of cryoprotectants for PELDOR/DEER and label-protein
interactions for smFRET. This large-scale cross-validation of PELDOR/DEER and sm-
FRET highlights the strengths, weaknesses, and synergies of these two complementary
tools in integrative structural biology. 1

5.1 Introduction

Since the determination of the first macromolecular structures in the 1950s, our knowl-
edge about their structure and function has dramatically increased. The protein database
(PDB, www.rcsb.org) contained more than 178,000 structures at the time of writing. In
many cases, multiple PDB entries represent the same macromolecule but in different
conformations. The latter illustrates the dynamic nature of proteins, i.e., the presence
of large- or small-scale structural fluctuations that are in many cases crucial to their
biological function [210–213]. Until now, most macromolecular structures were deter-
mined by either X-ray crystallography (~ 90 %), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR, ~
10 %), or electron microscopy (EM, ~ 2 %) (https://www.rcsb.org). The recent release

1This chapter was reproduced from Peter/Gebhardt et al. [209]. For details of the individual contri-
bution see the “Author Contributions” statement in section 5.4.
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of the AlphaFoldDB database provided many further albeit often not yet experimentally
verified structures [214]. Undoubtedly, cryo-EM, X-ray crystallography, and alphafold2
predictions can deliver detailed insights into the molecular scaffolds of proteins. Nev-
ertheless, they have the disadvantage that such structures are not determined in liquid
solution, but in a crystal lattice, frozen on an EM grid, or even in silico. While the un-
derlying macromolecular dynamics can be inferred by determining multiple structures
and combining them into a molecular “movie” [214], this requires additional (biochemi-
cal) support to verify the selected order of structural states. Traditionally, the study of
such dynamic processes is the strength of NMR. But, NMR is limited to the study of
relatively small proteins (typically < 70 kDa; larger homo-oligomers are an exception),
which renders the analysis of many proteins unfeasible. Due to these limitations, other
“integrative” methods have become increasingly popular in the last decade [215–218].
The idea behind the concept of integrative structural biology is to combine models from
either of the three classical approaches with data from e.g., hydrogen-exchange mass
spectrometry HDX-MS [219], cross-linking mass spectrometry [220], Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET) [10, 13, 14, 221], small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) [222]
or electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) in the form of pulsed electron-electron dou-
ble resonance spectroscopy PELDOR (also known as double electron-electron resonance
spectroscopy, DEER) [223, 224].
These orthogonal techniques allow scientists to study conformational dynamics, to

visualize conformational heterogeneity, to derive distance constrains between selected
residues, and to determine entire contact interfaces even for heterogenous samples in
a near-physiological environment [225]. Such information is often time-consuming or
even impossible to obtain with the classical structural biology techniques alone. The
hybrid models produced by such integrative approaches can be deposited in the PDB-
Dev database [219].
In this study we tested whether two popular integrative methods, single-molecule

FRET (smFRET) and PELDOR/DEER spectroscopy, deliver conclusive and consistent
results when they are applied to the same proteins. Both techniques are suitable to de-
termine inter-probe distances at the nanometer scale and can also detect conformational
changes of macromolecules in their (frozen) solution state. But, the two methods have
only rarely been applied to the same macromolecular systems using a large number of
identical labelling sites [226–233]. Hence, a systematic comparison of the two methods
has been lacking. Here, we provide such a comparative study using the following model
proteins: (i) HiSiaP, the periplasmic substrate binding protein (SBP) from the sialic acid
TRAP transporter of Haemophilus influenzae [232, 233], (ii) MalE, also known as MBP
(maltose binding protein) from Escherichia coli, which plays an important role in the
uptake of maltose and maltodextrins by the maltose transporter, MalEFGK2 [234, 235],
(iii) SBD2, the second of two substrate binding domains that are constituents of the
glutamine ABC transporter GlnPQ from Lactococcus lactis [7, 102, 236, 237] and (iv)
YopO from Yersinia enterocolitica, a type-III-secretion system effector protein that is
injected into macrophages of the host organism where it becomes activated by forming
a tight complex with actin [238, 239]. The first three proteins belong to the class of
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5.1 Introduction

Figure 5.1.1: Following conformational changes of proteins via PELDOR/DEER
or smFRET. A Two conformations (apo, left and holo, right) of HiSiaP (green cartoon),
a substrate binding protein that binds sialic acid (red balls and sticks). A cutaway of
the protein surface (grey) is shown to visualize the conformational change of the substrate
binding cleft. The position of two labels is indicated by the blue and magenta spheres.
B-E Workflow of a PELDOR experiment. F-I Workflow of smFRET experiments. The
individual steps (B-I) are described in detail in the main text.
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substrate binding proteins (SBPs) from distinct structural SBP categories [240]. It is
well established that upon binding of substrate, SBPs undergo a large conformational
shift (> 10 Å for selected residues) from an open unliganded conformation (apo) to a
closed conformation (holo) (Figure 5.1.1A) [240–242]. The virulence factor YopO has a
kinase- and a guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitor (GDI) activity, which both inter-
fere with cytoskeletal dynamics of the host. The crystal structure of the GDI-domain
alone and that of the YopO/actin complex have been determined [243, 244] and the
large conformational changes between apo- and actin bound forms have been studied
by PELDOR/DEER in combination with SAXS [245]. The protein is an example of a
macromolecule that can be switched between a presumably dynamic apo state and a
rigid ligand-bound state.
All our model proteins are “well-behaved” and have been used previously for either

PELDOR/DEER or smFRET experiments. The proteins are therefore well suited for
our purpose, i.e., to apply standard procedures for distance determination and then
to objectively compare the results. Since PELDOR/DEER and smFRET are often
independently used to validate structural models, a cross validation is important to
objectively judge their accuracy, to gauge the severity of their distinct limitations and
to choose the most suitable method for distance measurements for a biological system
of interest.

5.2 Results

A brief comparison of PELDOR/DEER and smFRET. Although the methods
PELDOR/DEER and smFRET are used for similar applications (Figure 5.1.1A), they
both have distinct advantages and disadvantages (See Table 5.2.1 for a side-by-side
comparison). The general workflow of each method is illustrated in Figure 5.1.1 and both
methods are briefly described below. We refer the reader to reviews and textbooks (e.g.
[207, 246–249]) for a comprehensive description of each methods’ theoretical background.
PELDOR/DEER (Figure 5.1.1A-E) is a pulsed EPR (electron paramagnetic reso-

nance) experiment that is used to determine the distribution of distances between two
or more paramagnetic centers, such as spin labels, which are attached to a macromolecule
(Figure 5.1.1B) [246]. At the outset of the experiment, an EPR spectrum of the sam-
ple (usually a frozen solution) is recorded to determine suitable microwave frequencies
for the pump- and observer pulses (Figure 5.1.1C). By using two different microwave
frequencies, it is possible to selectively excite sub-ensembles of the spin centers in the
sample, which then serve as either pump spins or observer spins. This explains why only
one type of label is needed. During the actual PELDOR/DEER experiment, the electron
spin echo signal (“refocused echo”) is produced by the observer pulse sequence (Figure
5.1.1D). If the pump- and observer spins are coupled via a dipole-dipole interaction, the
pump pulse sequence (blue square, Figure 5.1.1D) causes characteristic oscillations of
the refocused echo. A plot of its intensity for different times T is called PELDOR/DEER
“time trace” (Figure 5.1.1D, bottom). The oscillation frequencies of the time trace en-
code the magnitudes of the dipolar coupling constant that is inversely proportional to
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Structural biology
question

PELDOR/DEER smFRET

Which range of
distances can be

measured?

Normally 15-80~Å, but up to 160~Å
with fully deuterated proteins

Normally 30-80~Å; 100-150~Å are
possible with multiple acceptor dyes

How many types of
labels are typically

needed?

1 2*

Can multimeric
(homomeric)

proteins be studied?

Yes. Multiple distances can be
measured in one experiment, using
just one type of label and standard

equipment.

Yes, but technically demanding.

Amount of sample
needed?

For Q-band (standard frequency)
measurements: 80~µl of ~ 10-30~µM

labelled protein. Measurements
with sub-µM spin concentrations

have been performed [250].

100 – 400~µl of 15-100~pM labelled
protein

Physical state of the
sample?

Usually frozen solution (50 K).
Measurements in aqueous solution
are possible but require specific

labels (e. g. trityl) and very large or
immobilized macromolecules (e.g.
[251]). Depending on the label,
other pulse sequences than

PELDOR/DEER might be required.

Liquid solution at room
temperature or cell culture
conditions (e.g., 37°C)

In vivo
measurements?

Not a standard experiment,
especially not under physiological
conditions. But, measurements in
manually injected frog oocytes or
using paramagnetic unnatural

amino acids in E. coli have been
done [252, 253].

Yes

Time resolution Freeze quenched samples can be
measured. The time-resolution
depends on the freeze quench

equipment. Microsecond times have
been reached with such equipment

[254].

Down to micro- and nanoseconds

Time frame for
measurements

Normally several hours per
measurement for Q-band

Diffusing molecules: 30-60 minutes
Immobilized molecules: minutes to

hours
*This number does not consider homoFRET approaches where identical fluorophores
are used in combination with fluorescence depolarization experiments [255].

Table 5.2.1: Common practical questions concerning the applicability of PEL-
DOR/DEER and FRET to structural biology questions.
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the third power of the inter-spin distance (blue brackets in Figure 5.1.1D, bottom). Once
recorded, the time-traces can be converted into distance distributions (Figure 5.1.1E)
by applying Tikhonov regularization [256, 257] or by using artificial neural networks
such as DeerNet that were trained on large sets of simulated data [258]. While PEL-
DOR/DEER is by far the most used experiment for pulsed EPR distance measurements,
other pulse sequences have been developed (DQC, SIFTER, RIDME [259]). Their ap-
plicability to a particular system of interest depends on the spin centers that are used
in the experiment (see below). Distance determination via smFRET (Figure 5.1.1A) is
performed in liquid solution on single diffusing or immobilized molecules (Figure 5.1.1F)
and relies on the dipole-dipole coupling between two spectrally distinct fluorophores to
determine the efficiency of non-radiative energy transfer from the electronically excited
donor to the acceptor (Figure 5.1.1G). The energy transfer efficiency depends on the
presence of isoenergetic transitions in both molecules (donor emission and acceptor ab-
sorption), their relative orientation and the distance between the fluorophores and must
be corrected for setup-dependent parameters when a ratiometric, i.e., intensity-based
approach is used (Figure 5.1.1H). Accurate FRET efficiencies E can then be converted
into distances r using the Förster equation (Figure 5.1.1I), which requires knowledge of
the Förster radius R0 (inter-probe distance with E = 0.5). An overview of correction pa-
rameters for conversion of setup-dependent to accurate FRET efficiencies and distances
is provided in Supplementary Table 5.6.1.Because most proteins are diamagnetic and
devoid of any suitable fluorophores, both PELDOR/DEER and smFRET experiments
usually require the attachment of spin- or fluorescence labels (Figure 5.1.1). This can
be accomplished by the site-specific introduction of cysteines. The sulfhydrylgroups of
cysteines can be reacted with functionalized labels containing maleimides or thiosulfate
esters (see Figure 5.2.1 for some typical examples). If the introduction of cysteines is
not possible, alternative labelling approaches such as labelled nanobodies [260] or un-
natural amino acids can be used [252, 261–263]. The latter can either be fluorescent or
paramagnetic themselves or bear functional groups that can be labelled, for instance by
click-chemistry [252, 261–263]. Although the types of labels used for PELDOR/DEER
and FRET are quite different, the requirements for suitable labelling positions in pro-
teins are essentially the same: the residue should be solvent-accessible and its labelling
should not impair folding or functional properties. For PELDOR/DEER spectroscopy
the distance between the labels ought to be in the range of 1.5 to 8.0 nm (longer dis-
tances of up to 16 nm are usually only accessible with fully deuterated samples) [246,
264, 265]. The ideal distance for FRET experiments is around the Förster radius of the
selected donor-acceptor pair. This provides a typical dynamic range between 3-8 nm
(Figure 5.1.1), but in principle, also longer distances up to 10-15 nm are accessible [266].
Usually, labelling positions are chosen such that the distance change between confor-
mations is as large as possible. In practice, the pool of suitable labelling sites is often
surprisingly small. Fortunately, software programs exist to assist in the identification of
optimal labelling positions in the case of an available structure or model of the target
protein [24, 113, 198, 206, 267].

Our aim for the comparison was to choose commonly used labels and well-established
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Figure 5.2.1: Chemical structures of labels commonly used for smFRET (left)
and PELDOR/DEER (right). Green circles identify the commonly used probes for
the two methods. (1) Maleimide-thiol adducts of Alexa Fluor 555 [113] (2) Alexa Fluor
647 [113] were used in the present study. (3) TMR (tetramethylrhodamin-5-maleimide)
[24] and (4) the MTSSL- [268], (5) DOTA-Gd- [269] and (6) trityl-spin labels [270, 271]
attached to a cysteine residue via a disulfide bridge. The polypeptide chain is represented
as a grey cartoon. Note that many other labels with differing coupling chemistries ranging
from click-chemistry to unnatural amino acids have been developed, as well as labels that
are specific for nucleic acids.

experimental conditions for either method. The PELDOR experiments were thus per-
formed at 50 K with cryo-protected samples using a commercial pulsed Q-band spec-
trometer. The samples were labelled with MTSSL (S-(1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-2,5-
dihydro-1H-pyrrol-3-yl)methyl methanesulfonothioate) [268]. The distance distributions
were determined using Thikonov regularization [257] and DeerNet [258, 272] and the dis-
tance predictions were calculated with mtsslWizard [273]. The smFRET experiments of
diffusing protein molecules were conducted in buffer at room temperature using standard
procedures suitable for microsecond alternating laser excitation (ALEX) as described be-
fore [113]. The experiments were performed with Alexa Fluor 555 (donor) and Alexa
Fluor 647 (acceptor) using a homebuilt confocal microscopy setup with 2-colour excita-
tion/detection [113].

Comparison 1: Sialic acid binding protein HiSiaP. Figure 5.2.2A shows a differ-
ence distance map of HiSiaP, based on the open- and closed crystal structures. The map
represents all distance changes between the C atoms of the two states. We picked pairs
of sites with pronounced distance changes (dark areas) of up to 1.8 nm for labelling.
Figure 5.2.2B shows the open (PDB-ID: 2CEY) and closed structures (PDB-ID: 3B50)
of the protein with the predicted accessible volumes of the spin- (magenta) and FRET-
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(blue) labels at the selected labelling sites (residues 55, 58, 134, 175, 228). For PEL-
DOR/DEER, all double variants (58/134, 55/175, 175/228 and 112/175) were labelled
with MTSSL (SI Figure 5.6.1). In each case, two PELDOR/DEER measurements were
performed, one in the presence and one in the absence of sialic acid (Neu5Ac). Simi-
lar to the previously published PELDOR/DEER data for the Vibrio cholerae homolog
VcSiaP [108, 274], which shares 49 % amino acid sequence identity and 69 % sequence
similarity with HiSiaP, the PELDOR/DEER-time traces obtained for HiSiaP were of
excellent quality with clearly visible oscillations and high signal to noise ratios (SNR, SI
Figure 5.6.2). The distance distributions had a single, well-defined peak (Figure 5.2.2C,
black curves) with very small uncertainties (red shades) and a clear shift towards shorter
distances in the presence of substrate. The corresponding in silico predictions, based on
the crystal structures (Figure 5.2.2C, grey areas), were in good agreement with the ex-
perimental PELDOR/DEER results, considering the known error of ± 2-4 Å for such
predictions. This error margin is mainly due to difficulties in correctly predicting the
rotameric state of the spin label, as discussed below and in reference [273]. In summary,
for each double variant, distance changes were measured that were similar in magnitude
to those calculated from the crystallographic models, and in agreement with those from
the previously published VcSiaP data [274].
We next assessed substrate-induced conformational changes in the HiSiaP double vari-

ants by smFRET spectroscopy using Alexa Fluor 555 and Alexa Fluor 647 as donor
and acceptor dye, respectively (Figure 5.2.1). This popular FRET pair was chosen for
its high photostability, signal intensity and proven compatibility with various protein
samples [102, 107, 277]. Labelling quality and sample purity were assessed by size exclu-
sion chromatography (SEC). All samples showed high labelling efficiencies (> 90%) and
donor-to-acceptor labelling ratios up to ~ 1:1 (SI Figure 5.6.3). The experiments were
conducted with freely diffusing molecules at ~50 pM concentration to derive mean FRET-
efficiency values for the apo- and holo states of HiSiaP. All FRET measurements gave
high quality ES-histograms with clearly defined populations (SI Figure 5.6.4). However,
some of the donor-acceptor populations appeared to be broader than expected, indicat-
ing that they were either composed of molecules with conformational flexibility, or there
were unwanted photophysical effects arising from the choice of fluorophores and labelling
positions (see discussion below).
Figure 5.2.2C summarizes the FRET distance measurements in direct comparison with

the PELDOR/DEER distance distributions. For smFRET (black bars) only variants
58/134 and 55/175 gave the expected trend for shorter inter-probe distances in the
presence of ligand. The two other variants (175/228, 112/175) failed to reproduce the
trends from PELDOR/DEER and structural predictions (grey bars). Instead, smFRET
data suggested that the apo protein adopted a conformation that was “more closed” than
the substrate-bound conformation. Since variants 58/134 and 55/175 agreed with both
the PELDOR/DEER results and the models based on the crystal structures, we thought
it unlikely that a completely unexpected structural feature of the protein was responsible
for the observed discrepancies. Considering the known ± 5 Å experimental accuracy of
FRET [111], one might argue that the two states were simply not discernable for the
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Figure 5.2.2: Distance measurements of HiSiaP via EPR and smFRET. A Differ-
ence distance map of HiSiaP in the open (PDB-ID: 2CEY [232]) and closed (PDB-ID: 3B50
[275]) conformation [276]. The dark spots are protein regions that undergo large conforma-
tional changes. The double variants for distance measurements are highlighted with circles.
B Surface presentation of HiSiaP (grey) in the open (left) and closed (right) conformation.
The accessible volumes of the spin label at six different labelling positions were calculated
with mtsslWizard and are represented by magenta meshes. Accessible volumes of FRET
label maleimide-Alexa Fluor 647 were calculated with FPS [206], and are shown as blue
meshes. The double variants that were used for experiments are illustrated with coloured
lines, corresponding to A. C Distance measurements with four different double variants
of HiSiaP without (-) and with (+) substrate. The PELDOR/DEER results are shown
above (grey curves for simulation, black curves for experiment) and the FRET distances
below the x-axis (grey bars for simulation, black bars for experiment). Raw data for all
experiments and confidence interval of PELDOR/DEER distributions are provided in the
Supplementary Information 5.6. The red shade around the PELDOR/DEER data is the
error margin calculated using the validation tool of DeerAnalysis [257]. The underlying
principle of the validation tool is explained in the discussion section below.
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“offending” double variants, (contradicting the simulation results in Figure 5.2.2C). To
examine whether HiSiaP was undergoing FRET dynamics in the apo state, we carried
out a burst-variance analysis (BVA) [65] of three HiSiaP variants (SI Figure 5.6.5). In
BVA the shot-noise-limited standard deviation for a given mean FRET efficiency (STD
of FRET, SI Figure 5.6.5) is compared against the experimental standard deviation
within the burst related to statistical noise (SI Figure 5.6.5, black solid half circle). The
results showed that the protein exists in stable FRET states and does not switch rapidly
between distinct states (on the millisecond timescale). As an example, a DNA hairpin
structure undergoing such changes is shown in SI Figure 5.6.5. These results however
do not rule out transitions on a timescale below ~500 µs and the characterization of
such dynamics would require pulsed interleaved excitation (PIE) or multi-parameter
fluorescence detection (MFD) analysis [18]. A possible explanation for the discrepancy
between crystal structures and smFRET distances was that the fluorescence labels were
partly immobilized by an interaction with a surface feature of the protein. For instance,
the sulfonic acid groups of the fluorophores could interact with positively charged patches
on the protein surface. Because these effects are highly location dependent, the stochastic
labelling combination of donor-acceptor pair and acceptor-donor pair might result in a
heterogeneous mix of two different types of labelled proteins, where the fluorophores
“feel” a different environment depending on either cysteine. Interestingly, we could
observe such a broadened population [150] caused by these two labelling combinations
very clearly for a distinct dye-combination (Alexa Fluor 546 – Star 635P) for variant
112/175 (SI Figure 5.6.6). Notably, we found this behavior of broadened apo populations
for many HiSiaP variants suggesting fluorophore interactions with the protein surface
(SI Figure 5.6.4 and SI Table 5.6.2).
To explore the possibility of such unwanted dye-protein interactions, we investigated

fluorescence anisotropy and lifetime decays of labelled HiSiaP for two different amino
acid positions with a variety of fluorophores. FRET remains a reliable distance ruler
for the scenario that at least one of the two fluorophores undergoes free rotation, which
is characterized by fast decay of initial anisotropy values and low residual anisotropies.
Because the smFRET results for the variant 58/134 were in good agreement with the
simulations, we selected the single variant at position 58 as a positive control, where
we expected low dye-protein interactions. And because position 175 was involved in
both double variants that showed unexpected mean FRET values and broad FRET
distributions, particularly in the apo state, the single variant at this position was chosen
as a likely negative example.
The anisotropy decays observed for Alexa Fluor 555 revealed interactions of the dye

with the protein at both positions (175 and 58) in the apo/holo states with residual
anisotropies at long delay times just below 0.3 (Figure 5.2.3A). Yet, Alexa Fluor 555
was fully immobile in the apo conformation for residue 58 (Figure 5.2.3A, apo). Here,
we could not identify a short decay component of the time-resolved anisotropy signal
on the timescale of fluorophore rotation < 1 ns. For Alexa Fluor 647, both positions
showed smaller residual anisotropies (Figure 5.2.3B), but also revealed a distinction
between apo- and holo state for position 175. In addition, slower anisotropy decays were
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Figure 5.2.3: Time resolved fluorescence anisotropy and lifetime measurements
on HiSiaP. A Anisotropy decay curves of Alexa Fluor 555 (top row) at residue 175 (left)
and 58 (right) and lifetime decay curves (bottom row) under magic angle conditions for
apo (black) and holo state (green). B Same measurements as in A with Alexa Fluor
647 in apo (black) and holo state (red). C Anisotropy decay curves of TMR (top left)
and Cy5 (top right) at residue 175 and lifetime decay curves of TMR (bottom left) and
Cy5 (bottom right) under magic angle conditions for apo (black) and holo state (colored).
D FRET efficiency distributions (center & bottom) of HiSiaP variant 175/228 for Alexa
Fluor 555 – Alexa Fluor 647 (left) and TMR – Cy5 (right) in apo (grey) and holo state
(green). E Converted distances from the mean FRET efficiencies are shown as black bars
in comparison to simulation (grey bar) and PELDOR/DEER results from Figure 5.2.2.
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5 Cross-validation of distance measurements in proteins by PELDOR and smFRET

accompanied by an increase in the fluorescence lifetime of the fluorophores, a finding
that was more pronounced for Alexa Fluor 555 [201] than for Alexa Fluor 647 (compare
apo/holo decays at position 175, Figure 5.2.3).
The described photophysical effects with fluorophores at position 175 can explain two

observations in our measurements: Firstly, the larger lifetime increases of Alexa Fluor
555 compared to Alexa Fluor 647 would lead to a broadening of the FRET distribution,
because having either the donor or the acceptor at position 175 would result in two dis-
tinct FRET states. Secondly, the changes in lifetime (quantum yield), orientation and
fluorophore disposition experimentally change the Förster radius and thus impact the
proper conversion of FRET-efficiency to distance. To avoid these problems, we altered
the FRET fluorophore pair to TMR and Cy5 and repeated the full set of experiments.
In contrast to Alexa Fluor 555 and Alexa Fluor 647, these fluorophores are not neg-
atively charged and the linker of TMR is significantly shorter as compared to Alexa
Fluor 555 (Figure 5.2.1). The TMR/Cy5 label pair was not our first choice, because it
is inferior to Alexa Fluor 555/647 in terms of signal intensity and photostability. Also,
for many proteins, charged labels are known to be less prone to stick to the protein
surface than hydrophobic labels. In anisotropy and lifetime measurements on the 175
variant in apo and holo state (Figure 5.2.3C), however, TMR showed almost ideal be-
havior with high rotational freedom and a fluorescence lifetime that was unaffected by
the conformational state of HiSiaP (Figure 5.2.3C). Cy5 revealed a slightly longer fluo-
rescence lifetime in the apo state. In smFRET experiments using variant 175/228 with
TMR/Cy5, this reduced fluorophore-protein interaction resulted in qualitative consis-
tency between FRET-derived and simulated distances (Figure 5.2.3D/E).
Taken together, this meant that with the TMR/Cy5 fluorophore pair, the expected

substrate-induced domain closure was observed (Figure 5.2.3D/E), and the absolute dis-
tance measurements were in much better agreement with the crystal structures. Thus, it
appears that the unexpected FRET results with protein variants labelled at position 175
and the discrepancy between the experimentally determined and simulated distance for
the apo protein, were indeed due to interactions of both donor and acceptor fluorophores
with the protein surface at this position. It should be noted that also for spin labels,
intricate protein/label interactions are known to occur and have been shown to explain
initially puzzling results [278].

Comparison 2: Maltose binding protein MalE. MalE has previously been studied
by smFRET using Alexa Fluor 555 and Alexa Fluor 647 to elucidate the transport
mechanism of maltose ABC importer MalFGK2-E (SI Figure 5.6.7/5.6.8) [107]. In the
present work, we used four MalE cysteine double variants (87/127, 36/352, 29/352 and
134/186) with distinct ligand induced distance changes; see difference distance matrix
in Figure 5.2.4A. Variants 36/352, 29/352 were designed to show a decrease of distance
upon maltose addition. For the 87/127 variant, the labels were located on the opposite
surface of the protein to the substrate binding site near the hinge region, and therefore
the expectation from the crystal structures was that the distance would increase for the
holo state compared to the apo state. We also included a negative control (134/186),
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Figure 5.2.4: Distance measurements on MalE. A Difference distance map of MalE
in the open (PDB-ID: 1OMP [174]) and closed (PDB-ID: 1ANF [82]) conformation [276].
Protein regions with high conformational changes are indicated as dark spots. The double
variants for distance measurements are marked with circles. B Surface presentation of MalE
(grey) in the open (left) and closed (right) conformation. The accessible volume of the spin
label on seven different labelling positions, calculated with mtsslWizard, is represented
by magenta meshes. The accessible volume of FRET label maleimide-Alexa Fluor 647,
calculated with FPS [206] is shown as blue meshes. C Distance measurements with four
different double variants of MalE without (-) and with (+) substrate. The PELDOR/DEER
results are shown above (grey curves for simulation, black curves for experiment) and
the FRET distance below the axis (grey bars for simulation, black bars for experiment).
PELDOR/DEER results without cryoprotectant are shown as magenta curves. The red
shade around the PELDOR/DEER data is the error margin calculated using the validation
tool of DeerAnalysis [257]. The underlying principle of the validation tool is explained in
the discussion section below.

in which the two labels were in the same domain of the protein (Figure 5.2.4C) with
the expectation that no substrate-induced distance change occurs (Figure 5.2.4C). All
variants showed very good agreement between experimental and simulated values in
smFRET experiments. Ligand binding was confirmed for all variants using microscale
thermophoresis [113].
PELDOR/DEER distance measurements were performed on the same set of variants

using MTSSL (Figure 5.2.4 and SI Figure 5.6.1). The phase memory times of the MalE
samples were significantly shorter than for the HiSiaP samples (SI Figure 5.6.16). Nev-
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ertheless, it was possible to measure time traces with sufficient length to resolve the
expected distances, albeit at a lower SNR compared to the HiSiaP samples (see Discus-
sion and SI Figure 5.6.9). Three of the four MalE variants yielded good-quality PELDOR
time traces. The 87/127 variant had a relatively low modulation depth and SNR but
still provided data of sufficient quality (SI Figure 5.6.9). For all variants, except 29/352,
the measured distances closely matched the predictions obtained for the crystal struc-
ture of the apo form of the protein (Figure 5.2.4C). Notably, this variant also had the
worst match between the simulation and experiment for the smFRET experiments. The
addition of 1 mM maltose to all four variants had different effect of the corresponding
PELDOR distance distributions. As expected, the ligand did not significantly change
the position of the distance peak for 134/186 variant (our negative control). The dis-
tance distribution obtained for the variant 87/127 suggested that this variant adopts a
closed state. However, the distance distributions obtained for the variant 36/352 cor-
responded to a mixture of the holo- and apo states. A similar result was obtained for
variant 29/352 with the only difference that the distance assigned to the apo state was
~5 Å longer than the one obtained from the experiment without maltose. Since the
SNR of the PELDOR/DEER time trace for the 87/127 variant was low and the distance
change between open and closed conformation was relatively small, we cannot exclude
the possibility that this variant also existed in an open-closed mixture after substrate
addition (SI Figure 5.6.9).
Because binding constants are temperature dependent, and the PELDOR/DEER sam-

ples were frozen, we checked, whether complete closure of MalE was achievable at a
higher substrate concentration of 10 mM maltose. Within error, these experiments
yielded the same mixtures of the holo- and apo states as seen with 1 mM maltose (SI
Figure 5.6.9). Since the lack of complete closure did not result from a sub-saturating mal-
tose concentration in the frozen samples, and it was not observed in the smFRET data,
we reasoned that perhaps the cryoprotectant used for PELDOR/DEER experiments
might be the culprit. Figure 5.2.4C shows the PELDOR/DEER results for variants
36/352 and 29/352 in the presence of 1 mM maltose, and in the presence (black lines) or
absence (magenta lines) of 50 % ethylene-glycol cryoprotectant. Further measurements
with 25 % ethylene-glycol and glycerol are given in SI Figure 5.6.10. Interestingly, when
the ethylene glycol concentration was lowered to 25 %, the closed state of MalE became
more dominant and in the absence of cryoprotectant, the closed state was the only state
that was detected. Note that for the measurements without cryoprotectant, the length
of the PELDOR/DEER time traces had to be shortened to achieve a sufficient SNR.
Inevitably, this made the corresponding distance distributions less reliable for longer
distances (see Discussion). However, SI Figure 5.6.10 shows that also the shape of the
time traces themselves were clearly different, clearly revealing the influence of the cry-
oprotectant on our measurements.
In summary, for MalE, both methods were able to detect the substrate-induced closure

of the protein. A reasonable consistency between the two methods and also in relation
to structure-based predictions was found. The cryoprotectant used in PELDOR/DEER
measurements was identified as the source of initial discrepancies.
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Comparison 3: Glutamate/Glutamine binding protein SBD2. Previously to
this work, we studied the SBD2 domain of the GlnPQ amino acid transporter by sm-
FRET spectroscopy to elucidate its binding mechanism and its involvement in amino-
acid transport [102]. Here, we conducted smFRET experiments to determine accurate
FRET efficiencies for variants 319/392 and 369/451 using Alexa Fluor 555 and Alexa
Fluor 647 (SI Figure 5.6.11/5.6.12). The experimental FRET distances were in good
agreement with the in silico predictions (Figure 5.2.5C), where both apo and holo pro-
teins showed a single population. In contrast, in the PELDOR/DEER experiments, the
apo form of both SBD2 variants displayed at least two prominent distance peaks (Figure
5.2.5C and SI Figure 5.6.13).

Figure 5.2.5: Distance measurements on SBD2. A Difference distance map of SBD2
in the open (PDB-ID: 4KR5 [236]) and closed (PDB-ID: 4KQP [236]) conformation. Protein
regions with high conformational changes are indicated as dark spots. The double variants
for distance measurements are marked with circles. B Surface presentation of SBD2 (grey)
in the open (left) and closed (right) conformation. The accessible volume of the spin label at
four different labelling positions, calculated with mtsslWizard, are represented by magenta
meshes and the accessible volume of FRET label maleimide-Alexa Fluor 647, calculated
with FPS [206] is shown as blue meshes. CDistance measurements with two different double
variants of SBD2 without (-) and with (+ = 1 mM) substrate. The PELDOR/DEER
results are shown above (grey curves for simulation, black curves for experiment) and
the FRET distance below the axis (grey bars for simulation, black bars for experiment).
PELDOR/DEER results without cryoprotectant are shown as magenta curves. The red
shade around the PELDOR/DEER data is the error margin calculated using the validation
tool of DeerAnalysis [257]. The underlying principle of the validation tool is explained in
the discussion section below.

The in silico predictions (grey curves) indicated that these distance peaks can be as-
signed to the open- and closed conformations. After addition of the substrate glutamine
to the protein sample, the relative ratio between the two PELDOR/DEER distances
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shifted towards shorter distances. Thus, the closed conformation became dominant, but
at least ~10 % of the protein remained in the open conformation (Figure 5.2.5C). In this
case and within error, the removal of the cryoprotectant had no significant effect on the
PELDOR/DEER results (the time traces of the variant 369/451 with cryo-protectant
are shown in SI Figure 5.6.10).
To investigate whether the presence of the closed conformation of the apo protein seen

for both variants was due to co-purified glutamine, we performed liquid chromatography
mass spectrometry (LC-MS) experiments. Evaluation of the supernatant from purified
variants showed that they did not contain detectable glutamine traces (µM concentra-
tions would be needed to explain our observations, SI Figure 5.6.14).
In summary, for the SBD2 protein, both methods were able to discern the open-

and closed state. But, the reason for the differences between the PELDOR/DEER and
smFRET experiments remained elusive.

Comparison 4: Type-III-secretion system effector protein YopO with a dy-
namic apo state. PELDOR/DEER experiments are almost always conducted on bulk
frozen samples and it is then not possible to study real-time molecular motions. How-
ever, dynamic processes can be studied indirectly by interpreting the width of distance
distributions or by using freeze-quench experiments [254, 279]. Recently, a combination
of PELDOR/DEER and SAXS was used to investigate the conformational flexibility of
the YopO protein from Yersinia enterocolitica (Figure 5.2.6A) [245]. The study revealed
that the YopO/actin complex is a rigid entity with rather sharp PELDOR/DEER dis-
tance distributions, while the apo form of YopO adopts multiple conformations leading
to a broader distance distribution (Figure 5.2.6A/B/D). This is reflected in the PEL-
DOR/DEER time trace for apo YopO where a sharp initial decay and a more damped
oscillation is observed. These distinct features are due to the broad distribution of
shorter inter-probe distances in the sample. By generating molecular models of the pro-
tein that simultaneously explained the PELDOR/DEER data and SEC-SAXS curves
it was possible to obtain a coarse-grained insight into possible conformations of the
apo protein [245]. This approach could however not answer the question whether the
generated structures are stable individual conformations of the apo protein or rather
conformational states that each individual protein samples in a short period of time,
i.e., on the sub-millisecond scale.
Such questions can be addressed by smFRET experiments. We hence labelled the

YopO double variant 113/497 with the Alexa Fluor 555 / 647 dye combination and con-
ducted smFRET measurements of YopO in the presence and absence of actin (Figure
5.2.6C/D). Indeed, a clear shift from a high (with actin) to a low (without actin) FRET
efficiency was observed. Interestingly, also the width of both FRET distributions was
wider than expected (Figure 5.2.6C), i.e., for YopO apo by 2.3-fold and 1.4-fold for holo
(Table 5.6.2). We next employed BVA [65] (Figure 5.2.6E/F) to investigate, whether
in contrast to HiSiaP (see above and SI Figure 5.6.5), sub-millisecond dynamics in apo
YopO were responsible for this broadening. In BVA the shot-noise-limited standard de-
viation for a given mean FRET efficiency (STD of FRET, Figure 5.2.6E/F) is compared
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Figure 5.2.6: Distance measurements on dynamic system YopO. A Model of
the stabilisation of YopO (kinase domain in grey, GDI domain in black) by binding of
actin (green) (PDB-ID: 4CI6). The accessible volume of the spin label at two different
labelling positions, calculated with mtsslWizard, are represented by magenta meshes and
the accessible volume of FRET label maleimide-Alexa Fluor 647, calculated with FPS [206]
is shown as blue meshes. B PELDOR time traces of spin labelled variant YopO89-729
113R1/497R1 without and with actin from our previously published study [245] (reproduced
with permission). The red line indicates the background correction from DeerAnalysis 50 C
smFRET data for Alexa Fluor 555 – Alexa Fluor 647 YopO89-729 113/497 in the presence
and absence of actin. D Previously published distance measurements with the YopO double
variant without (-) and with actin [245]. The PELDOR/DEER results are shown above
(grey curves for simulation, black curves for experiment) and the FRET distance below
the axis (grey bars for simulation, black bars for experiment). The red shade around the
DEER data is the error margin calculated using the validation tool of DeerAnalysis [257]
(reproduced with permission). The underlying principle of the validation tool is explained
in the discussion section below. E Simplified schematic explaining the principle of the
burst variance analysis: Dynamic systems show an increased variance in FRET efficiency
during the measurement period (left) compared to the purely shot-noise limited variance
of a static sample (right); please note that exchange of conformational states on timescales
much faster than 100 µs can also give rise to an apparent static behaviour of the burst in
BVA. F Burst variance analysis of the YopO measurement in C reveals a dynamic FRET
state in the absence of actin (left) and a stabilized state in the presence of actin (right).
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against the experimental standard deviation within the burst (Figure 5.2.6F). In accor-
dance with PELDOR/DEER experiments (Figure 5.2.6B/D [245]), smFRET suggests
a dynamic apo state with sub-ms conformational dynamics and a static actin-bound
conformation of YopO. This can be seen in the BVA plots where only deviations of the
STD of FRET from the static line are seen for apo YopO (Figure 5.2.6F) similar to
a dynamic DNA hairpin structure and in contrast the static HiSiaP (SI Figure 5.6.5).
These data underline the importance to identify FRET dynamics in bursts since only
static distributions allow a meaningful interpretation of the mean FRET efficiency as a
single distance in the macromolecular complex. With this knowledge we suggest that the
average distances determined for the apo- and holo states of YopO by smFRET are as
expected from the molecular models and show the same trends as the PELDOR/DEER
data. In conclusion we find a long distance in the holo state, which matches the simu-
lated distance from the crystal structure, and an “apparent” shorter distance caused by
multiple averaged conformations of YopO in the apo state (Figure 5.2.6D). Interestingly,
the PELDOR/DEER data [245] did not match the prediction from the crystal structure
(Figure 5.2.6D). This effect had been confirmed by additional PELDOR/DEER mea-
surements and SAXS and could be explained by a slight re-orientation of the kinase
domain [245]. It is possible that the longer linker of the smFRET labels masks this
effect.

Estimating the influence of linker length on the accuracy of predicted dis-
tance distributions. While both PELDOR/DEER and smFRET can accurately mea-
sure inter-probe distances, one is ultimately interested in inter-residues distance between
the labelled amino acids, which are different from the inter-probe distances. The com-
mon solution to interpret the distance data is therefore to build an in silico model of
the labelled protein by placing the structure of the label (or a geometric model thereof)
onto the molecular surface of the biomacromolecule and to calculate its accessible vol-
ume [206, 224, 273, 280]. Some programs refine this accessible volume by considering
preferred rotameric states of the label [224, 280] or by selecting such conformations that
are close to the molecular surface [206, 273]. Unfortunately, it is difficult to build a
model that accurately reflects the rotameric state of the labels, their interactions with
the protein surface or solvent and the molecular motion of the protein backbone. Hence,
a major part of the apparent distance inaccuracy (i.e., the mismatch between predicted
and experimental distance) of PELDOR/DEER and smFRET is actually caused by the
in silico models [206, 224, 273, 280]. Nevertheless, many examples in the literature have
shown that PELDOR/DEER distance distributions can be predicted rather well (± 2-4
Å) by determining all possible distances between the modelled spin centers in such en-
sembles [273, 281, 282]. For smFRET, it was shown that the average distance can be
predicted with an accuracy of ± 5 Å [111]. Calculating distance distributions is more dif-
ficult for smFRET due to the indirect way of distance determination via FRET efficiency
[206, 283, 284], unless lifetime-based approaches are used [18]. The resulting averaging
effects between simulated distance distributions and FRET-averaged measured distances
are discussed in detail in [283].
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No matter which method is used, the prediction accuracy in the end depends on the
correctness of the modelled label. Considering the topic of this work, we asked ourselves,
how the prediction uncertainty is influenced by geometrical factors, i.e., the distinct
linker length of typical spin- and fluorescence labels (Figure 5.2.1) and protein-label
interactions (Figure 5.2.7). For the following simulations, we used a slightly modified
version of mtsslWizard [273]. The program was used to attach in silico models of two
different labels (MTSSL and Alexa Fluor 647) to the open-state HiSiaP protein (PDB-
ID: 2CEY) and to generate ensembles of rotamers at positions 55, 58, 112, 134, 175 and
225. To simulate the effect of protein-label interactions, we replaced a certain percentage
of randomly selected rotamers in each ensemble by one randomly chosen rotamer. In
our simulation, these “sticky” rotamers represented an immobilized label.
We arbitrarily defined a weak interaction to lead to 10 % of the rotamers in a given en-

semble to occupy the same position, while the remaining 90 % of rotamers were randomly
distributed in the accessible volume. The simulation was run for immobilized/mobile ra-
tios of 10/90, 50/50 and 100/0 (Figure 5.2.7). We then determined the average distances
between each pair of the “sticky” ensembles (this simulates a set of distance measure-
ments), as well as the average distances between the corresponding pairs of the original
ensembles (i.e. without “sticky” rotamers, which corresponds to the prediction of a par-
ticular distance by the accessible volume approach) and calculated the prediction errors.
The whole procedure was repeated 1000 times to achieve a statistical distribution of the
“interaction site” within the ensembles. The results are summarized in Figure 5.2.7B:
For a weakly immobilized label (Figure 5.2.7B, magenta), the prediction error was low,
for both MTSSL (width of error histogram: σv = 0.4 Å) and for Alexa Fluor 647 (σv = 0.6
Å) (Figure 5.2.1). This changed markedly when the label interacted more strongly with
the protein surface. If the label occupied a fixed position half of the time, the prediction
error increased considerably (Figure 5.2.7B, beige). Whereas the error was still relatively
small (σv = 1.8 Å) for MTSSL, larger errors of up to ± 10 Å (σv = 3.2 Å) quite frequently
occurred for Alexa Fluor 647. If the interaction was even stronger, i.e., for a completely
immobilized label (100 %, blue), it was quite likely to observe a very high prediction er-
ror for MTSSL (σv = 3.8 Å) but especially for Alexa Fluor 647 (σv = 6.6 Å). Note that our
approach neglects movements of the protein backbone, which will likely further increase
the observed errors. An example for such an immobilized label is the crystal structure
of the matrix metalloproteinases MMP-12 in complex with a fluorophore labelled Cy5.5
inhibitor (Figure 5.2.7B) [285], which has a chemical structure related to Alexa Fluor
647 (Figure 5.2.1). In the complex, a large part of the label is bound to the surface of
the protein with its sulfonic acid groups interacting with the positive charges of lysine
and arginine residues. Figure 5.2.7B shows the size of the accessible volume for the label
(blue) for comparison. Similar observations have been made for the MTSSL label, for
instance in the case of the Spa15 chaperone [278].
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Figure 5.2.7: Comparison of PELDOR/DEER and smFRET measurements and
the influence of linker length on the correlation between experimental and pre-
dicted distances. A Multiple ensembles of spin- and fluorescence labels were simulated
with mtsslWizard using the open form of HiSiaP (PDB-ID: 2CEY [232]) and the labelling
sites 55, 58, 112, 134, 175 and 225. In the schematic, the radius of the sphere represents the
length of the linker that connects the fluorophore or spin center to the C-alpha atom of the
labelled residue. Interactions with the protein surface (grey arcs) are indicated and lead
to a clustering of labels at that position. Depending on the degree of interaction between
protein and label, the accessible volume approach becomes less accurate. B Histograms of
1000 experiments described in A with a 10 Å linker (upper plot) and 20 Å linker (lower plot)
and varying degree of protein label interaction. The percentage indicates how many percent
of the 1000 dummy atoms are localized at the interaction site. As example for a long (20
Å) and immobilized linker, the protein structure of MMP-12 (matrix metalloproteinases,
PDB-ID 5L79 [285]) in conjugation with a Cy5.5 fluorophore (K241, colored spheres) was
selected. The surface of the protein is shown in grey and the accessible volume of the fluo-
rophore, calculated with FPS [206] is shown as a blue mesh. C Predicted vs experimental
smFRET or PELDOR/DEER distances of datasets that were measured with both methods
in this study. D As C, but the differences are plotted against the experiment number in
SI Table 5.6.3. E Comparison of the raw distances determined by PELDOR/DEER or
smFRET and the simulation for the same experiment.
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5.3 Discussion

We performed PELDOR/DEER and smFRET experiments on three substrate binding
proteins (HiSiaP, MalE, SBD2) and the YopO protein to conduct a comprehensive cross-
validation of the two methods. One of our goals was to determine the distance accuracy
by comparison of simulated mean inter-probe distances vs. experimental ones and to see
if both techniques correctly monitor ligand-induced structural changes. For this purpose,
we used the same labelling sites for both methods and measured the inter-probe distances
in the presence or absence of the respective ligands. Both methods showed a good con-
sistency with each other and towards structural models. For a quantitative comparison
of both methods, we selected 15 datasets that were measured in this study and where a
monomodal distance distribution was observed. We computed the difference between the
average experimental and simulated distances for both PELDOR/DEER and smFRET
and plotted the data in Figure 5.2.7C/D. Within the dataset, no systematic offset was
observed for PELDOR/DEER or smFRET. The PELDOR/DEER and smFRET mea-
surements on the same double variant differed by about 5 Å with an overall spread of ±
10 Å (Figure 5.2.7E).
To an extent, the above-described differences between the PELDOR/DEER and sm-

FRET results will be related to the different nature of the labels and in particular to their
differing linker lengths (compare Figure 5.2.1). Figure 5.2.7E shows that for most of our
measurements, the difference between the two methods is larger than can be explained
by the different linker lengths for a freely rotating label (otherwise, the black and white
data points in Figure 5.2.7E should coincide). The simulations in Figure 5.2.7A/B re-
veal that already moderate protein-label interactions can lead to distance measurements
that are seemingly inexplicable. This is vividly reflected in our first example (Figure
5.2.2/5.2.3). Luckily, there are experimental approaches to detect strong protein label
interactions in smFRET (Figure 5.2.3) as well as for PELDOR/DEER. For the latter,
the shape of room temperature cw spectra and abnormally shaped Pake patterns provide
hints towards strongly immobilized spin labels [286, 287]. Depending on the label, its
degree of immobilization and especially at high magnetic fields, it can be necessary to
consider orientation selection effects by collecting multiple PELDOR/DEER time traces
at different frequency offsets [287–289].
Based on the above, three seemingly obvious solutions emerge to improve the distance

accuracies of both techniques:
(i) The use of probes with shorter linkers. It is challenging to shorten the length of

e.g., the MTSSL label any further (Figure 5.1.1), and short inflexible linkers such as the
two-armed Rx spin label [290] are more likely to disturb or artificially stiffen the protein
structure. Alternative EPR labels such as Gd-, Cu- or trityl labels with different linker
types and lengths are under active research [291–293]. For smFRET labels, shorter
linkers are not only a challenge of chemical synthesis, but also for the implementation
of the method itself, because the free rotation of the dye is the basic requirement for
distance simulations based on the accessible volume and to exclude orientational effects
on FRET efficiency [206]. This requirement would be hard to meet with shorter and
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thus also more rigid linkers.
(ii) The prevention of label-protein interactions. A systematic reduction of label-

protein interactions is challenging and its feasibility depends on the type of macro-
molecule. For nucleic acids, the molecular surface will be predominately negatively
charged. Still, many parameters such as the counter-ion concentration and the fold
of the nucleic acid (especially for RNA) can strongly impact label-nucleic acid interac-
tions. For proteins, it is much more difficult to predict how the label will interact with
the macromolecular surface and unexpected results are more likely. Nevertheless, we
showed for HiSiaP that switching fluorophores to alter charge and linker length allowed
us to circumvent this problem and to detect the expected conformational change and
distances (Figure 5.2.3).
(iii) Improving in silico labelling approaches. So far, even time-consuming molecular

dynamics approaches have not been shown to be much more accurate than the accessible
volume approach in large scale benchmarks [273, 281, 282]. It should be noted that new
and promising approaches to tackle this problem are constantly developed [294, 295].
Still, no matter how sophisticated the prediction algorithm, it will be difficult to obtain
absolute certainty.

PELDOR/DEER-specific aspects. Some PELDOR/DEER Other, more specific
considerations possibilities to improve PELDOR/DEER experiments emerge from our
results. The use of cryo-protectants had a significant impact on our distance measure-
ments on MalE. These substances are routinely, which are added to prevent protein
aggregation during freezing and thereby to improve the phase memory time of the sam-
ples. had a significant impact on our distance measurements on MalE. At the high con-
centrations that are typically used (10-50% v/v glycerol or ethylene-glycol), the small
molecules might interact with the protein and induce a different conformation of the
spin label or the protein itself [296, 297]. Note that the proteins in our study (such as
MalE) might well be particularly prone to such problems, because they have deep sur-
face crevices that can easily bind such small molecules. We did not see any a significant
influence of the cryoprotectant for the SBD2 example and the same was true for pre-
vious measurements on VcSiaP (a close homolog of HiSiaP from example 1) (SI Figure
5.6.15). Nevertheless, especially when unexpected results are found, a control measure-
ment without cryo-protectant or a different cryo-protectant from the large arsenal of
such substances should be performed [298]. Efforts to develop experimental procedures
that allow to reduce the amount of cryo-protectant or to completely avoid their addi-
tion, for example by rapid freeze quenching are a promising route to circumvent this
problem [296, 299]. Ultimately, it would be desirable to perform the PELDOR/DEER
measurements at room temperature. Conformational equilibria are temperature depen-
dent and are thus affected by the freezing procedure, which, despite all efforts, is still
slow compared to the time scale of most molecular motions. The quantitative differ-
ences between PELDOR/DEER and smFRET that were observed in the case of SBD2
might be caused by the different experimental temperatures. Unfortunately, room tem-
perature PELDOR/DEER measurements on proteins in solution are very challenging
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and it is therefore no simple task to test this. Newly developed labels, such as the
trityl spin labels are an important step on the road towards room temperature PEL-
DOR/DEER experiments on proteins in solution [270, 271]. Another factor that might
contribute to the observed deviations between PELDOR/DEER and smFRET, is the
sample concentration. Whereas smFRET experiments are conducted in extremely dilute
solutions, standard Q-band PELDOR/DEER experiments are performed at micromolar
to nanomolar concentrations [300].

It is a strong point of PELDOR/DEER that distance distributions rather than average
distances are obtained. However, it is important to remember that the shape of these
distributions depends on a number of parameters such as the quality and especially
the length of the underlying PELDOR/DEER time trace [246, 301]. Unfortunately, its
maximum length cannot be arbitrarily chosen, since the refocused echo signal quickly
decreases with an increasing time window (Figure 5.1.1D). Hence, a tradeoff between
signal strength and length of the time-window must be made for each sample, where it
is usually more important to have a longer time window than high SNR. The conversion
of time traces into distance distributions has traditionally been solved by a two-step
analysis of first fitting and removing the intermolecular background (Figure 5.1.1D,
dashed red line) and then applying Tikhonov regularization to extract the distance
information [256, 257]. The procedure introduces a regularization parameter A that
describes a compromise between the smoothness of the distance distribution and how
well it reproduces the experimental time-trace [256]. Because the true shape of the
distribution is unknown, this procedure inevitably introduces a degree of uncertainty.
This two-step procedure works well for high-quality data, where more than a complete
oscillation period of the signal was recorded (e.g. SI Figure 5.6.2). In practice, this
is not always the case and the separation of the intermolecular background becomes a
major source of uncertainty. The evaluation feature of the DeerAnalysis software can be
used to visualize the impact of this problem on the shape of the distance distribution.
The software systematically varies parameters, most importantly the starting time of the
background fit to obtain a mean value, a standard deviation, as well as upper- and lower
limits for each point of the distance distribution [302]. In our comparisons above, the red
shade around the distance distribution was produced with this feature. Recently, new
data processing algorithms have been developed that for example calculate the distance
distribution in a more robust one-step analysis and also consider the noise level in the
raw data to estimate the uncertainty of the distance distribution [303, 304]. Yet another
approach is “DeerNet” [258], an artificial neural network that was trained on a large
database of simulated data. Importantly, this latter method is independent of user-
adjustable parameters. As a comparison, we processed the data measured in this study
with DeerNet and reassuringly found very similar results. In a recent study, aliquots of
the same PELDOR/DEER samples were analyzed by seven leading PELDOR/DEER
laboratories [302]. While the resulting distance distributions were overall quite similar,
the variation between the individual labs was interestingly not fully covered by the error
margins calculated with the different processing algorithms alone. Hence, a comparative
analysis was suggested, where the uncertainties calculated from neural network analysis
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and regularization approaches are combined [302].

smFRET-specific aspects. A major obstacle for determination of inter-probe dis-
tances via smFRET is the conversion of the experimentally derived setup-dependent
apparent FRET efficiency E* values into (i) accurate FRET E values (see Figure 3.4.3)
and (ii) inter-probe distances. We provide a full overview of all parameters required for
distance determination via smFRET in SI Table 1 for different protein variants. This
correction is not required for lifetime-based approaches, which allow to obtain distance
distributions from the lifetime decays directly [18]. However, a quite common procedure
is the ratiometric determination of FRET efficiency with subsequent conversion into ac-
curate FRET E and later into distances [110, 111, 221]. We will here discuss the most
problematic steps of this approach. The correction for systematic errors introduced by
the apparatus (background, spectral crosstalk and differences in donor/acceptor detec-
tion and fluorescence quantum efficiency; Figure 3.4.3) is directly carried over to the
corrected FRET efficiency E values (step i). Later, in step (ii) Föster-radius determina-
tion is required for conversion of accurate E values into distances.
The introduced systematic errors in step (i) are largely dominated by the γ correction

factor describing differences in acceptor-to-donor detection- and fluorescence-quantum
efficiency. Obtaining a reliable γ factors is thus particularly important, also because
cyanine-based donor and acceptor dyes, which are used in the manuscript, show large
changes of fluorescence quantum yield depending on their specific environment [163,
200–202]. The correction step, however, requires multiple experiments with the same
pair of labels (if possible, in the same environment), but with distinct FRET efficiencies,
e.g., obtained via a conformational change. Such local values are, however, often not
accessible and fluorophores often experience changes of their fluorescence quantum yield
impacting . In our case ligand-induced conformational changes provided access to two
FRET efficiency states with (often) identical fluorophore properties (Figure 5.2.2-5.2.5).
This assumption is, however, not always valid as was seen in smFRET experiments of
HiSiaP for distinct conformational states (Figure 3/4). In cases where only a single
FRET efficiency state is available for each label position, a global γ factor has to be
used, e.g., derived from the same combination of labels at different label-positions on the
target, using the crude assumption that the fluorophore environment remains identical.
Another key problem related to step (ii) of the analysis procedure is the determination

of the Förster radius R0. Since the same fluorophore may show different fluorescence
quantum yields, spectra etc. subject to the its biochemical environment, R0 will vary
in the range of +/- 0.3 nm (impacting the determined distances by 0.3-0.5 nm). Con-
sequently, calculation of R0 can improve the distance determination significantly [111],
yet it requires information on the donor fluorescence spectrum, donor quantum yield,
acceptor absorption spectrum, the refractive index of the donor-acceptor intervening
medium and their relative orientation. Problematically, many approaches currently in
use for their determination overlook heterogeneity, particularly when stochastic labelling
approaches are used. Particularly challenging is also the determination of the refractive
index and the dye orientation factor κ2. The refractive index is often simply estimated
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to be an average value of n 1.4 considering the values for water (n = 1.33) and that
of proteins (n = 1.5) [170]. κ2 on the other hand is often idealized by the idea of non-
interacting fluorophores that undergo free rotation during the donor fluorescence lifetime
to a value of ~2/3. The distance-error resulting from an incorrect κ2 can be estimated,
and studies showed the effects κ2 values can have on the FRET-derived distance esti-
mation [305]. As a rule of thumb fluorescence anisotropy of the individual dyes, e.g.,
measured via steady-state anisotropy should be less than 0.2. This approximation, how-
ever, does not hold for large organic dyes or dyes with short lifetimes, since rotational
correlation times (determined indirectly from fluorescence anisotropy decays) will be
similar to the fluorescence lifetime.

This is the case for Alexa Fluor 555 as donor dye and prohibits its proper use for
lifetime-based experiments. A general concern might thus be that Alexa Fluor 555
has varying R0 -values and with that a poor distance accuracy. Based on this the
question might arise why Alexa Fluor 555 was chosen as a label for this study. Our
goal was to provide a comparison of smFRET and EPR using the most commonly
used labels. By doing so we will allow other users to adapt the analysis routines, e.g.,
for obtaining accurate FRET values and distances. Notably, the most commonly used
dye for smFRET studies is Alexa Fluor 555. Furthermore, our study shows a very
good agreement between smFRET and EPR in both a qualitative (trends of distance
changes) and quantitative sense (distance accuracy in comparison to AV calculations
for smFRET or rotamer libraries for EPR). In the instances where discrepancies were
observed between the techniques (or simulations), we managed to identify the reason for
it. To validate the idea that Alexa Fluor 555 is as useful as other dyes for quantitative
smFRET, we compared smFRET-derived distances of Alexa Fluor 555 (a cyanine) to
Alexa Fluor 532 and 546 (both rhodamine dyes). Using two sets of cysteine pairs in both
MalE and SBD2 we derived simulated and calculated distances as shown in SI Figure
5.6.17 and SI Table 5.6.4. The data and a plot of R-values reveals that the deviations
(theoretical vs. experimental interprobe distance) are indeed very similar for all dye
pairs and sometimes Alexa Fluor 555 is even more "spot-on" in comparison to Alexa
Fluor 532 or 546 dyes. Importantly, we can see that certain labelling positions show
larger deviations due to sticking of the fluorophores, which also seems independent on
the choice of dye.

In summary, the distance variations seen in smFRET are fairly consistent with an
error assessment described by Hellenkamp et al. Since all distances we studied here are
in the range of 0.8 · R0 to 1.3 · R0, we can neglect background and spectral cross-talk
(α, and δ errors play a minor role, i.e., ΔR<1 Å) as suggested Hellenkamp et al. [111].
Therefore, the major contribution is based on wrong R0 determination or incorrect γ-
values (as discssed above). Based on this we can estimate ∆R(γ) ≈ 1 Å and ∆R(R0) ≈
3-4.5 Å (depending on the distance) based on a relative error in γ and R0 of 10% and
7%, respectively, which is in full agreement with the accuracy found in our study (Figure
5.2.7).
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The impact of structural dynamics. Ironically, structural dynamics are usually
the reason why PELDOR/DEER and smFRET are applied in the first place, but at
the same time, these processes heavily impair the possibility to interpret and use inter-
probe distances (or distance distributions) in a straightforward manner. In essence,
this is because (time-)averaged distances cannot be interpreted easily in light of static
structures. Thus, the use of inter-probe distances in structural modelling requires a veri-
fication of the degree of structural dynamics. Since smFRET experiments are performed
with individual molecules in liquid solution at room temperature, it allows to charac-
terize fast structural dynamics over a range of different timescales ranging from nano-
to milliseconds [12, 225]. In contrast, PELDOR/DEER experiments are almost always
conducted on frozen bulk samples and it is not possible to directly study dynamics in
real-time. Yet, PELDOR/DEER data can be readily converted to distance distributions
and the shape of the latter contains information about conformational heterogeneity
of the sample (see above for important caveats on interpreting the shape of distance
distributions). The YopO example demonstrates this difference between the bulk-point
of view of PELDOR/DEER and the single-molecule point of view of smFRET. From
the broad distance distributions of the original PELDOR/DEER data, it was correctly
inferred that the YopO protein is flexible and adopts different conformational states
in its apo state [245]. However, it was not possible to differentiate between static or
dynamic nature of the conformational heterogeneity in the sample. With smFRET in-
vestigations it became clear that apo YopO is indeed dynamic and shows sub-millisecond
conformational motion that depend on the presence or absence of actin (Figure 5.2.6).
Recently, we published another study of YopO using multi-parameter photon-by-photon
hidden Markov modelling [306], where the underlying apo distribution of YopO could be
resolved. We showed that it consists of two major FRET peaks that average on a sub
100 µs timescale to give one apparent “static” populations. The ligand stabilized one of
the two conformers (low FRET), yet both conformational states and FRET efficiencies
could in principle be interpreted by structural means.

Conclusion. Both PELDOR/DEER and smFRET are valuable tools for the emerging
toolkit of integrative structural biology. Overall, we found a reasonable agreement of the
determined distances with an average ±5 Å spread between the two methods. However,
our experiments also revealed discrepancies that might have led to wrong interpretations
if only one of the methods had been used. We could show that these differences were
partly due to the distinct labels and label-protein interactions. Thus, reliable methods
to predict or prevent label-protein interactions are urgently needed. Also, the much
longer linkers used for smFRET can be problematic, while for PELDOR/DEER, the use
of cryogenic temperatures and cryoprotectants was shown to influence conformational
changes in an unwanted fashion. A positive outcome of our study is the observation
that a combination of PELDOR/DEER and smFRET provides highly complementary
and synergistic insights into the conformational states of macromolecules. Hence, the
development of spectrometers and microscopes, as well as standardized data processing
approaches [12, 225], which can also be used by non-experts, would be very beneficial to
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structural biology [307].
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5.5 Materials and Methods
Selection of labelling sites. Dependent on the particular method (PELDOR/DEER
or smFRET) for which the protein variants were produced, we used different software
to calculate suitable labelling positions. For spin label positions we used mtsslSuite
(www.mtsslsuite.isb.ukbonn.de) and calculated a difference distance map between the
open and closed conformation (as shown in results) [276]. With this map we identified
regions with large conformational changes and selected amino acids inside these regions,
which are located on the surface of the protein to obtain a good accessibility. For
smFRET studies, residues were rated based on different parameters such as solvent
exposure or conservation to obtain a labelling feasibility estimate. Residues were selected
that showed large distance changes between apo and holo (or no distance change as
negative control).

Protein expression and purification. The TRAP SBPs HiSiaP and VcSiaP were
expressed and purified as described before [274]. To prevent co-purification of the sub-
strate, the E. coli cells were cultured in M9 minimal medium. For purification, the pro-
tein was loaded onto a benchtop Ni-affinity chromatography, followed by an ion exchange
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chromatography and a size exclusion chromatography. In all steps the buffers were sup-
plemented with 1 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) to avoid dimerization of
the cysteine variants and the purity was checked after each step with SDS-PAGE. The
purified protein solution was concentrated to 20 mg/mL and stored at -80 °C until la-
belling. SBD2 and MalE were expressed and purified as described before [107]. YopO
was produced as described previously [245].

Liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS). The LC-MS analysis was
performed on an HTC esquire (Bruker Daltonic) in combination with an Agilent 1100
Series HPLC system (Agilent Technologies). Analysis gradient: 5→100% MeCN (solvent
B)/0.1% formic acid (solvent A) in 20 min at a flow rate of 0.4 mL min-1 using a Zorbax
Narrow Bore (2.1x50 mm, 5 μm) C18 column (Agilent Technologies).

Protein labelling.
Spin labelling: In the first step, the reducing agents in the protein solution were

removed with a PD10 desalting column (GE Healthcare), using a buffer based on 50
mM Tris, 50 mM NaCl, pH 8 without TCEP or DTT. Immediately after elution from
the column, the protein eluate was treated with 5 times excess per cysteine of the
nitroxide spin label MTSSL (Toronto Research Chemicals, Canada), dissolved in DMSO.
The labelling was carried out for one hour at room temperature under gentle shaking.
Afterwards, the protein was concentrated and another PD10 desalting column was used
to remove free spin label. The protein eluate was again concentrated to ~ 20 mg/mL.
The labelling was verified and quantified with continuous-wavelength EPR spectroscopy
(cw-EPR) [286] using an EMXnano X-band EPR spectrometer from Buker (Billerica,
MA). The spin labelled proteins were diluted to a concentration of 25 µM with standard
buffer and a total volume of 10 µL sample was prepared into a glass capillary, sealed
with superglue. The magnetic field of the cw-EPR spectrometer at room temperature
were set to a center field of 3448 G and the microwave frequency to 9.631694 GHz. The
microwave power was set to 2.5 mW, the power attenuation to 16 dB and the receiver
gain to 68 dB. The cw-EPR spectra were recorded with a sweep width of 150 G, a sweep
time of 10.03 s with 20.48 ms time constant and 1 G modulation amplitude. For every
sample 350 cw-EPR spectra were averaged to obtain a good SNR. The concentration
of the spin label and the labelling efficiency were determined with the Bruker software
Xenon by double integration of the cw-EPR spectrum.
Fluorophore labelling: Proteins were labelled as described previously [102, 107]. The

cysteines were stochastically labelled with the maleimide derivative of the dyes TMR,
Alexa Fluor 555, Alexa Fluor 647 and Cy5 (ThermoFischer Scientific). His-tagged pro-
teins were incubated in 1 mM DTT to keep all cysteine residues in a reduced state and
subsequently immobilized on a Ni Sepharose 6 Fast Flow resin (GE Healthcare). The
resin was incubated 2-4 h at 4°C with 25 nmol of each fluorophore dissolved in 1 ml of
labelling buffer 1 (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 50 mM KCl, 5% glycerol) and subsequently
washed sequentially with 3 ml labelling buffer 1 and buffer 2 (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 150
mM KCl, 50 % glycerol) to remove unbound fluorophores. Bound proteins were eluted
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with 500 ml of elution buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 50 mM KCl, 5% glycerol, 500 mM
imidazole) The labelled protein was further purified by size-exclusion chromatography
(ÄKTA pure, Superdex 75 Increase 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare) to eliminate remaining
fluorophores and remove soluble aggregates. For all proteins, labelling efficiencies were
higher than 70% and donor-acceptor pairing at least 20%.
PELDOR/DEER spectroscopy.
If not indicated in the results, the standard EPR samples were prepared and the

measurements were set up as described in the following. The proteins and additives
were mixed and diluted to a concentration of 15 µM in a volume of 40 µL with PEL-
DOR/DEER buffer (100 mM TES pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl in D2O). The substrate con-
centrations were 1 mM N-acetyl neuraminic acid for HiSiaP, 1 mM maltose for MalE
and 100 µM glutamine for SBD2. The solutions were supplied with 40 µL deuterated
ethylene glycol, transferred into a 3 mm quartz Q-band EPR tube and immediately
flash-frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen.
The PELDOR/DEER experiments were measured on an ELEXSYS E580 pulsed spec-

trometer from Bruker in combination with an ER 5106QT-2 Q-band resonator. The
temperature was set to 50 K with a continuous flow helium cryostat (CF935, Oxford
Instruments) and a temperature control system (ITC 502, Oxford Instruments). The
PELDOR/DEER time traces were recorded with the pulse sequence π/2(υA)-τ1-π(υA) –
(τ1+t) – π(υB)-(τ2-t)- π(υA)- τ2-echo. The frequency υA of the detection pulses were set
80 MHz lower than the frequency of the pump pulse υB, which was set to the resonator
frequency and the maximum of the nitroxide spectrum. Typically, the shot repetition
time was 1000 µs and the lengths of τ1 and τ_{2} were 12 and 24 ns, respectively.
The contribution of deuterium ESEEM to the PELDOR/DEER time trace was sup-
pressed by addition of 8 observed time traces with variable τ1 time (Δ = 16 ns). The
PELDOR/DEER background was fitted by a monoexponential decay. The distance
distributions were calculated and validated by means of DeerAnalysis 2018 [257].
smFRET spectroscopy.
Solution based smFRET experiments were performed on a homebuilt confocal ALEX

microscope as described in section 3.4. All sample solutions were measured with 100 µl
drop on a coverslip with concentration of around 50 pM in buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH
7.4, 50 mM KCl).
Data analysis was performed using home written software package as described s de-

scribed in detail in section 3.4. E-histogram of double-labelled FRET species with Alexa
Fluor 555 and Alexa Fluor 647 was extracted by selecting 0.25<S<0.75. E-histograms
of open state without ligand (apo) and closed state with saturation of the ligand (holo)
were fitted with a Gaussian distribution Ae−(E−µ)2/(2σ2). The burst variance analysis
(BVA) [65] was performed on the same data with a photon binning of 5 photons for
selected bursts with stoichiometry 0.25<S<0.75.
Distance conversion was calculated according to equation 2.2.7. The Förster radius

R0 is calculated according to equation 2.2.3 to be R0 =50 Å for Alexa Fluor 555 – Alexa
Fluor 647 and R0 =52 Å for TMR – Cy5 (see SI Table 5.6.5), where the parameters
for the donor quantum yield QD, the donor emission spectrum FD, and the acceptor
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absorbance spectrum εA were derived from absorption and emission spectra of singly
labelled donor and acceptor mutants [113].
In silico distance simulations.
For both methods, we used available programs and combined the in silico distance

simulations with the experimental distances in the result parts. For PELDOR/DEER
simulations, we used mtsslWizard (www.mtsslsuite.isb.ukbonn.de) where an ensemble of
rotamers is calculated for each labelling position by rotation of the bonds from the spin
label (see results) [273]. After this, the average distance and the distance distribution
between two of these ensembles were determined.
For smFRET we used the FRET-restrained positioning and screening method es-

tablished by the Seidel lab [206]. This method allows the determination of a FRET-
efficiency-averaged model distance between the two dyes using the crystal structure
information. For distance simulations we employed a simple dye model, in which three
parameters were used to determine the accessible volume the dye can sample: (i) linker-
length (linker), linker-width (W), and the fluorophore volume, which can be derived from
an ellipsoid using R1, R2 and R3. With this information, the average distance between
two of these spheres was calculated. The dye parameter for the different fluorophores
are shown in Table 5.6.3. An average distance was calculated with the FPS software by
exchanging donor and acceptor positions and vary the linker length (±1 Å) as well as
linker width and radii (±0.5 Å).
Fluorophore lifetime and time-resolved anisotropy measurements
Lifetime and anisotropy decay measurements were performed as described in section

3.3. 400 µl of sample is measured in a 1.5x10 mm cuvette at a concentration of around 100
nM. The excitation power was 10 µW and the concentration was finetuned to have ~50
kHz count rate under magic angle conditions. All anisotropy and lifetime measurements
were recorded for 5 min in the order vertical (VV1), horizontal (VH1), magic angle
(MA), horizontal (VH2), and vertical (VV2) under vertical excitation.

5.6 Supporting Information

System BGDD
[kHz]

BGDA
[kHz]

BGAA
[kHz]

α δ γ β

HiSiaP 1.33 0.83 0.77 0.084 0.065 2.17 0.82
MalE 1.51 0.99 1.79 0.064 0.059 1.56 1.00
SBD2 1.04 0.76 1.17 0.079 0.072 1.97 0.77
YopO 1.67 0.85 0.93 0.087 0.068 2.26 0.64

Table 5.6.1: Correction parameter of FRET measurements with Alexa Fluor
555 – Alexa Fluor 647. Overview of all correction factors for smFRET measurements
on HiSiaP, MalE, and YopO.
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Figure 5.6.1: cw-EPR spectra of spin labelled double variants. The labelling of
each variant with MTSSL was verified with room temperature cw-EPR spectroscopy (X-
band). The labelling efficiencies were determined with the spectrometer software and is
given next to the spectra.
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5 Cross-validation of distance measurements in proteins by PELDOR and smFRET

Figure 5.6.2: PELDOR/DEER data of HiSiaP variants. A/D/G/J Raw PEL-
DOR/DEER time traces for apo (-) and holo (+) measurements of each double variant.
The background, which was used for correction of the signal, is indicated as a black line. B,
E, H, K) Background-corrected PELDOR/DEER time traces (black) and fits of the signal
(red). C/F/I/L Distance distributions from PELDOR/DEER time traces (black) with
validation of the distribution (grey).
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Figure 5.6.3: Size exclusion chromatography of HiSiaP variants labelled with
Alexa Fluor 555 – Alexa Fluor 647. Absorption profile of the size extrusion chromatog-
raphy (ÄKTA, Superdex 75 Increase 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare) for all tested HiSiaP vari-
ants 58/134, 175/228, 55/175 and 112/175 to monitor protein concentration (280 nm) and
Alexa Fluor 555 (552 nm) / Alexa Fluor 647 (650 nm). The grey area indicates the fraction
used in the smFRET experiments, where labelling efficiencies of >90% was achieved for all
samples.
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5 Cross-validation of distance measurements in proteins by PELDOR and smFRET

Figure 5.6.4: smFRET data of HiSiaP with Alexa Fluor 555 – Alexa Fluor 647.
A/C/E/G ES-2D-Histograms of HiSiaP variants 58/134, 175/228, 30/175, 55/175, and
112/175 in apo state (-) and holo state (+). B/D/F/H 1D-E-Histograms extracted from
the ES-data for apo (grey) and holo (green) are fitted with a 1D-Gaussian distribution.
Mean <E> and standard deviation σv are labelled. The numbers of considered bursts N in
apo/holo states areC 2435/2316, F 2129/1777, I 1932/2082, and L 1529/1367, respectively.
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Figure 5.6.5: Burst-variance analysis of HiSiaP ALEX data. A Burst variance anal-
ysis example of 55/175 and 175/228 in their holo states (left, joined data set, N=2718/1933)
and dynamic control experiments with a fluctuating DNA-hairpin (right, 2824) from ref-
erence [112]. Data are binned into bins of 0.05 and mean and standard error of mean are
shown (black). B Population mean and standard deviation of all bursts of one measure-
ment of burst variance analysis for three HiSiaP variants from Figure 5.2.2 in apo (solid)
and holo state (dashed).

Figure 5.6.6: Extreme example for environmental effect on FRET efficiency.
HiSiaP variant 112/175 labelled with Alexa Fluor546 – Star635P. A Absorption profile of
the size extrusion chromatography (ÄKTA, Superdex 75 Increase 10/300 GL, GE Health-
care) to monitor protein concentration (280 nm) and Alexa Fluor546 (554 nm) / Star635P
(639 nm). The grey area indicates the fraction used in the smFRET experiments, where
labelling efficiencies of >90%. B ES-2D-Histograms of variant from A) in apo state. 1D-
E-Histograms and 1D-S-Histogram are shown on top and on the right, respectively. The
ES-data are fitted with a 2D-Gaussian distribution where the 1D-integrals are shown in the
1D-histograms (black lines).
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Sample Width of
Eraw data

Theoretical
width

Ratio

HiSiaP 58/134 apo 0.075 0.04 1.88
HiSiaP 58/134 holo 0.073 0.039 1.87
HiSiaP 55/175 apo 0.047 0.023 2.04
HiSiaP 55/175 holo 0.024 0.02 1.20
HiSiaP 112/175 apo 0.067 0.037 1.81
HiSiaP 112/175 holo 0.054 0.039 1.38
HiSiaP 175/228 apo 0.07 0.039 1.79
HiSiaP 175/228 holo 0.05 0.039 1.28
MalE 87/127 apo 0.047 0.034 1.38
MalE 87/127 holo 0.059 0.041 1.44
MalE 36/352 apo 0.075 0.048 1.56
MalE 36/352_holo 0.054 0.038 1.42
MalE 29/352 apo 0.072 0.048 1.50
MalE 29/352 holo 0.07 0.048 1.46
MalE 134/186 apo 0.033 0.025 1.32
MalE 134/186_holo 0.032 0.025 1.28
SBD2 319/392 apo 0.075 0.046 1.63
SBD2 319/392_holo 0.07 0.043 1.63
SBD2 369/451 apo 0.066 0.044 1.50
SBD2 369/451 holo 0.049 0.034 1.44
YopO 113/497 apo 0.106 0.046 2.30
YopO_113/497 _holo 0.067 0.046 1.46

Table 5.6.2: Width and mean positions of smFRET experiments in compari-
son to the expected width based on pure statistical noise (“shot-noise”). The
width (standard deviation) of the FRET histogram is obtained from a Gaussian fit to the
uncorrected FRET data. The theoretical width is calculated based on the photon count
histograms assuming pure statistical noise.

Label Linker
length [Å]

W [Å] R1 [Å] R2 [Å] R3 [Å]

Alexa Fluor 555 – C2
Maleimide [113]

21 4.5 8.8 4.2 1.5

Alexa Fluor 647 – C2
Maleimide [113]

21 4.5 11 4.7 1.5

TMR [206] 12 4.5 6 4.2 1.5
Cy5 [206] 21 4.5 11 3 1.5

Table 5.6.3: Geometric Parameters for in silico predictions of FRET labels.
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Figure 5.6.7: Size exclusion chromatography of MalE variants labelled with
Alexa Fluor 555 – Alexa Fluor 647. Absorption profile of the size extrusion chro-
matography (ÄKTA, Superdex 75 Increase 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare) for all tested MalE
variants 87/127, 36/352, 29/352 and 134/186 to monitor protein concentration (280 nm)
and Alexa Fluor 555 (552 nm) / Alexa Fluor 647 (650 nm). The grey area indicates the frac-
tion used in the smFRET experiments, where labelling efficiencies of >90% was achieved
for all samples.

Simulated
distance

Measured
distance

Simulated
distance

Measured
distance

Mutant Alexa Fluor 555 –
Alexa Fluor 647

Alexa Fluor 532 –
Alexa Fluor 647*

MalE 29-352, apo 70.1 63.1 72.0 66.1
MalE 29-352, holo 57.7 56.2 59.1 59.7
MalE 87-186, apo 47.5 48.2 50.2 52.1
MalE 87-186, holo 54.2 54.6 57.2 58.2
Mutant Alexa Fluor 555 –

Alexa Fluor 647
Alexa Fluor 546 –
Alexa Fluor 647**

SBD2 369-451, apo 65.1 60.5 65.4 60.8
SBD2 369-451, holo 52.1 52.5 51.2 49.3
SBD2 319-392, apo 58.3 54.7 57.6 56
SBD2 319-392, apo 44.0 46.1 44.2 45.8

*Förster radius: R0=61 Å, ** Förster radius: R0=66 Å

Table 5.6.4: Fluorophore comparison. Overview of simulated and measured distances
with varying donor fluorophores for selected mutants.
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5 Cross-validation of distance measurements in proteins by PELDOR and smFRET

Figure 5.6.8: smFRET data of MalE with Alexa Fluor 555 – Alexa Fluor 647.
A/C/E/G ES-2D-Histograms of MalE variants 87/186, 134/186, 36/352, and 29/352 in
apo state (-) and holo state (+). B/ D/ F/H 1D-E-Histograms extracted from the ES-
Data for apo (grey) and holo (green) are fitted with a 1D-Gaussian distribution. Mean <E>
and standard deviation σv are labelled. The numbers of considered bursts N in apo/holo
states are B 6168/6181, D 6902/5672, F 2593/4293, and H 1392/2249, respectively.
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Figure 5.6.9: PELDOR/DEER data of MalE variants from DEERanalysis.
A/D/G/J Raw PELDOR/DEER time traces for apo (-) and holo (+, 1 mM; ++, 10
mM maltose) measurements of each double variant. The background, which was used
for correction of the signal, is indicated as black line. B/E/H/K Background-corrected
PELDOR/DEER time traces (black) and fits of the signal (red). C/F/I/L Distance dis-
tributions from PELDOR/DEER time traces (black) with validation of the distribution
(grey).
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5 Cross-validation of distance measurements in proteins by PELDOR and smFRET

Figure 5.6.10: Data of PELDOR/DEER experiments with variations of cryopro-
tectant. A/E/I 2PESEEM (2-pulse electron spin echo envelope modulation) spectra for
each variant with variations of cryoprotectant and the original 50% d-ethylene glycol mea-
surements. B/F/J Raw PELDOR/DEER time traces for each measurement. The back-
ground, which was used for correction of the signal, is indicated as black line. C/G/K
Background-corrected PELDOR/DEER time traces (black) and fits of the signal (red).
D/H/L Distance distributions from PELDOR/DEER time traces (black) with validation
of the distribution (grey).

Pair Alexa Fluor 555 – Alexa
Fluor 647

TMR – Cy5

Orientation factor κ2 2/3 2/3
Average refractive index 1.4 1.4
Extinction coefficient 265,000 1/(M cm) 250,000 1/(M cm)
Quantum yield donor 0.14 0.11
Overlap integral 8.12×1015 nm4/(M cm) 1.13×1016 nm4/(M cm)
R0 51 Å 52 Å

Table 5.6.5: Förster radius calculation for Alexa Fluor 555 – Alexa Fluor 647
and TMR-Cy5. Overview of all used parameters (measured/literature).
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Figure 5.6.11: Size exclusion chromatography of SBD2 variants labelled with
Alexa Fluor 555 – Alexa Fluor 647. Absorption profile of the size extrusion chro-
matography (ÄKTA, Superdex 75 Increase 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare) for all tested SBD2
variants 319/392 and 369/451 to monitor protein concentration (280 nm) and Alexa Fluor
555 (552 nm) / Alexa Fluor 647 (650 nm). The grey area indicates the fraction used in the
smFRET experiments, where labelling efficiencies of >90% was achieved for all samples.

Figure 5.6.12: smFRET data of SBD2 with Alexa Fluor 555 – Alexa Fluor 647.
A/C ES-2D-Histograms of SBD2 variants 369/451 and 319/392 in apo state (-) and holo
state (+). B/D 1D-E-Histograms extracted from the ES-Data for apo (grey) and holo
(green) are fitted with a 1D-Gaussian distribution. Mean <E> and standard deviation σv
are labelled. The numbers of considered bursts N in apo/holo states are B 2050/2189 and
D 3377/2060, respectively.
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5 Cross-validation of distance measurements in proteins by PELDOR and smFRET

Figure 5.6.13: PELDOR/DEER data of SBD2 variants from DEERanalysis.
A/D Raw PELDOR/DEER time traces for apo (-) and holo (+ and ++) measurements
of each double variant. The background, which was used for correction of the signal, is
indicated as black line. B/E Background-corrected PELDOR/DEER time traces (black)
and fits of the signal (red). C/F Distance distributions from PELDOR/DEER time traces
(black) with validation of the distribution (grey). G 2PESEEM spectra of apo measure-
ments for 369/451 for 15 µM and 1.5 µM protein concentrations.
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Figure 5.6.14: LC-MS for detection of glutamine. A Mass spectrum of glutamine
in standard protein buffer as positive control (MWglutamine: 146.15 g/mol). B Mass
spectrum of supernatant after precipitation and centrifugation of SBD2 protein sample.

Figure 5.6.15: Comparison of PELDOR/DEER measurements on SiaP from
V. cholerae with and without cryo-protectant. A/D Raw PELDOR/DEER time
traces for apo (-) and holo (+, 1 mM Neu5Ac) measurements of each double variant. The
background, which was used for correction of the signal, is indicated as black line. B/E
Background-corrected PELDOR/DEER time traces (black) and fits of the signal (red).
C/F Distance distributions from PELDOR/DEER time traces (black) with validation of
the distribution (grey).
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5 Cross-validation of distance measurements in proteins by PELDOR and smFRET

Figure 5.6.16: 2pulse-ESEEM spectra for all double spin labelled proteins. A 2p-
ESEEM spectra for spin labelled HiSiaP double variants. B-D Same as A bur for MalE,
SBD2 and YopO spin labelled variants.
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Figure 5.6.17: smFRET data of MalE with Alexa Fluor 532 – Alexa Fluor
647 and SBD with Alexa Fluor 546 – Alexa Fluor 647. A ES-2D-Histograms of
MalE variant 29/352 in apo/holo state and variant 87/186 in apo/holo state (left to right).
The numbers of considered bursts N are 1532/863/1286/733 (left to right). B ES-2D-
Histograms of SBD2 variant 369/451 in apo/holo state and variant 319/392 in apo/holo
state (left to right). The numbers of considered bursts N are 559/919/1509/1108 (left to
right). C Deviation of calculated distance and simulated distance for MalE (left) and SBD2
(right) for the four measurement conditions show only small variations (<2 Å) for different
fluorophores (see Table 5.6.4).
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6 Distance and dynamics
measurements with FRET

Single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) has evolved into a mature
toolkit for the study of biomolecular structure and dynamics in physiologically relevant
contexts in vitro and in vivo. Recently, a worldwide blind benchmark study provided
confidence in the accuracy and precision of FRET-derived distances for static model
structures such as oligonucleotides. It remains, however, unclear how reliable smFRET
can discover and quantify structural dynamics in biomacromolecules – especially in pro-
teins – while simultaneously determining distances. These aspects still hamper smFRET
to become fully accepted in the developing field of integrative structural biology, e.g.,
via contribution of distance constraints or providing information on (dynamic) structural
heterogeniety. Here, we take important steps to solve these problems and benchmark
the ability of smFRET to discover and quantify structural dynamics and to accurately
determine distances in proteins in a dynamic setting. We identified two model proteins
with distinct conformational dynamics to address the following problems: (i) discovery
and quantification of conformational dynamics in proteins, (ii) precision and accuracy of
inter-dye distances in proteins with slow conformational motion and (iii) aspects related
to stochastic labelling, long-term storage and stability. In a blind study comprising 18
labs, we successfully confirmed the ability of smFRET to discover and quantify confor-
mational dynamics on different timescales from seconds to milliseconds. Furthermore,
we also quantified FRET-derived distances and distance uncertainties for stochastic la-
belling of proteins that undergo slow structural changes on the sub-second time scale.
In this challenging setting, we demonstrate reproducible FRET efficiency values with
uncertainties of less than ± 0.06 corresponding to a distance precision of ≤2 Å and an
accuracy ≤5 Å. This supports the established experimental and data analysis routines
for determining FRET efficiencies. Our study provides vital advance for smFRET to
become an accepted and standardized method in the prospering toolkit of integrative
structural biology.1

6.1 Introduction

Single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) has become a powerful and
accepted tool to complement classical structural biology techniques with information on
heterogeneity and conformational dynamics [198, 206, 308, 309]. It allows the quantita-

1This chapter is part of the publication Gebhardt/Agam/Popara et al. (in preparation). For details of
the individual contribution see the “Author Contributions” statement in section 6.4.
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tive assessment of interconversion dynamics and heterogeneity of conformational ensem-
bles, which are not accessible by crystallography or cryo-EM, and can also be used to
resolve parts of structures “de novo” [216, 284, 308, 310]. Over the past two decades, sm-
FRET experiments have opened the avenue for structural studies of bio-macromolecules
that go beyond detecting interactions and collecting static snapshots, and have provided
unique insights into structure-function relationships of fundamental biological processes,
such as DNA replication, repair and maintenance, transcription, protein translation and
membrane transport [12, 170, 221]. The success of smFRET measurements is based
on a simple experimental approach, where a single donor- and acceptor pair monitor a
distance (or a distance change) in the biomacromolecule or complex of interest. The
design of the assay is such that the energy transfer efficiency can be directly related to a
relevant reaction coordinate of the system, e.g., intramolecular conformational changes
or interactions between biomolecules. All this can be done with single-molecule sensi-
tivity using the dynamic distance range of FRET of 3 to 12 nm on timescales ranging
from nanoseconds to seconds [12, 170, 221].
Hellenkamp et al. recently presented a worldwide quantitative smFRET study (in-

volving 20 labs) of static oligonucleotide ruler structures that demonstrated the high pre-
cision and accuracy of FRET-derived distances [111]. In this initiative, a standardized
measurement and data evaluation routine was established to determine FRET efficiency
values. The blind study demonstrated a distance uncertainty of less than 6 Å within the
sensitivity range of FRET [111]. It could be shown that different experimental methods
for determining the FRET efficiency, e.g. from fluorescence lifetimes, or intensities of
both diffusing and surface-immobilized molecules, all gave reproducible and consistent
FRET efficiencies and resulting distances [111]. Although various factors involved in
the conversion of FRET efficiency values into accurate distances remain topics of active
discussions (since a distance comparison also involves structural modelling [198, 267,
310]), the results presented by Hellenkamp et al. strongly support the idea that stan-
dardized smFRET measurements will be useful for structural biology in the very near
future, i.e., the use of FRET-derived distances and distance constraints for the protein
database [216].
Here, we take the next step by assessing whether the established procedures translate

to biomacromolecules undergoing conformational dynamics and, in particular, proteins.
Compared to double-stranded DNA, proteins are much more challenging systems to
study due to their instability (problematic storage, potential aggregation), sensitivity
to the biochemical environment and experimental conditions, temperature, stochastic
labeling of the sample, necessity for biochemical characterization after labeling and the
existence of conformational motions. So far, however, there is no generally accepted
procedure in the smFRET field to detect and analyze conformational dynamics for pro-
teins and to interpret the distance information obtained from smFRET measurements
in a structural context [10, 11]. The key questions to be addressed are: 1) how con-
sistently can smFRET histograms (and derived distances) be determined in different
labs for proteins with stochastic labeling, 2) how reliably can smFRET measurements
detect and quantify structural dynamics in biomacromolecules and 3) how accurately
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can distances be determined for proteins and dynamic systems? Addressing these ques-
tions will promote smFRET to become recognized as a pivotal tool in the developing
field of integrative structural biology [311] due to its unique ability to provide correlated
information on structure and dynamics.

In a blind study involving 18 labs, we investigated how reliably smFRET histograms
can be measured for proteins and whether structural dynamics can be detected and
quantified. As model systems, we chose the maltose-binding protein (MalE) of E. coli
and the human U2 auxiliary factor 65 (U2AF) that display conformational dynamics on
different timescales. Protein mutants were prepared according to standard procedures
in the field, i.e. by stochastically labeling protein double-cysteine mutants to monitor
intramolecular distances. The comparison study confirmed the reproducibility of FRET
efficiency histograms and the ability of smFRET to detect and quantify conformational
dynamics on different timescales ranging from seconds to microseconds. In this chal-
lenging setting, we demonstrate reproducible FRET efficiency values with uncertainties
of less than ± 0.06 corresponding to a distance precision of ≤0.2 nm and an accuracy
≤0.6 nm. The reliable detection of conformational dynamics in realistic protein samples
in combination with high precision and accuracy supports the established experimental
and data analysis routines for determining FRET efficiencies and distances.

6.1.1 Introduction of the model protein systems

We identified two protein model systems for our study, MalE of E. coli and the human U2
auxiliary factor (U2AF) protein from the pre-mRNA splicing machinery. Both proteins
show conformational motions on different timescales that is altered in the presence of a
ligand. In addition, both systems require special attention in the process of performing
smFRET experiments due to possible sample instability or aggregate formation, which
are both problematic for long-term storage and shipping and also the need to perform a
functional test of activity once the protein is labelled.

MalE. Our first target was the periplasmic maltose-binding protein MalE of E. coli.
This robust model protein, which is widely used in biochemistry and molecular biology
[312], is a component of the ATP binding cassette transporter MalFGK2 of E. coli [195,
196]. MalE exhibits the classical type II periplasmic-binding protein (PBP) fold [240,
313] composed of two rigid-body lobes connected by a flexible 2-segment hinge (Figure
6.1.1A). The latter allows allosterically-driven conformational changes upon substrate
binding (i.e. maltose). For smFRET investigations, double-cysteine mutants of MalE
were prepared as described in Section 6.5 (and Supplementary Note 6.7.1) following our
previous work [107]. We chose three different mutants (Figure 6.1.1B) to follow the
conformation change between the two domains. For MalE K29C-S352C the interdye
distance decreases upon maltose binding, while for MalE D87C-A186C the distance in-
creases. The third mutant MalE A134C-A186C shows no distance change upon substrate
binding. The mutants of MalE were stochastically labeled at the given positions with
the FRET pair Alexa Fluor 546 and Alexa Fluor 647 to monitor ligand-induced confor-
mational changes and related distances (Figure 6.1.1B) by different implementations of
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smFRET, i.e., µs-ALEX [14, 15] or PIE [16] (Supplementary Figure 6.6.1). Stochastic
labeling of the two cysteines results in a mix of donor-acceptor species bearing the two
dyes at either cysteine.
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Figure 6.1.1: Experimental design of MalE as a protein model system for sm-
FRET studies: A Crystal structure of MalE in its ligand-free apo state (PDB 1OMP)
with domains D1 and D2 linked by flexible beta-sheets (blue). B The crystal structure of
MalE (rotated by 90° as compared to A in the apo (grey, PDB 1OMP) and holo (green,
PDB 1ANF) states with marked mutations K29C-S352C, D87C-A186C, and A134C-A186C.
The estimated mean position of the fluorophores (from an AV3 model [206]) are shown as
red spheres. C FRET efficiency E histogram for MalE mutant K29C-S352C (left), mutant
D87C-A186C (middle), and mutant A134C-A186C (right) in the presence of 0 (top), 1 µM
(middle), and 1 mM maltose (bottom).

Protein stability and functionality was verified by affinity measurements using mi-
croscale thermophoresis, MST [208]. All preparations, i.e., MalE-wildtype, unlabeled
cysteine mutants and fluorophore-labelled variants, showed an affinity between ~1-2 µM
(Supplementary Figure 6.6.2) consistent with previously published Kd-values for wild
type MalE [234, 314]. The stability of the sample was verified by fluorescence correla-
tion spectroscopy (Supplementary Figure 6.6.3), which excluded the presence of larger
aggregates in the samples and confirms that MalE is a robust and functional model
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protein for a comparison study. Proper ligand binding in all labelled mutants, including
MalE A134C-A186C, was verified by MST experiments (Supplementary Figure 6.6.2).

Results of µs-ALEX experiments are shown in (Figure 6.1.1C), where the impact of
different maltose concentrations on the conformational state of MalE are visualized. The
mutant K29C-S352C showed a low-FRET apo- and a high-FRET holo-state, which is
related to the compaction of the protein upon ligand binding. The MalE mutant D87C-
A186C showed the inverse behavior with a high-FRET apo- and a low-FRET holo-state
(Figure 6.1.1C). Labelling of MalE within one of the two lobes (A134C-A186C) showed
no apparent change of FRET efficiency E, indicating that the selected positions are static
or move in the same manner. FRET also directly monitors the biochemical function of
this mutant suggesting that it is well preserved, since the addition of 1 µM maltose,
a concentration close to the Kd-value [315], shows equal probabilities to occupy either
conformational state. This is true for both the K29C-S352C and D87C-A186C mutants.
For the “neutral” A134C-A186C mutant, the interprobe distance is consequently not
altered upon ligand binding. It is evident from a comparison of the distances of the
Cαatoms (black) or the mean dye positions (red, Figure 6.1.1B) and the smFRET results
that the relative distance changes were qualitatively consistent with the predictions from
the crystal structures. The interdye distances in the chosen mutants thus cover a large
part of the dynamic range of smFRET (Figure 6.1.1B/C) and are additionally modulated
by ligand maltose.

Finally, the ruler character of FRET and independence of the FRET efficiency values
from orientation factors were verified for all mutants by steady-state and time-resolved
anisotropy experiments to check wheather all combined residual anisotropies are be-
low 0.22 (Supplementary Figure 6.6.4 and Supplementary Table 6.6.1/ 6.6.2), using the
criteria for orientation independent measurements established before [305, 308].

U2AF65. For the second protein system, we chose U2AF65, the large subunit of the
U2 auxiliary factor (U2AF) of the pre-mRNA splicing machinery (spliceosome) as it
is known to undergo fast dynamics in the absence of RNA and becomes quasi static
when a strong poly-pyrimidine tract (Py-tract) is bound to the protein. It is involved in
identification of the 3’ splice site of the pre-mRNA [316]. The RNA recognition motifs 1
and 2 (RRM1,2) of U2AF65 represent the minimal RNA binding regions (Figure 6.1.2A)
[317], they are connected by a flexible linker and bind single-stranded Py-tract RNA with
high affinity (Kd of ~0.3 µM for U9 RNA, the ligand used in this study). The two motifs
fluctuate between ensembles of detached and compacted conformations (Figure 6.1.2B,
left panel) and stabilize in an open conformation upon binding of RNA containing a
poly-pyrimidine tract (Figure 6.1.2B, right panel) [318].

For these investigations, we chose the already published double cysteine mutant (L187C
and G326C) of the minimal RRM1,2 construct, where we have previously verified that
the used mutations and the fluorophore labeling does not affect the protein function
and affinity to the Py-tract [104, 319]. The construct contains one cysteine on each
RNA recognition motif, which were labelled stochastically with the donor and acceptor
dye pair ATTO532-ATTO643. Protein preparation and labeling were carried out as de-
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scribed previously [104, 319] and summarized in the methods section (Section 6.5). In
the apo-state, a single broad FRET peak (Figure 6.1.2C) is observed with a peak near
75% FRET efficiency. Under closer examination, this peak is actually a dynamically av-
eraged peak as the system fluctuations between multiple open and closed conformations.
In the holo-state, an open configuration is stabilized with a FRET efficiency near 44%.
In contrast to what we published earlier, this batch of protein contains a significant frac-
tion of protein in the apo-configuration despite the high excess of ligand (Supplemental
Figure 6.6.5). The fast dynamics, the RNA ligand (which is sensitive to degradation)
and fraction of non-functional protein makes it an extremely challenging test case for
protein-based smFRET studies.
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Figure 6.1.2: Experimental system U2AF(RRM1,2) A Ribbon representation of the
NMR structure of U2AF(RRM1,2) [318]. The two tandem motifs are depicted as RRM1 and
RRM2 and the flexible coiled coil linker connecting the motifs is highlighted in blue (PDB
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Due to the complexity of the dynamics (a detailed description of the dynamics is given
in the Supporting Information, Supplementary Figure 6.6.6, Supplementary Note 6.7.2),
we concentrate here on the comparison of the measured smFRET histograms and the
model-independent relaxation times of the dynamics.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Precision and reproducibility of smFRET values on proteins

In this blind comparison study, 18 labs performed smFRET experiments on diffusing
molecules for three MalE mutants (Figure 6.1.1C). For the comparison, the proteins
were labelled with the Alexa Fluor 546-Alexa Fluor 647 (donor-acceptor) pair and stud-
ied on a confocal microscope setup using either ALEX or PIE. We adapted the data
analysis routine similar to that of Hellenkamp et al. [111] to convert apparent FRET
efficiency values Eapp into setup-independent FRET efficiency E values. Briefly, for each
mutant, the photon counts in the donor and acceptor channels were extracted for the
apo- and holo-state, i.e., in the absence and presence of 1 mM maltose (Figure 6.1.1).
Subsequently, accurate FRET values were determined by correcting the measured val-
ues for background, donor leakage, acceptor direct excitation, and differences in donor
and acceptor quantum yields and detection efficiencies (Supplementary Figure 6.6.7 and
Supplementary Table 6.6.3/6.6.4) [110]. For this study, we asked the individual labo-
ratories to use an averaged γ-value for all experiments conducted in the respective lab.
We provide a comparison between the averaged and individual -corrections in Supple-
mentary Fig. S7c and will come back to this point in the discussion. For the sake of
comparison, the mean FRET efficiencies, E, were determined by the different labs using
the peak of a 2D Gaussian fit to the E-S histogram. The mean FRET efficiency value
and standard deviation determined from the results of the various labs for all MalE
mutants in the absence and presence of its ligand maltose are summarized in Figure
6.2.1. The results from all labs showed an excellent agreement and reproducibility. All
experiments combined reveal standard deviations of the FRET efficiency E values of
less than ±0.06 for apo- and holo-MalE. All labs observed the expected maltose-induced
conformational change for the front-side and back-side mutants (compare Figure 6.1.1C
and 6.2.1) with a precision similar to that found for static dsDNA [111], indicating that
the samples did not degrade during transport at 4 °C (see Section 6.5.2). The abso-
lute FRET efficiency values vary significantly more than the relative FRET efficiency
change upon ligand binding indicating that the major variation arises from systematic
correction errors (Figure 6.2.1B).
For U2AF65, the results of the smFRET solution measurements are shown in Figure

6.2.2. Due to the complexity of the dynamics, a subset of eight groups measured the
second protein. The overall trends are consistent. All groups show a broad single
FRET peak in the apo-state that shifts to a more extended and open conformation in
the holo-state [318, 319], another example of ligand-induced conformational changes in
proteins. To get a first approximation of the consistency of the results, we fit the spFRET
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Figure 6.2.1: Determination of the precision of FRET efficiency values in dif-
ferent MalE mutants. A FRET efficiency E values of MalE in the apo state (without
maltose, top) and in the holo state (in the presence of 1 mM maltose, borrom) for muta-
tions K29C-S352C (left), D87C-A186C (middle), and A134C-A186C (right). The combined
data from all labs (upper data point) is illustrated by the mean (solid line) with standard
deviation (grey area). B FRET efficiency difference between apo and holo state in A shows
significantly reduced variation.
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histograms to a single Gaussian for the apo-state and to two Gaussians for the holo
state. The peak values for the data from the different labs are plotted in Figure 6.2.2A.
A more detailed comparison in Figure 6.2.2B shows the plot of smFRET histograms
from the individual laboratories as well as a combined FRET efficiency distribution
using all data, which is illustrated by the mean (solid line) and standard deviation (pale
area) for both states. The spread in the results is broader in the case than for the
measurements on MalE . The standard deviation of ±0.05 was found for apo whereas
for holo state they were ±0.05 for high FRET and ±0.04 for low FRET efficiency. On
the one hand, more discrepancies between the measurements from the different labs are
not unexpected as the dynamic biological systems is much more challenging and more
sensitive to the experimental conditions. The dynamics in the apo-state is temperature
dependent (Supplemental Figure 6.6.5) as well as the Kd of the protein-RNA interaction
may shift with temperature. To create “real-world” like conditions, we did not put
any constraints on what “room temperature” should be nor did we inform the different
laboratories that the ligand was RNA. One the other hand, we were unsatisfied on the
obtained consistency. To gain insights to the causes of the discrepancies between the
laboratories, we collected the raw data from the different laboratories and had one person
analyze the data using an agreed upon procedure (Supplementary Note 6.7.3). When
comparing measurements on the apo protein, we found that the detection correction
factor γ played a very prevalent role in describing the deviations between measurements
(Supplemental Figure 6.6.8). Due to the dynamics for the apo protein, it is not possible
to use the fluorescence lifetime for determination of the γ-factor nor does the apparent
single population provided a good measure for the γ-factor [18, 64]. In this case, it was
best to combine both apo and holo measurements and fit the S vs. E plot as described
by Lee et al. [110]. We have to assume that there are no changes in the quantum yield
of the fluorophores upon binding of the RNA. For measurement on the holo system, the
peaks of the two observable states agree well (when using the appropriate γ-factor) but
the amplitudes of the peaks vary. Many factors can influence the amplitude of the two
peaks. These factors include temperature, buffer components such as salt concentration
or stabilizers (e.g. BSA), protein activity, ligand degradation (Supplemental Figure
6.6.9). Although we cannot determine exactly why there is a discrepancy with one of
the labs, we did observe an increase in a higher than normal stoichiometry population
for these measurements. This population is present in the original sample preparation,
but to a lower extent. When removing this population from analysis, the data are again
more consistent (Supplemental Figure 6.6.9).

6.2.2 Discovery and quantification of conformational dynamics in
proteins via smFRET

As dynamics are prevalent when investigating proteins, as a next step we asked the vari-
ous groups in this blind study to evaluate whether the protein systems they studied were
static or dynamic and which method they used to come to this conclusion. The results are
given in Table 6.2.1. In the end, one is interested in whether the protein exhibits confor-
mational fluctuations. As FRET reports on the energy transfer between the fluorophores,
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the linker dynamics of the fluorophores as well as photophysical contributions can also
contribute to a “dynamic” FRET signal. We see a quantitative analysis of protein dy-
namics using FRET as one of the major challenges facing the FRET community but it
also one of the strengths that such dynamics can be quantified on the single-molecule
level using FRET. There are multiple approaches for detecting submillisecond dynamics
in burst analysis data including the burst-variance analysis (BVA) [65], FRET-2CDE
[320], dynamic PDA [64], or plots of FRET efficiency E versus fluorescence-weighted av-
erage donor lifetime

〈
τD(A)

〉
F
(E-tau plots) [321]. Here, we focus on the use of BVA and

E-tau plots. Both techniques visualize dynamic FRET behavior by comparing the burst
properties against theoretical expectations (black solid lines in Figure 6.2.3). For BVA,
the standard deviation of the individual bursts is compared to the theoretical shot-noise
limits. Due to the dynamics of the protein, the variance of the FRET signal within a
burst is higher than expected from shot noise, which becomes visible as a deviation from
the shot-noise semi-circle. For the E-tau plots, the observed FRET efficiency determined
via intensity is a species weighted average and the position along the axis depends on
the fraction of time spent in the respective states whereas the fluorescence lifetime is a
photon-weighted average (as only a single lifetime can be determined from the lifetime
data) and is weighted towards the lifetime of the lower FRET state as the majority of
photons are emitted from the donor in the low FRET efficiency state. Hence, the data
are shifted to the right of the static FRET line (shown in black). For dynamics between
two and three distinct states , a theoretical FRET lines can be calculated and added
to the plots [64]. We previously showed that MalE exhibits slow ligand-driven dynam-
ics on the sub-second timescale with the interconversion of high- and low-FRET states
(ref. [107] and Supplementary Figure 6.6.10). Here, we investigated whether the apo-
and holo-state of MalE is undergoing dynamics faster than or on the timescale of the
diffusion time. Both techniques reveal that MalE has the conformation of MalE is quasi-
static in both the apo- and holo-structures on the millisecond timescale (Supplementary
6.6.11/6.6.12). This is indicated by the center position of all data sets on or close to
the static lines for both approaches (Figure 6.2.3A/B). Interestingly, minor deviations
from the static FRET line appear when other dye combinations are used (Supplementary
Note 6.7.4, Supplementary Figure 6.6.13). Three of the participating groups came to the
conclusion that MalE is (to some extend) dynamic, although this statement needs to be
qualified. Proteins are dynamic systems and the attached dyes with flexible linkers are
also dynamic. Some groups see a slight deviation of the FRET data from what would be
expected for a static system. However, it is on the limit of what can be detected using
the given techniques and is still not clear whether this is an indication of conformational
dynamics, linker-dye dynamics, or measurement artefacts and will be the topic of future
collaborative work. All groups are in agreement that, on the millisecond timescale, the
proteins are about as static as a protein can be.
In contrast, all groups clearly found U2AF65 to be dynamic (Table 6.2.1), although this

conclusion is not obtainable from the 1D FRET histogram alone. Both the ligand-free
apo state and RNA-bound holo state show pronounced deviations from the expected
behavior for static molecules both in the BVA and E-tau plots (Figure 6.2.3C/D). A
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Figure 6.2.3: Discovery and characterization of conformational dynamics in
MalE and U2AF65 on the sub-millisecond timescale A The Burst variance analysis
of the MalE mutant K29C-S352C labelled with ATTO532-ATTO643 without maltose (left)
and with 1mM maltose (right). The burst variance analysis is based on a photon binning
of 5 photons for bursts with stoichiometry between 0.4 and 0.7. B The FRET efficiency
E versus fluorescence-weighted average donor lifetime

〈
τD(A)

〉
F

of the same measurement
as in A. The donor only population was excluded for clarity in the plot. The E-Tau plot
shows that, under both ligand concentrations, the FRET species lie on the static FRET
line (black). C The burst variance analysis similar to A with the sample U2AF65 mutant
L187C-G326C labelled with Atto532-Atto643 without RNA ligand (left) and with 5 µM
of U9 RNA (right). D The E-Tau plot similar to B with same data as plotted in C. The
BVA and E-Tau plots in C and D show clear deviation from the static FRET line (black)
as indicated with a dynamic FRET line (dashed, black).
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Lab Method Sub-ms dynamics
in MalE (sample

1/2/3)

Sub-ms dynamics
in U2AF65 (apo /

holo)
#1 BVA + E-Tau no / no / no yes / yes
#2 BVA + E-Tau no / no / no yes / yes
#3 BVA + E-Tau no / no / no yes / yes
#4 n/a n/a n/a
#5 E-Tau (fFCS) no / no / - yes / yes
#6 BVA no / - / yes yes / yes
#7 BVA no / no / no yes / yes
#8 n/a n/a n/a
#9 BVA no / no / no n/a
#10 E-Tau (fFCS, PDA) yes / yes / yes yes / yes
#11 BVA + E-Tau no / no / no yes / yes
#12 BVA no / no / no n/a
#13 fFCS no / no / yes n/a
#14 BVA + E-Tau no / no / no n/a
#15 BVA + E-Tau no / no / no n/a
#16 BVA no / no / no n/a
#17 n/a n/a n/a
#18 n/a n/a n/a

Table 6.2.1: Overview of dynamic statement for MalE and U2AF65. MalE sample
1: 29C/352C, MalE sample 2: 87C/186C; MalE sample 3: 134C/186C. “-“ = no statement,
“n/a”=not applicable due to experimental limitations (setup equipment & established eval-
uation routines).

number of groups also applied a FRET FCS or filtered FCS analysis of the burst analysis
data to obtain model-free insights into the rates of the kinetic transitions (Supplementary
Figure 6.6.6). The results are given in Supplementary Table 6.6.5. Two relaxation
rates were detected for the five groups that performed the analysis. As discussed in
the Supplementary Note 6.7.2, the actual dynamics is complex and a more quantitate
analysis depends on the model chosen to evaluate the data. Also, whether the holo state
is really static or dynamic is difficult to determine. The individual RRMs have affinities
of ~ µM, meaning that occasional rapid fluctuations away from the open state may
happen, which is difficult to distinguish from the temporary sticking of the dyes. The
fraction of underlying apo-protein in the measurement also makes it difficult to analyze
the holo-dynamics in great detail. As mentioned above, the U2AF65 is a very challenging
test case for measuring protein dynamics. However, the clear detection of dynamics and
consistent estimations on the timescales for the dynamics considering the complexity of
the system is very encouraging and demonstrates that smFRET is a reliable tool for
investigating dynamic systems. For a truly comparative study on the quantification of
the dynamics, the participants agreed that it would be better to start with a well-defined
dynamic system where conformational changes occur on different timescales in proteins
[322, 323] or oligonucleotide structures [112, 320, 324], which will be the subject of a
future study.
The discovery and characterization of conformational dynamics via smFRET has sub-
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stantial implications for the final interpretation of donor-acceptor distance values in
comparison to structural models of the system. In summary, the above comparison al-
lowed us to benchmark the ability of the smFRET experiment to (i) reliably discover
or exclude conformational dynamics and (ii) to assess the timescales of interconversion.
From the smFRET histograms, accurate distances can be derived as discussed previ-
ously [111].

6.3 Discussion

The presented results of our blind study of 18 labs clearly demonstrate that smFRET can
provide accurate distances of conformational states and reliable information on dynam-
ics in proteins. Despite potential problems for proteins samples, such as aggregation
or degradation during storage or shipping (stochastic labeling and heterogenous dye
environments), we could achieve a similar reproducibility as for stable oligonucleotide
structures [111]. The high level of consistency for qualitative detection of sub-millisecond
dynamics in U2AF65 and exclusion thereof for MalE shows that the community is well
positioned to deal with dynamic protein systems. For a truly comparative study on the
quantification of the dynamics, i.e., rate constants, the participants agreed that it would
be better to start with a well-defined dynamic system where conformational changes oc-
cur on different timescales in proteins [111, 322, 323] or oligonucleotide structures [112,
320, 324], which will be the subject of a future study. All experiments were performed
using established experimental procedures and analyzed with freely-available data anal-
ysis routines [59, 60, 103, 198, 206], indicating that the presented experiments and the
conclusions drawn are accessible to groups with similar technical expertise.
This demonstrates that smFRET is a robust technique to visualize conformational

states, changes and interconversion dynamics in a reproducible fashion and the retrieved
information can be used to quantitatively determine distances.
Though the results are very encouraging, we learned a lot about the difficulties and po-

tential pitfalls that can occur when performing smFRET experiments on proteins during
this study. In the next sections, we will highlight the most challenging steps and unre-
solved problems that require careful attention when performing smFRET experiments
to assess structure and dynamics of proteins.

Obtaining instrument-independent FRET-efficiency values. The correction
of FRET-efficiency values for systematic errors introduced by the apparatus will directly
be carried over to the conversion of apparent- into fully corrected FRET efficiency E val-
ues. These systematic errors are largely dominated by the γ correction factor when using
ratiometric determination of E (see Supplementary Figure 6.6.14). This factor becomes
especially important at small or large distances, i.e., high or low FRET efficiencies,
and introduces systematic errors in both E and the derived distances. Thus, obtaining
reliable γ factors is crucial for reliable FRET experiments. Unfortunately, a global γ
factor only provides accurate corrections in cases where the fluorophore environment is
(almost) identical between the different protein conformations and mutants studied. We
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think that the work by Lee et al. [110], Kudryavtsev et al. [18] and Hellenkamp et
al. [111] lays a solid foundation for this important step in quantitative use of smFRET.
Both implementations of solution-based smFRET (used in this manuscript) µsALEX and
nsALEX/PIE, see Supplementary Figure 6.6.1, are capable of detecting sub-millisecond
conformational fluctuations of biomolecules and to yield accurate FRET values. The ad-
vantage of µsALEX is that it is less expensive to implement then nsALEX/PIE and that
the excitation is less challenging to the fluorophores in terms of photophysical processes
(e.g., bleaching or blinking) [199]. For certain acceptor fluorophores, the lower peak laser
intensities used avoid pushing the fluorophores into the triplet state where it is no longer
able to FRET. It is also easier to adjust the duty cycle of excitation such that more
time is spent collecting photons for calculation of the FRET efficiency as for monitoring
the photophysical properties of the acceptor. nsALEX/PIE have the advantage that
they provide, in addition to the stoichiometry information available from µsALEX, the
fluorescence lifetime information of the donor, the acceptor upon activation via FRET
and acceptor fluorophores with direct excitation [18]. With the lifetime information,
it is possible to perform the E-τ plots or look for changes in acceptor lifetime due to
protein or ligand interactions with the dye. Also, when a sub-optimal acceptor fluo-
rophore is choses such that the population of the triplet state of the accepter increases
due to the pulsed excitation, the γ-factor determined directly from the data incorporates
this affect and a quantitative FRET efficiency is still obtained. In addition, the faster
alternation timescale of nsALEX/PIE, one has better time-resolution for fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy analyses and it ensures that quickly diffusing molecules are still
in similar regions of the PSF during the measurement, decreasing potential spread in
the stoichiometry distribution.

smFRET for quantification of structural dynamics. All groups were able to
detect fast dynamics in the U2AF65 systems and could agree that MalE shows no dy-
namics on the timescale of diffusion, while fast dynamics, if present, are at or below the
detection limit. Both µsALEX and nsALEX/PIE can detect the millisecond dynamics
via BVA. In addition, nsALEX/PIE can utilize the lifetime information to identify dy-
namics. For all methods, it is easier to detect the dynamics when the number of FRET
states is low (two or three) and when different conformational states have clearly differ-
ent FRET efficiencies. To map the “detectability” of a dynamic exchange, we analyze
the maximum dynamic shift can be observed for a two-state system for the BVA and
E-τ methods as a function of the FRET efficiency E1 of the first state and the contrast
between the states ∆E. Interestingly, the E-τ method is more sensitive to dynamics at
high FRET efficiencies, while BVA performs better at low FRET efficiencies. If dynam-
ics were present in our samples, the small dynamic shifts would place them on the edge of
what is detectable by single-molecule FRET. The precise detection limit depends hereby
on the quality and statistics of the measurement that determines how accurately the
position of a population can be determined in the two-dimensional plots. The accurate
determination of dynamic shifts for the E-τ method further requires a proper calibration
of the static FRET line, which has to be corrected for the linker dynamics, and a proper
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correction of the data using a correct γ-factor. For BVA, on the other hand, the dynamic
shift is reduced if dynamics are fast (. 100 µs).

smFRET for structural biology. In general, converting FRET efficiency E values
into distances (or distance distributions) is a challenging and error-prone procedure, for
which there is not yet a clear consensus. As a result, there is not yet a standardized
protocol for this essential step. A key problem is the determination of the Förster ra-
dius for dyes attached to proteins (see Supplementary Note 6.7.6), since the dyes can
encounter very specific environments which may influence their mobility and/or pho-
tophysical properties, and consequently, the Förster radius. Moreover, the presence of
conformational sub-populations, in which dyes experience different surroundings, makes
this even more challenging. For each conformational state, information on the donor
fluorescence spectrum, donor quantum yield, acceptor absorption spectrum, the refrac-
tive index of the donor-acceptor intervening medium and their averaged relative dipole
orientation needs to be obtained. Each of these parameters is difficult to assess, because
bulk approaches are currently used to determine them, and these may overlook changing
properties of the involved sub-populations. Particularly challenging are the refractive
index and the dye orientation factor (κ2), since there are no direct experimental ap-
proaches established to determine their values. The refractive index is in general not
determined experimentally, but estimated to be 1.4 as an intermediate value between
the values of 1.33 for water and 1.5 for proteins [170, 325] that keeps the error to a
minimum. To determine κ2, an assumption is made that the rotational relaxation of
both the donor and acceptor dye occurs within the donor fluorescence lifetime. For this
special case, an average κ2 ≈ 2/3 can be assumed. This assumption, however, does not
hold for large organic dyes or dyes with very short lifetimes, since rotational correlation
times (determined indirectly from fluorescence anisotropy decays) will be similar to the
fluorescence lifetime [305]. The distance-error resulting from an incorrect κ2 can be
estimated [305], and some studies have shown the profound effect the actual κ2 values
can have on the FRET-derived distance estimation [326]. Furthermore, the conversion
of a mean FRET efficiency into distance information has to consider the use of mean
values as non-physical parameters vs. more physical meaningful distance distributions.
In smFRET experiments, it is usually not a single distance that determines the mean
transfer efficiency 〈E〉 but it is rather a distribution of distances over which there is
no clear consensus on how this should be done. The measured distance from accurate
FRET yields the separation of the two dyes. The organic fluorophores used in smFRET
are often far from satisfying the criterion of point dipoles, especially in reference to the
distances they are intended to probe. The conversion from the inter-dye distance to
the inter-residue distance is non-trivial and depends on multiple parameters. To a cer-
tain extent, the recently developed nano-positioning system (NPS) provides a reasonable
solution for this conversion and future developments of the NPS procedure may make
it possible to produce the accessible volume of the dyes with more physical and non-
uniform distributions [267, 310]. In our analysis, we identified the apo-state of MalE
K29C-S352C as an example, where a larger deviation from the expected distance value
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was observed (Figure 6.2.3D). This deviation can have different reasons: The anisotropy
values for this mutant indicate restricted motion, since rinf is above the acceptable upper
limit of ~0.22 (see above, Supplementary Table 6.6.1/ 6.6.2). In this regime, distance
uncertainties of ±10% are caused by R0 due to a non-ideal orientation factor [305].
However, the observed distance-deviation is still well below what is expected assuming
static averaging [308, 327]. Alternatively, it might be explained by FRET-dynamics,
which are likely caused by photophysical effects or conformational exchange of MalE
between apo and holo state occuring without addition of ligand. The method of mul-
tiparameter fluorescence detection (MFD) [18, 206] experimentally addresses several of
the abovementioned caveats and enables three-dimensional protein structure determina-
tion. Nevertheless, the dyes, which are large hydrophobic systems of conjugated rings,
can perturb and affect the overall structure of the macromolecule they are attached to.
Lastly, the differently-labelled macromolecules may show altered biochemical activities,
thermodynamic stabilities, or structural features, which may lead to problems in three-
dimensional structure convergence. Therefore, either at least two different dye-pairs
should be used to determine a distance or a network of distances has to be measured to
exclude outliers. This discussion shows that there are indeed various factors and aspects
on the use of smFRET for structural biology that require attention and future work.
Our encouraging results demonstrate, however, very clearly that smFRET is a reliable
tool for discovery and quantification of structural dynamics in proteins while reliably and
accurately determining distances in this challenging setting. This study brings smFRET
a big step closer to become an integral part of a combined structural biology toolkit.
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6.5 Methods
6.5.0.1 Sample preparation

MalE. The MalE wildtype plasmid was obtained and modified as described previ-
ously [107]. In this process, the sequence encoding the signal peptide (amino acid 1-26)
was removed and the remaining MalE sequence sub-cloned with an in-frame His-tag in
the pET20b vector (Novagen, EMD Millipore). MalE variants with cysteine mutations
(indicated by residue numbers throughout the text) were constructed by QuickChange
II Site-Directed Mutagenesis with the PfuUltra High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (Agilent
Technologies). All primers used are given in prior section Supplementary Note 6.7.1.
MalE mutants were over-expressed in BL21 (DE3) pLysS cells (F- ompT lon hsdSB (rB-
mB-) gal dcm (DE3) pLysS (CamR)). Cells harboring expression plasmids were grown
at 37°C until the OD600 was 0.6-0.8, and MalE expression was induced with 0.25 mM
Isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranosid (IPTG). To purify the proteins, the cells were lysed
with an ultrasonic homogenizer (Branson Digital Sonifier: 0.5 s on/0.5 s off for 10 min
in total, amplitude min. 25 %) in washing buffer 1 (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 1 M KCl,
10% glycerol, 10 mM imidazole, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT)) containing 2 mM phenyl-
methylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF). The soluble protein fraction was obtained by sequential
centrifugation (3040 xg, 40 min, 4°C, followed by 263,000 xg, 60 min, 4°C) and the su-
pernatant was loaded on an Ni Sepharose 6 Fast Flow resin (GE Healthcare). Bound
proteins were washed sequentially with 10 column volumes (CV) of washing buffer 1 and
washing buffer 2 (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 50 mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 20 mM imidazole,
1 mM DTT). Elution was done with 10 ml of elution buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 50
mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 250 mM imidazole, 1 mM DTT). Protein fractions were desalted
(50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM DTT), dialyzed (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 50
mM KCl, 50% glycerol;, 1 mM DTT), and stored at -20°C.

RRM1,2. Human RRM1,2 L187C-G326C mutant (U2AF65-148-342) was provided by
Hyun-Seo Kang and Michael Sattler, Technical University Munich at Garching. It was
purified as described in Mackereth et al. [318].

6.5.1 Protein labeling

MalE. Proteins were labelled as described previously [102]. In brief, cysteine positions
were chosen based on the open and closed x-ray crystal structures of MalE (1OMP,
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1ANF) such that the full dynamic range between 3.5 and 8 nm was covered. The cys-
teines were stochastic labelled with the maleimide derivative of the dyes Alexa Fluor 546
and Alexa Fluor 647 (ThermoFischer Scientific). His-tagged proteins were incubated in
1 mM DTT to keep all cysteine residues in a reduced state and subsequently immobi-
lized on a Ni Sepharose 6 Fast Flow resin (GE Healthcare). The resin was incubated
2-4 h at 4°C with 25 nmol of each fluorophore dissolved in labelling buffer 1 (50 mM
Tris-HCl pH 7.4-8.0, 50 mM KCl, 5% glycerol) and subsequently washed sequentially
with 1 CV labelling buffer 1 and 2 (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4-8.0, 150 mM KCl, 50%
glycerol) to remove unbound fluorophores. Bound proteins were eluted with 500 ml of
elution buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 50 mM KCl, 5% glycerol, 500 mM imidazole) The
labelled protein was further purified by size-exclusion chromatography (ÄKTA pure,
Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare) to eliminate remaining fluorophores
and remove soluble aggregates. For all proteins, labelling efficiency was higher than 70%
and donor-acceptor pairing at least 20%.

RRM1,2. Maleimide conjugates of Alexa Fluor 488-Alexa Fluor 647, Alexa Fluor 546-
Alexa Fluor 647 and ATTO532-ATTO643 fluorophore pairs were coupled to cysteines
of RRM1,2 L187C-G326C mutant stochastically as performed previously in Voithenberg
L.V. et al. [170].

6.5.2 Sample handling

MalE. The labelled proteins were stored in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 50 mM KCl with
1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA) at 4°C for less than 7 days. The samples were
shipped on ice in a cooling box with overnight shipping to avoid unnecessary freezing
and thawing. The samples were at the order of 10 to 100 nM concentration and dilution
buffer for apo and holo measurement were provided. ALEX experiments were carried
out by diluting the labelled proteins to concentrations of ≈ 50 pM in 50 mM Tris-HCl
pH 7.4, 50 mM KCl supplemented with the ligand maltose. The coverslip was passivated
with 1 mg/ml BSA in PBS buffer before adding the sample. The measurements were
performed without any photo-stabilizer to keep the measurements as simple as possible
to avoid any error (e.g. photo-stabilizer can go bad; slightly different concentrations
change quantum yield; etc.).

RRM1,2. Labeled protein was measured at ~40-100 pM on custom-build confocal
set-up with multi-parameter fluorescence and pulsed-interleaved excitation [18]. Mea-
surements were performed in 20 mM Potassium phosphate buffer pH 6.5, 50 mM NaCl.
Purchased U9 RNA (Biomers.net GmbH, Ulm, Germany, IBA Solutions for Life Sci-
ences, Göttingen, Germany) was dissolved in RNA-free water and added directly in the
solution at a concentration of 5 µM for holo measurements.
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6.5.3 Data analysis

Data aquisition, burst extraction and intensity based corrections was performed for
confocal measurements similar to the procedure as described in section 3.4 (see also
Hellenkamp et al. [111]) on different ALEX or PIE setups in the individual labs (see SI
Figure 6.6.1).

MFD analysis of fast conformational exchange. Two-dimensional histograms of
the FRET efficiency E and donor fluorescence lifetime

〈
τD(A)

〉
F
(Fig. 6.2.3 and 6.6.13)

were created for single molecule measurements using MFD in combination with Pulsed-
Interleaved Excitation (PIE). MFD, introduced by Eggeling et al. [17] combines spectral
and polarized detection with picosecond pulsed lasers and Time Correlated Single Photon
Counting (TCSPC), allowing the simultaneous detection of intensity, lifetime, anisotropy
and spectral range of the fluorescence signal of single molecules. Using PIE, it becomes
additionally possible to monitor the acceptor dye [18]. Selection of the bursts was per-
formed using a countrate treshold based filter of 5 kHz [17]. Static FRET lines were
calculated using following equation Estatic = 1− τD(A)/τfl modified for linker dynamics
[64]. Interdye distance was distributed normally with σ = 6 Å. Deviations of FRET
populations from the static FRET line can indicate potential fast (< 1 ms) conforma-
tional exchange. For more accurate analysis MFD is combined with a calibration-free
lifetime-based analysisusing the slope of the fluorescence decay [150]. Time-resolved
FRET analysis accurately resolves the distance heterogeneities by revealing multiple
components in the decay of the curve and recovers their specific species fractions and
FRET rate constants. Dynamics are thus detected from the presence of multiple com-
ponents in the sub-ensemble decay of a single FRET population.
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Figure 6.6.1: Scheme of experimental setup. A Scheme of a confocal microscope setup
used for the acquisition of diffusion-based smFRET data in alternating-laser excitation
(ALEX) mode; 532 and 640 nm cw-laser sources alternatingly excite the sample for 50 µs
through a microscope objective, F(D) and F(A) indicate the donor and acceptor detection
channels, respectively. B Scheme of a confocal microscope setup used for the acquisition
of diffusion-based smFRET data in pulsed interleaved excitation (PIE) mode; 532 and 640
nm pulsed laser sources alternatingly excite the sample with picosecond-pulses delayed by
25 ns.
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Figure 6.6.2: Binding affinity measurement. A Binding affinities are measured
with microscale thermophoresis (Monolith NT.LabelFree, Nanotemper), where the ra-
tio of fluorescence before and after heating ∆Fnorm = Fcold⁄Fhot is recorded at differ-
ent maltose concentrations [208]. Data points show ∆Fnorm normalized to minimal and
maximal for unlabelled mutants K29C-S352C (left), D87C-A186C (middle), and A134C-
A186C (right). The curves are fitted with a standard model for receptor-ligand kinetics
∆Fnorm =

(
Kd + cP + cmalt −

√
((Kd + cP + cmalt)2 − 4cP cmalt

)
/(2cP ), where Kd is the

dissociation constant, cP the protein concentration set to 0.25 µM in the experiment, and
cmalt the maltose concentration (see Section 3.4.2). The fits to the binding model (solid
line) give Kd-values of 1.2 µM (left), 1.8 µM (middle), and 0.9 µM (right), respectively.
B Similar measurements to A with same mutants labelled with Alexa546 and Alexa647
give Kd-values of 0.9 µM (left), 0.6 µM (middle), and 1.6 µM (right), respectively.
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Figure 6.6.3: FCS diffusion time. Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) mea-
surement for mutants K29C-S352C (left), D87C-A186C (middle), and A134C-A186C (right)
in A apo state and B holo state. The two orthogonally oriented polarizations in the donor
detection channel were correlated to remove the detector afterpulsing effect at short lag
times (green line). All correlation curves were fitted with a standard model including a
triplet fraction (black line): G(t) =

(
1 + T

(
e−t/τtrip − 1

))
/
((

1 + t
τdiff

)√
1 + t

κ2τdiff

)
,

where T is the triplet fraction, τtrip the triplet lifetime, κ2 elongation factor of the confocal
volume, andτdiff the diffusion time [328]. The confocal instrument was calibrated using
free Alexa 546 dye with diffusion coefficient 341 µm2s−1 (literature value) [329], for which
a diffusion time of 95±10 µs was found. The overall diffusion time for the six measurements
is determined at 325±40 µs. Moreover, none of the correlation curves show any indication
of the presence of protein aggregates.
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Figure 6.6.4: Time-resolved anisotropy decay. Exemplary time-resolved-anisotropy
decay (MalE 186C, black dots) with double-exponential fit (red line) and polarization decays
(light gray lines, scaled). Different lifetimes of the FRET mutants are marked (arrow) as
well as infinite anisotropy rirf [308].

Free dye Steady-state
anisotropy
(532~nm)

Residual
anisotropy
(532~nm)

Steady-state
anisotropy
(635~nm)

Residual
anisotropy
(635~nm)

Alexa 546 0.035±0.003 0.01±0.02 -
Alexa647 - 0.120±0.007 0.02±0.02

DNA-Standards
8 base-pairs 0.114±0.003 0.184±0.012
33 base-pairs 0.134±0.002 0.159±0.011

Donor-only strand 0.134±0.003 -
Acceptor-only

strand
- 0.172±0.010

Protein single
mutants
K29C, apo 0.285±0.017 0.21±0.03 0.198±0.015 0.15±0.03
K29C, holo 0.280±0.017 0.21±0.03 0.199±0.018 0.14±0.04
D87C, apo 0.231±0.012 0.13±0.03 0.217±0.016 0.11±0.03
D87C, holo 0.225±0.005 0.13±0.03 0.229±0.017 0.13±0.04
A134C, apo 0.290±0.016 0.21±0.02 0.215±0.019 0.15±0.02
A134C, holo 0.281±0.007 0.21±0.02 0.216±0.003 0.15±0.03
A186C, apo 0.176±0.018 0.10±0.02 0.186±0.014 0.07±0.04
A186C, holo 0.161±0.010 0.09±0.02 0.186±0.016 0.07±0.04
S352C, apo 0.247±0.007 0.16±0.02 0.272±0.015 0.19±0.03
S352C holo 0.243±0.010 0.15±0.02 0.263±0.002 0.17±0.03

Table 6.6.1: Steady-state and residual time-resolved anisotropy. Steady state
anisotropy and residual time-resolved anisotropy of Alexa546 and Alexa647 for free dyes and
single protein mutants of FRET pairs with steady-state anisotropy of the same fluorophores
labelled to double-stranded DNA for comparison.
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Protein samples Donor (Alexa546) –
acceptor (Alexa647)

Acceptor (Alexa647)
– donor (Alexa546)

K29C-S352C, apo 0.20 0.15
K29C-S352C, holo 0.19 0.14
D87C-A186C, apo 0.10 0.10
D87C-A186C, holo 0.10 0.11
A134C-A186C, apo 0.12 0.12
A134C-A186C, holo 0.12 0.12

Table 6.6.2: Residual anisotropy for protein samples witch stochastic labelling.
Combined residual anisotropy rinf =

√
rDinfr

A
inf for protein samples with Alexa546 at first

position / Alexa647 at second position and vice versa [308].
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Figure 6.6.5: Temperature and RNA concentration dependency of U2AF65.
A/B FRET histogram comparison of apo (A) and holo (B) measurements at room tem-
perature (blue), 30°C (purple) and 35°C (red). C FRET histogram for U9 RNA titration
measurements with of U2AF65 with increasing concentration (low to high RNA concen-
tration shown as black to light green. Starting with apo shown in black). D Area under
Peak 1 of the FRET histograms (0.1-0.6 FRET efficiency) from C were plotted against the
increasing U9 RNA concentration to estimate the Kd. For area normalization, apo mea-
surement was set to zero and holo measurement with 25 µM was set to 1. After fitting the
data with the standard model for receptor-ligand kinetics as described in Supplementary
Figure 6.6.2 was used and affinity to U9 RNA was estimated to be ~1.2 µM.
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Figure 6.6.6: Quantification dynamics in U2AF65. A/B Two-Gaussian distance
distribution fit for donor fluoresce lifetime for apo-state of U2AF65 shown in A, for holo-
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apo state. D A dynamic PDA fit with a two-state kinetic model for holo-state. E filtered
FCS correlation curves of apo-stae. Subspecies 1 and 2 are the burst showing highest and
the lowest FRET values. Blue and red curves are depicting the cross-correlation function
of subspecies 1 and 2, while green and magenta are autocorrelation functions.
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rected FRET efficiency with Alexa546-Alexa647 at two selected and merged data sets
(K29C-S352C apo and D87C-A186C apo). B Proximity efficiency Epr and stoichiome-
try Spr of all MalE mutants in apo (gray dots) and holo state (green dots) with linear
fit (dashed line) for global γ correction. C Comparison of FRET efficiency histograms of
MalE mutant D87C-A186C with 1 mM maltose shows an extreme example of deviation
between local (top) and global γ (bottom) calculation for some selected data sets. The
data are based on three individual measurements of different samples. Local γ is calculated
only based on the proximity efficiency Epr and stoichiometry Spr of the apo and holo state
of this mutant, which leads to a strong deviation of the histograms, whereas the global γ
calculation considers all mutants. The global fit gives a more robust γ value, such that the
histograms match each other.
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Lab Eraw α δ γ β E
1 0.56 0.05 0.07 0.51 1.70 0.66
2 0.42 0.04 0.06 0.31 2.65 0.66
3 0.54 0.04 0.14 0.34 1.56 0.72
4 0.43 0.03 0.08 0.23 2.38 0.72
5 0.57 0.08 0.12 0.54 1.59 0.66
6 0.59 0.07 0.12 0.63 0.64 0.70
7 0.47 0.04 0.11 0.48 1.53 0.63
8 0.57 0.06 0.10 0.47 1.84 0.69
9 0.46 0.03 0.11 0.31 1.88 0.72
10 0.54 0.05 0.32 0.34 0.5 0.70
11 0.43 0.03 0.07 0.32 2.37 0.64
12 0.47 0.04 0.07 0.25 1.99 0.74
13 0.58 0.06 0.32 0.34 0.60 0.76
14 0.41 0.04 0.09 0.23 2.00 0.77
15 0.57 0.05 0.05 0.33 1.42 0.79
16 0.60 0.05 0.14 0.46 1.31 0.72
17 * 0.18 0.01 0.10 0.09 4.86 0.59
18 ** 0.59 0.18

* The measurements were performed in a regime with gamma<0.1, where the error
in gamma is significantly increased. Data are not considered for mean and standard
deviation of measurements.
** Due to measurement problems, the data could not be corrected for direct excitation
(delta) and gamma. Data are not considered in the evaluation of mean and standard
deviation.

Table 6.6.3: FRET efficiency correction factors for Alexa546-Alexa647. Overview
of all correction factors for protein 1 (MalE) and exemplarily change of FRET efficiency
for D87C-a186C, holo.
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Lab Eraw α δ γ

1 0.04 0.05 0.80 0.64
2 0.02 0.06 0.59 0.78
3 0.03 0.09 0.83 1.05
4 *
5 0.04 0.06 1.24 0.62
6
7 0.03 0.05 0.73 0.91
8 *
9 *
10 0.06 0.23 1.1 -
11 0.05 0.02 0.64 -
12 *
13 *
14 0.05 0.09 0.64
15 *
16 *
17 *
18 *

* The groups did not measure the U2AF65 protein.

Table 6.6.4: FRET efficiency correction factors for Atto532-Atto643. Overview
of all correction factors for protein 2 (U2AF).
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Figure 6.6.8: Determination of precision and FRET histogram comparison for
U2AF65 after analyzing the collected data from 8 different laboratories. A Car-
toon showing the U2AF65 conformational dynamics. In the absence of its RNA ligand, it
fluctuates between open and closed state and becomes open after binding to the ligand.
B Extracted mean values for the FRET histograms after analyzing and using a correct
γ-factor are plotted with a mean value (upper data point) from all data sets with a corre-
sponding standard deviation is shown in grey for both apo (left) and holo (right) states for
U2AF65. C/D Individual FRET histograms for apo (left) and holo (right) conditions are
shown in C while their mean (solid line) with a standard deviation (pale area) is shown in
D.
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Figure 6.6.9: Identification of impurities present in the sample and its effect
on the overall data consistency for holo state of U2AF65. A A 2D-Histogram
plot of stoichiometry versus FRET efficiency for holo state was compared with previous
preparation (blue) and the preparation used in the current study (red). Impurities are
evident in sample preparation used in the current study with a stoichiometry of ~0.6 with
a FRET efficiency of ~0.8 (highlighted with a circle). Selected bursts used for further
analysis with a stoichiometry between 0.2-0.5 is highlighted B Compared FRET efficiency
histogram, individual (top) and combined with a mean (solid line) and a standard deviation
(pale) after removing the impurities by using only burst with a stoichiometry between 0.2-
0.5 to build a histogram measured by different labs.
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Figure 6.6.10: Ligand-induced slow conformational dynamics of MalE switching
between apo- and holo states. A Time traces of immobilized MalE 36C/352C labelled
with Alexa555-Alexa647. The samples were measured in a scanning confocal microscope as
described in [107]. FRET states and lifetimes are extracted from a fitted two state Hidden-
Markov-Model as described in [330]. The traces show ligand-induced interconversion of
states on the >100 millisecond time-scale, but shot-noise limited fluctuations on the ms-
timescale. B Dwell time histogram of holo state with exponential fit (solid line) shows a
mean lifetime of τ_dwell=75 ms.
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Figure 6.6.11: Unaffected fluorophore properties due to millimolar maltose.
A Binding affinities are measured with microscale thermophoresis of MalE mutant K29C-
S352C-D65A as described in Figure S3. B Raw FRET efficiency Eraw histogram for MalE
mutant K29C-S352C labelled with Alexa546-Alexa647 without maltose (top, left), and with
added 1 mM maltose (bottom, left) compared to same measurement with MalE mutant
K29C-S352C-D65A (right) not showing any effect on the FRET efficiency.
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Figure 6.6.12: Shot-noise-limited measurements on static DNA and quasi-static
protein. A Scheme of a dsDNA template containing a donor positioned at the 5´-end and
an acceptor at 8, 13, 18, 23, 28 and 33 basepair distance from donor fluorophore. B Ap-
parent FRET efficiency Eapp depending on basepair distance (top) and corrected accurate
FRET efficiency depending on modeled dye distance7 (bottom) for Alexa546-Alexa647.
C Exemplary E-histograms (top) and ES-diagrams (bottom) for Alexa546-Alexa647 with
28 (left), 18 (center), and 8 (right) basepair distance. D Burst variance analysis for static
DNA structure with Alexa546-Alexa647 (top) and all MalE mutants of this study in apo
and holo states with Alexa546-Alexa647 shows shot noise limited signal8. The burst vari-
ance analysis is based on a photon binning of 5 photons. Results for separate measurements
are combined into one graph.
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Figure 6.6.13: Characterization of conformational dynamics in MalE and
U2AF65 on the sub-millisecond timescale. A Burst variance analysis of MalE mutant
K29C-S352C labelled with Alexa546-Alexa647 without maltose (left) and with 1mM mal-
tose (right). The burst variance analysis is based on a photon binning of 5 photons for bursts
with stoichiometry between 0.4 and 0.7. B FRET efficiency E versus fluorescence-weighted
average donor lifetime

〈
τD(A)

〉
F
of same measurement as in A. The donor only population

was excluded for clarity of the plot. The MFD plot shows that under both ligand concen-
trations the FRET species are slightly shifted from the static FRET line (black). C Burst
variance analysis similar to A with sample U2AF65 mutant L187C-G326C labelled with
Alexa546-Alexa647 without RNA ligand (left) and with 5 µM of U9 RNA (right). D FRET
efficiency E versus fluorescence-weighted average donor lifetime

〈
τD(A)

〉
F
similar to B with

same measurement as in C. The BVA and MFD plots in C and D show clear deviation from
the static FRET line (black) as indicated with a dynamic FRET line (dashed, black).
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Lab Method Apo Holo
2 Dynamic PDA

(R1 38 Å, R2 56 Å)
- k12 = 0.63ms−1

k21 = 0.83ms−1

(τR = 680µs)
7 Dynamic PDA

(R1 38 Å, R2 56 Å)
- k12 = 0.47ms−1

k21 = 0.15ms−1

(τR = 1.6ms)

10
Filtered-FCS τR1 = 320µs

τR2 = 6µs
τR1 = 320µs
τR2 = 6µs

FRET-FCS τR1 = 32µs
τR2 = 2µs

τR1 = 321µs
τR2 = 10µs

Dynamic PDA
(R1 37 Å, R2 60 Å )

k12 = 2.3ms−1

k21 = 0.39ms−1

(τR = 370µs)

k12 = 2.3ms−1

k21 = 0.39ms−1

(τR = 370µs)

11 Filtered-FCS τR1 = 90 − 200µs
τR2 = 3 − 10µs

-

Dynamic PDA
(R1 38 Å, R2 59 Å)

k12 = 0.43ms−1

k21 = 0.07ms−1

(τR = 2ms)

k12 = 0.52ms−1

k21 = 0.14ms−1

(τR = 1.42ms)

14 Filtered-FCS τR1 = 370 µs
τR2 = 12 µs

τR1 = 617µs
τR2 = 15µs

Dynamics PDA
(R1 37 Å, R2 60 Å

k12 = 2.3ms−1

k21 = 4.6ms−1

(τR = 144µs)

k12 = 0.47ms−1

k21 = 0.15ms−1

(τR = 1.6ms)

Table 6.6.5: Results from dynamic investigation on U2AF65. Time scales and
rates from groups derived by dynamic PDA, filtered-FCS, and FRET-FCS.
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Figure 6.6.14: Measurement and correction errors (simulated data). A Error
simulation in FRET efficiency (left) and distance (right) for deviations of -0.1, -0.05, 0.05,
and 0.1 from the theoretical γ-value of 0.5. B Illustration of γ-determination with global
fit (dashed line) and local fits (solid lines) for exemplary data. The theoretical sample data
points range from 35 to 75 Å with a conformational change of 8 Å (left). Comparison of
uncertainty in γ for global γ (dashed black) and local γ (solid black) based on error contri-
butions of uncertainties in proximity FRET efficiency Epr and proximity stoichiometry Spr
determination of ±0.25% for a theoretical γ-value of 0.5. The gray areas indicate the re-
gions <40 Å (<0.6 R0) and >85 Å (>1.3 R0) with a γ uncertainty resulting in a significant
distance uncertainty (&2 Å). C The uncertainty of γ in C results in uncertainty of FRET
efficiency (left) and a following distance uncertainty (right) for the different errors (same
line style as in B). For details on the error simulations, see Supplementary Note 6.7.3.
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Figure 6.6.15: Accessible volume simulations. A Simulation of accessible volume
for Alexa546 and Alexa647 at labelling positions 29 and 532 with dye combinations donor
at position 352 (left), acceptor at position 29 and reverse (right). The Cα-Cα-distance is
60.9 Å, FRET efficiency averaged model distances are 72.6±0.4 and 71.8±0.4 Å for the two
labelling combinations. B Comparison of different models for the dye distance, where RMP

is the distance between the mean positions of both accessible volumes, 〈RDA〉 is an averaged
distance of all possible combinations between donor and acceptor accessible volume, and
Rmodel
〈E〉 the FRET efficiency averaged model distance, which considers the non-linearity

of the FRET efficiency E by averaging the efficiency over all possible combinations and
calculating back the distance. C Comparison of FRET efficiency averaged model distance
offset to the Cα-Cα-distance for the fluorophore pairs in apo (gray) and holo (green) state,
where donor is at the lower residue number and acceptor at the higher residue number of
the mutant (left) and vice versa (right). Differences between both dye combinations are
less than 10 Å for all samples.
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6.7 Supplementary Notes

6.7.1 Supplementary Note 1: Primer design and sequences

Primers for the MalE mutants were chosen as follows:
1 GTCGGTAAG
1 K I E E G K L V I W I N G D K G Y N G L A E V G K
1 AAAATCGAAGAAGGTAAACTGGTAATCTGGATTAACGGCGATAAAGGCTATAACGGTCTCGCTGAAGTCGGTAAG

76 AAATTCGAGWRMGATACCGG 3’ Lys29Cys

26 K F E K D T G I K V T V E H P D K L E E K F P Q V
76 AAATTCGAGAAAGATACCGGAATTAAAGTCACCGTTGAGCATCCGGATAAACTGGAAGAGAAATTCCCACAGGTT

51 A A T G D G P D I I F W A H D R F G G Y A Q S G L
151 GCGGCAACTGGCGATGGCCCTGACATTATCTTCTGGGCACACGACCGCTTTGGTGGCTACGCTCAATCTGGCCTG

226 CCGGACAAAGCGTTCCAGKRCAAGCTGTATCCG 3’ Asp87Cys

76 L A E I T P D K A F Q D K L Y P F T W D A V R Y N
226 TTGGCTGAAATCACCCCGGACAAAGCGTTCCAGGACAAGCTGTATCCGTTTACCTGGGATGCCGTACGTTACAAC

101 G K L I A Y P I A V E A L S L I Y N K D L L P N P
301 GGCAAGCTGATTGCTTACCCGATCGCTGTTGAAGCGTTATCGCTGATTTATAACAAAGATCTGCTGCCGAACCCG

376 GAAGAGATCCCGKSSCTGGATAAAGAAC 3’ Ala134Cys

126 P K T W E E I P A L D K E L K A K G K S A L M F N
376 CCAAAAACCTGGGAAGAGATCCCGGCGCTGGATAAAGAACTGAAAGCGAAAGGTAAGAGCGCGCTGATGTTCAAC

151 L Q E P Y F T W P L I A A D G G Y A F K Y E N G K
451 CTGCAAGAACCGTACTTCACCTGGCCGCTGATTGCTGCTGACGGGGGTTATGCGTTCAAGTATGAAAACGGCAAG

526 GTGGATAACKSYGGCGCGAAAGCG 3’ Ala186Cys

176 Y D I K D V G V D N A G A K A G L T F L V D L I K
526 TACGACATTAAAGACGTGGGCGTGGATAACGCTGGCGCGAAAGCGGGTCTGACCTTCCTGGTTGACCTGATTAAA

201 N K H M N A D T D Y S I A E A A F N K G E T A M T
601 AACAAACACATGAATGCAGACACCGATTACTCCATCGCAGAAGCTGCCTTTAATAAAGGCGAAACAGCGATGACC

226 I N G P W A W S N I D T S K V N Y G V T V L P T F
676 ATCAACGGCCCGTGGGCATGGTCCAACATCGACACCAGCAAAGTGAATTATGGTGTAACGGTACTGCCGACCTTC

251 K G Q P S K P F V G V L S A G I N A A S P N K E L
751 AAGGGTCAACCATCCAAACCGTTCGTTGGCGTGCTGAGCGCAGGTATTAACGCCGCCAGTCCGAACAAAGAGCTG
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276 A K E F L E N Y L L T D E G L E A V N K D K P L G
826 GCGAAAGAGTTCCTCGAAAACTATCTGCTGACTGATGAAGGTCTGGAAGCGGTTAATAAAGACAAACCGCTGGGT

301 A V A L K S Y E E E L A K D P R I A A T M E N A Q
901 GCCGTAGCGCTGAAGTCTTACGAGGAAGAGTTGGCGAAAGATCCACGTATTGCCGCCACCATGGAAAACGCCCAG

976 GATCAACGCC
326 K G E I M P N I P Q M S A F W Y A V R T A V I N A
976 AAAGGTGAAATCATGCCGAACATCCCGCAGATGTCCGCTTTCTGGTATGCCGTGCGTACTGCGGTGATCAACGCC

1051 GCCWGCGGTCGTCAG 3’ Ser352Cys

351 A S G R Q T V D E A L K D A Q T
1051 GCCAGCGGTCGTCAGACTGTCGATGAAGCCCTGAAAGACGCGCAGACT

6.7.2 Supplementary Note 2: Dynamics of U2AF65

In a final step in characterizing the conformational dynamics, the Lamb group quan-
tified the conformational dynamics of U2AF65 (Supplementary Figure 6.6.6). Before
determining the kinetic rates for the actual conformational transitions, we defined the
conformational states for U2AF65 transitions by fitting the donor fluorescence lifetime
with global Gaussian distribution fitting for both apo and RNA-bound conditions for
inter-dye distances. Donor fluorescence lifetime is an absolute readout which does not
rely on dynamic timescales that are significantly slower than the fluorescence lifetime
and can detect a mixture of different conformational states with defined lifetimes within
a single molecule burst [64]. Clearly, a single-Gaussian model was not sufficient to ex-
plain the donor lifetime decay and inter-dye distance. After fitting the donor signal with
bi-exponential decay, we could get two discrete donor lifetimes of ~0.5 ns and ~2.8 ns
for apo and ~0.5 ns and ~2.2 ns for holo states for U2AF65 from two-Gaussian distance
distribution model. These two lifetimes obtained could potentially correspond to ligand-
free closed and RNA-bound open state with ~38 Å and ~59-65 Å inter-dye distances
respectively (Figure 6.1.2/6.2.2, Supplementary Figure 6.6.6A).
Qualitative BVA and E-tau plots gave a hint for sub-millisecond dynamics (Figure

6.2.3) which led us to use Photon distribution analysis (PDA) method. PDA allows
to delineate the conformational heterogeneity over sub-millisecond transitions from the
width of the FRET histograms beyond shot-noise with a use of raw photon counts [62,
331]. We binned raw photon data for both the apo and holo conditions with 0.5 ms, 1 ms,
and 1.5 ms bin size for all the bursts. The resulting histogram hinted us that the apo-
state has microsecond dynamics which cannot be visible in differently sized binned data
while holo-state has relatively slow dynamics over milliseconds with a visible difference
in the histograms (Supplementary Figure 6.6.6B/C). The apo state can be assumed
as an ensemble of fast mixing of conformations between the closed and open states.
Hence, we applied again applied FCS which offers the access to the fast fluorescence
fluctuations to extract these fast dynamics. We used filtered-FCS (fFCS) as it increases
the contrast of the FCS signal by weighing the correlation signals depending on the
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difference in the lifetime, color and anisotropy of fluorescence fluctuations between the
bursts showing the lowest and highest FRET values [332]. Relaxation timescales of
~90-200 µs was obtained with fFCS for U2AF65 apo-sate with different repeats of the
measurement (Supplementary Figure 6.6.6D). Comparatively slow dynamics of holo-
state was quantified with dynamic PDA allowing to describe the FRET histograms
analytically with a kinetic rate for distance distributions [64]. Two-state kinetic model
was applied to perform the global analysis of binned histograms for different times (0.5
ms, 1 ms, 1.5 ms) for holo-state dynamics to increase the robustness of the fit. Highly
dynamic RNA-free apo state converts slowly into RNA-bound holo state (closed to open,
k12) with a rate of 0.52 ms-1 and holo state converts into apo state (open to closed, k21)
with a rate of 0.14 ms-1 (Supplementary Figure 6.6.6B/C). This gives a relaxation time
of 1.42 ms for these transitions.

This elaborate method and analysis was not available to most participants of this
study. Yet, five labs could contribute to a dynamic quantification of U2AF65 (Supple-
mentary Table 6.6.5). These all correctly reported a two-state behavior of the U2AF65
system. A comparison of kinetic rates based on further evaluation with (dPDA, fFCS) for
U2AF65 from different labs with good consistent (Supplementary Table 6.6.5). Specif-
ically, calculated the relaxation times for apo state with fFCS were consistent with an
approximately two-fold variation across labs (~200, ~320 and ~370 µs from three dif-
ferent labs) considering different dye pairs and repeats of measurements. A dynamic
PDA analysis for holo-state kinetic rate estimations were not fully consistent most likely
due to the variation seen in the FRET histograms (maybe due to different measurement
temperature conditions can affect the ligand binding than the inherent apo-state dynam-
ics) which might have resulted in the difference in the quantification of the rate as the
peak amplitudes in the histograms are very sensitive to fit the kinetic rate model. Three
amongst five groups provided the kinetic rates for holo-state with only ~20% variation
of the reported relaxation times (equals to 1/(k12 + k21)) of 1.25 ms, 1.42 and 1.6 ms
(see Supplementary Table 6.6.5).

6.7.3 Supplementary Note 3: Evaluation procedure for U2AF65

Analysis of the collected raw data of U2AF65 from different labs was performed with
PAM software [103]. First, a burst search was performed using an all photon burst search
with a threshold of 50-100 photons per sliding time window of 500 µs depending on the
dataset. For one set of measurements, a lower threshold of 20 photons per 500 µs time
window was necessary. To remove blinking and bleaching events an ALEX-2CDE filter
with a lower limit of 5 and an upper limit of 25 was used depending on the data which
may differ depending on the excitation intensities and sample concentrations used for the
measurements [320]. After burst selection, background subtraction and correction for
cross-talk and direct excitation where performed as discussed in the data analysis section.
To determine the detection correction factor, we used the approach of Lee et al. [110]
(i.e. fitting a line to 1/SPR vs EPR) as the sample is dynamic and a lifetime approach
was not possible. The apo configuration shows a single, dynamically averaged static so
that we had to combine data from both the holo and apo measurements. We verified that
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there was no significant change in quantum yield of the donor and acceptor fluorophores
in the absence and presence of ligand by measuring the fluorescence lifetime of the donor-
only species and the acceptor lifetime with direct excitation. However, we did observe
an additional subpopulation where the acceptor was slightly quenched, leading to a shift
in the stoichiometry value (Supplementary Figure 6.6.9A). This population needs to be
avoided when calculating the γ-value. The average values of SPR and EPR for the three
populations (apo, holo – low FRET, holo – high FRET) were determined from the peak
values of a 2D-Gaussian fit in ES-histograms for the respective populations. From these
peak values, a straight line was fit to the three data points of 1/SPR vs EPR. When
a single person evaluated the data, the consistence between laboratories was further
improved (Supplementary Figure 6.6.9B). Part of the discrepancy came from the fact
that all labs used a global γ approach but did not compensate for the presence of the
second subpopulation with slight acceptor quenching.

6.7.4 Supplementary Note 4: FRET with different fluorophores

These artifacts are likely caused by photoisomerization processes in Alexa647 resulting
in blinking and acceptor-intensity saturation for higher FRET efficiencies, i.e., FRET-
dependent acceptor saturation [328, 333] and suggest that rhodamine dyes ATTO532/643
(which do not photoisomerize) can serve as references for such cases.

6.7.5 Supplementary Note 5: Error simulation

The γ correction factor requires at least two different measurements to be derived from
a linear fit to the center values of a population (1/Spr versus proximity FRET efficiency
Epr) [110]. In principle, local variations of the dye environment might change the ratio
of fluorescence quantum yields, and thus, the γ factor [2]. This fact supports a “local γ”
correction of each individual mutant using apo and holo state. However, the differences
in Epr for apo and holo is often rather small (especially for sample 3 in this study),
which makes the linear fit very error-prone. In contrary, a “global γ” correction based
on all measurement points along the complete sensitive FRET efficiency can improve
the fitting quality significantly. However, this approach can become extremely wrong,
when the quantum efficiencies vary very much for different mutants due to different dye
environments at the protein surface. For the selected mutants, the variation between
different mutants is expected to be reasonably small (checked by quantum yield and
lifetime measurements).

Theory. The error of the global γ compared to a local γ value due to bare measurement
uncertainties was simulated based on a Monte Carlo approach. Distance dependent
errors due to measurement uncertainties in proximity efficiency ∆Epr and stoichiometry
∆Spr are calculated using
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Figure 6.7.1: Error simulation of local γ determination. A Error contributions in
γ from uncertainty in stoichiometry ∆Spr (dashed red) and uncertainty in efficiency ∆Epr
(solid red) combined to the complete uncertainty (black). B Simulated error in in E (black)
resulting from contributions of ∆Spr (dashed red) and ∆Epr (solid red). C Errors of B
converted into absolute distance errors.

E(RDA, R0) = 1

1+
(
RDA
R0

)6

Epr(E, γ) = γE
1+(γ−1)E

Spr(Epr, γ) = 1
2Epr 1−γ

1+γ+ 1+3γ
1+γ

. (6.7.1)

Here, Spr(0.5, γ) = 0.5 is assumed for the calculation. The error contributions in the
simulation are separated into the two components for the local γ deviation

∆γ(E) =
√

∆γ2(∆E1
pr) + ∆γ2(∆E2

pr)
∆γ(S) =

√
∆γ2(∆S1

pr) + ∆γ2(∆S2
pr)

. (6.7.2)

comparing the contribution of the error in S and E for the precision of γ, FRET effi-
ciency E, and distance RDA. In our measurement, the indices 1 and 2 stand for the two
measurements of apo and holo state. For the error estimation, a Monte Carlo simulation
with 10,000 repetitions was performed, where ∆Epr and ∆Spr are randomly chosen from
a normal distribution (distribution width according to measurement error). The devi-
ation ∆γ(∆E1

pr, . . . ,∆ENpr,∆S1
pr, . . . ,∆SNpr) from the theoretical value γ was calculated

based on error propagation.

Model assumptions. In the error simulation of Figure 6.7.1, a comparison of local
and global γ determination was based on the assumptions in Table 6.7.1.
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6 Distance and dynamics measurements with FRET

Distance change between apo and holo (for all mutants): 8 Å
Measurement error of Epr and Spr (∆Epr and ∆Spr): ±0.0025
Förster radius: 65 Å
Theoretical γ: 0.5

Table 6.7.1: Model assumptions for error simulation.

The local γ error (and the resulting errors in E and R) is calculated for all average
distances (davg = (dholo − dapo)/2) from 30 to 100 Å for measurement errors in Epr and
Spr individually. The global γ error is based on 4 mutants with davg ranging from 35
to 75 Å. The resulting error in γ is converted into the errors in E and RDA along the
complete range from 20 to 80 Å to compare it with the local errors.
The simulations (Figure 6.7.1A-C) show that the measurement uncertainty in sto-

ichiometry ∆Spr (dashed red) is the major contribution to the complete uncertainty
(black), while the uncertainty in efficiency ∆Epr (solid red) is negligible for distances
larger 32.5 Å (0.5R0). The simulation results emphasize the importance of stable laser
powers during the complete measurement time, since the stoichiometry is already sig-
nificantly affected by a variation of 1% of the ratio of green and red laser power.

6.7.6 Supplementary Note 6: Förster radius determination

Fluorescence quantum yield of the donor dye Alexa 546 covalently bound to the protein
was determined in reference to Rhodamin 6G.
Figure 6.7.2 shows the absorption spectra (A) and emission spectra at 510 nm excita-

tion wavelength (B) are measured at multiple concentrations in the range of 0.5-1.0 µM
for the sub-stoichiometrically labelled donor only samples and compared to Rhodamin
6G in water. A linear fit to the integrated fluorescence

�∞
0 FD(λ)dλ dependent on the

absorbance at 510 nm gives two slopes mAl546 and mR6G (c). Fluorescence quantum
yield of the donor Alexa546 is calculated from the slopes of the linear fit as

Φ(F,D) = mAl546
mR6G

Φ(F,R6G) , (6.7.3)

where Φ(F,R6G) = 91±2% is taken from literature [89]. The quantum efficiency of Alexa
546 bound to the protein was found to be 72±4%.

Overlap integral. The overlap integral J is retrieved from the emission spectrum
FD(λ) of the donor only sample and a normalized absorption spectrum εA(λ) scaled to
the literature extinction coefficient εA(λ) = εA,maxεA(λ) according to

J =
�∞

0 FD(λ)εA(λ)λ4dλ�∞
0 FD(λ)dλ

. (6.7.4)

The overlap integral (gray area) is illustrated in Figure 6.7.3 resulting from the donor
emission (green) and acceptor absorption (black) spectra.
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6 Distance and dynamics measurements with FRET

Calculation. The Förster radius was calculated to be R0 = 65±3 Å with a fluorescence
quantum yield e Φ(F,D) = 72±4%, an overlap integral J = 7.0±0.1×1015 nm4/(M · cm)
considering uncertainties in κ2 and n of 10% and 5%, respectively.
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7 Labelizer: systematic selection of
labeling sites for fluorescent dyes on
proteins

In biophysical applications and imaging, the covalent attachment of fluorophores to
biomolecules is often based on introduction of cysteines or unnatural amino-acids. In
general, a manual inspection of the protein structure is used to identify suitable labeling
sites based on some sensible ‘rules of thumb’ for typical assay modalities (e.g., distance
measurements via Förster resonance energy transfer, FRET). Here, we present a general,
systematic, and quantitative strategy to identify optimal residues for protein labeling
using a naïve Bayes classifier. Based on a literature screening and bioinformatics analy-
sis of >100 proteins with >400 successfully labeled residues, we identified a set of four
parameters, which we combined into a label score to rank residues for potential labeling
success. We show with the collected literature data and complementary experiments the
predictive power of this labeling score and extend the method to systematically select
residue pairs for Förster resonance energy transfer experiments and accurate distance
measurements. We developed a python package called “labelizer”, which includes the
presented analysis of the pdb-structure, label score calculation, and FRET assay scoring
to make the analysis available to a large community of researchers. For straightfor-
ward use, we further provide a webserver (http://labelizer.net) with a user-friendly
interface to apply the selection algorithms on new protein systems. 1

7.1 Introduction

Microscopy and spectroscopy techniques are ubiquitously used both in fundamental re-
search and a large range of applications and assays to investigate the structure, in-
teractions, and dynamics of macromolecules and their complexes in vitro and in vivo.
Typically they require labeling of the macromolecules of interest with specific functional
probes, such as EPR spin labels or fluorescent dyes [21]. While fluorescent proteins are
the first choice for imaging applications in live cells [334–336], synthetic organic fluo-
rophores are often used for high sensitivity applications including single-molecule detec-
tion [2, 337, 338] and super-resolution microscopy [9, 33, 117]. A common strategy for
the (covalent) attachment of functional probes, such as synthetic organic fluorophores,
EPR spin probes, nanoparticles, reactive surfaces and others, to proteins is via reactive

1This chapter is part of the publication Gebhardt et al. (in preparation). For details of the individual
contribution see the “Author Contributions” statement in section 7.4.
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7 Labelizer: systematic selection of labeling sites for fluorescent dyes on proteins

linker moieties [21, 22].
A range of labeling strategies via reactive groups exist, each with unique advantages

and disadvantages. Coupling to lysine residues is possible via N-Hydroxysuccinimide
(NHS)-ester amino-coupling, yet this approach suffers from low specificity, since no direct
selection of labeling sites is possible due to the high abundance of lysines in protein [22].
Alternatively, His-tag or N-terminal labeling allows selective attachment of functional
probes to a protein, yet this route provides little flexibility on the location [22]. As
an alternative, peptide tags can facilitate covalent (e.g., CLIP, SNAP, Halo, etc.) or
enzymatic probe attachment (AP-BirA, LPXTG-SortaseA, etc.) at any desired location,
yet the size of the tags limits applications and can impact the protein [339]. The most
widely used strategy for site-specific labeling of proteins is to introduce cysteine residues
and to label their sulfhydryl-moiety via a maleimide-conjugate of the probe. Cysteine
labeling enables the attachment of functional probes site-specifically [22, 70] and often
with minimal effects on protein structure and function. Alternatively, incorporation of
unnatural amino-acids (UAAs) can be used, in particular if (too many) native cysteines
are present in a protein or to label live cells [71–76]. Cysteine and UAA labeling have
become the methods of choice for spectroscopic and microscopic studies of proteins,
including the characterization of structural and functional dynamics of proteins, e.g.,
via single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) [74, 158, 262] or pulsed
electron-electron double resonance spectroscopy (PELDOR or DEER) [223, 252, 261,
340]. Thereby, a fundamental challenge in biophysical and biochemical assay design
relates to the selection of optimal labeling sites for the functional probe to be introduced.
While both methods share many requirements for the labeling sites [209, 227, 230], we
focus on application of smFRET and other spectroscopic techniques and concentrate
on the design of FRET protein variants for synthetic organic fluorophore labeling from
hereon.
Currently, labeling sites are typically selected based on manual inspection of the pro-

tein structure. Often, a lengthy trial and error process is necessary to identify label-
ing sites that are suitable for the assay, e.g. for FRET measurements that require a
proper inter-fluorophore distance between both two fluorophores at residues that are
not essential for protein structure or function [152, 153, 155, 308, 341–346]. Frequently
encountered problems in selecting a labeling site (Figure 7.1.1A) range from fluorophore
influence on protein properties including altered biochemical function of the labeled pro-
tein (Figure 7.1.1A, “Protein Properties”), low labeling efficiency (“Assay Quality”),
or unwanted dye-protein interactions (“Spatial Orientation”), and finally unpredictable
or unfavourable photophysical properties of the dyes at the chosen site (“Fluorescence
Properties”). Suitable residues for labeling must not only enable specific and efficient
attachment of fluorophores, but also avoid the problem shown in Figure 7.1.1A.
So far, the selection is – in best cases – based on some sensible rules of thumb [104], such

as (i) the selection of amino acids with low conservations scores [74], (ii) the exclusion of
regions on the protein surface that are related to function or present potent fluorescence
quenchers such as tryptophane [104, 207, 347], (iii) distance restrictions for FRET [207,
348] or consideration of a minimally required relative surface area of the amino acid to
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assays and are avoided by the labelizer analysis. B Parameters categories obtained from
protein structures and databases used for the label scores analysis. C Workflow for identi-
fying suitable labeling sites and selecting residue pairs for FRET experiments.

be altered towards a labeling position [349].
Here, we introduce a label score and an automated analysis pipeline to predict the best

label sites based on structural and sequence information about a protein. To approach
this selection procedure systematically, we compute a quantitative label score based on a
selected parameter set that allows ranking protein residues according to their suitability
as a label-site. It is important to stress that suitability for labeling is much more than
high label efficiency, but a complex network of parameters (see Figure 7.1.1A).
Based on physic-chemical intuition, reports in the literature, and the ability to readily

compute parameters from sequence and 3D structure information alone, we identified
four broad parameters categories, which are (i) solvent exposure, (ii) residue conserva-
tion / conservation score (CS), (iii) secondary structure, and (iv) amino acid identity /
cysteine resemblance (CR) as illustrated in Figure 7.1.1B. For each category, multiple
specific features were defined (see Supplementary Tables 7.6.1-7.6.4), for a total of 28
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7 Labelizer: systematic selection of labeling sites for fluorescent dyes on proteins

parameters. To test which of the parameters are predictive of labelability and which
combination might yield the most accurate predictions, we assembled a large database
from a pool of available publications that report successful labeling of proteins (see
methods and Supplementary Data). We introduce a general strategy based on a naïve
Bayes classifier [350, 351] to rank residues for labeling and we find that parameters from
all four categories help to predict labelability, but that parameters within categories are
often highly correlated. Therefore, we settled on a final set of four paramaters, one from
each category, to predict labelability of residues (Figure 7.1.1C, step 3).
The label score can be calculated independently of the choice of label (fluorophore,

EPR probe, beads, surfaces etc.), yet we here focus on the use of the label score for
attachment of fluorescent dyes to proteins.
Finally, we extended our analysis to score pairs of residues for FRET assays, where

the inter-dye distance needs to be close to the Förster radius, where FRET shows the
highest sensitivity (Figure 7.1.1C, step 4). Therefore, we score different residue pairs
according to both their labeling scores and simulated distances to obtain an optimal
FRET assay expressed by a quantitative FRET score. The FRET score allows a quan-
titative comparison of different proteins variants containing two cysteine-residues each
to identify the best candidates for a successful FRET experiment. We finally show with
the collected literature data and complementary experiments the predictive power of
the label and FRET scores. So far, we identified >40 single cysteine labeling sites and
designed ~20 FRET mutants with the software in this and other projects (see previous
chapters). While our study focuses on protein labeling with fluorophores, it be expanded
to related applications, such as EPR-distance measurements, since both methods share
similar requirements in regard to the residue selection [209, 227, 230].
To make the analysis routine available to a large community of researchers, we de-

veloped a standalone python package called “labelizer”, which includes the presented
analysis of the pdb-structure, label score calculation, and FRET assay scoring. This
allows researchers to build on our findings and adapt the code for their specific needs.
For straightforward use, we also provide a webserver (http://labelizer.net) with a
user-friendly interface to apply our analysis approach without any programming effort.
While we hope for widespread use of the analysis routine and webserver, we would also
like to build an open-access labeling database, where users are asked via email after some
time to give feedback on the labeling efficiency and the overall assay success. This feed-
back will allow us to continuously improve and refine the labelizer algorithm and with
that establish a systematic and quantitative design route towards identifying optimal
sites for protein labeling.

7.2 Results

Database of successfully labeled residues. As a basis for a label-site selection tool,
we created a database of proteins that have been successfully labeled with via introduced
cysteines or UAAs by screening a large set (>1000) of peer-reviewed papers and preprints
that were available before December 2020. To be included into the database of success-
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fully labeled residues, the proteins and their labeled residues had to satisfy the following
criteria: i) the labeled protein had a structure deposited in the PDB; ii) labeling was
done by site-specific mutations of the protein using cysteines or UAAs; iii) the sites
were labeled covalently with an organic fluorophore2. From these proteins, we collected
information on the labeled residue (chain, number), the type of mutation used for label-
ing (cysteine or UAA), the conducted assay (e.g., single fluorophore assays, smFRET
assay with two labels, imaging, bulk FRET, etc.), and the type of label. We then gath-
ered additional information on the protein, i.e., its oligomeric state (monomers, dimer,
complexes), if only a homology model was available (due to a missing structure for the
protein under investigation), and if it was a soluble or membrane protein. Overall, we
identified >100 different proteins from >100 publications with >400 successfully labeled
residues (see Supplementary Data). An overview of the data and summary statistics are
presented in Supplementary Figure 7.7.1.
We used a standardized preprocessing routine (see Supplementary Note 7.6.1) to ex-

tract all relevant residues from the pdb-files of the proteins in the database. The final
data set from 104 pdb structures contains 43357 residues, 407 of which are considered
successfully labeled (the other residues are considered unknown). For all residues in
our database, we computed characteristic parameter, which could be assigned to one
of the four major categories (Figure 7.1.1B): (i) conservation of the residue (CS) (ii)
solvent exposure of the residue (SE), (iii) secondary structure (SS), and (iv), amino
acid similarity of the exchanged residues, which we abbreviate as cysteine resemblance
(CR) (see Supplementary Note 7.6.1 and Table 7.7.2). The parameters were either di-
rectly extracted from the residues in question, i.e., amino acid type, mass, charge and
size or calculated with the help of freely available software to compute the conserva-
tion score (ConSurf [352, 353]), solvent exposure (DSSP [354], HSE [355], MSMS [356]),
and secondary structure (DSSP [354]). Altogether, we extracted and/or calculated 28
characteristic parameters.

Bayesian approach for the selection of predictive parameters. To identify suit-
able residues for labeling, we want to compute P (l|s), the conditional probability that
the residue can be labeled given a parameter value s. By Bayes’ law

P (l|s) = P (s|l)
P (s) P (l) , (7.2.1)

P (s) is the probability distribution of the parameter values s over all residues, whether
or not they can be labeled, while P (s|l) is the probability distribution of the parameter
values s given that the residue can be labeled. Finally, P (l) is the a priori probability
that a residue can be labeled. While P (s) and P (s|l) can be readily computed from our
database of labeled protein structures, P (l) is harder to estimate, since the literature is
biased towards reporting successful attempts of labeling. Since P (l) only scales the final

2Note that we also included some spin labels or biotin-linked fluorophores, yet these represent <5% of
all labels in the database (see Supplementary Figure 7.7.1).
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probability, we use a simplified parameter score

PS(s) = P (s|l)
P (s) (7.2.2)

instead of P (l|s) to assess the suitability of residues for labeling. PS(s), abbreviated
PS later, is the odds ratio for a given parameter score to occur in a labeled residue
compared to randomly selected residues. To compute PS, we calculated P (s) from all
43357 residues of the 112 chains of the database and P (s|l) for the ~400 labeled residues
(see example in Figure 7.2.1A and Supplementary Figure 7.7.2/7.7.3).
To test whether the set of residues in our database is representative of protein struc-

tures overall, we compared P (s) of our database to the distributions of a set of rep-
resentative protein structures (PDBselect, November 2017) [357, 358]. Therefore, we
randomly selected 300 chains (out of 4184 chains) from the PDBselect database and
performed the identical analysis with those pdb files as was done with proteins in our
database. We find only small deviations between the two P (s) estimates, suggesting that
the selection of labeled proteins is representative of the pdb content overall (Supplemen-
tary Figure 7.7.2). One notable difference is that cysteines are much less abundant (by
50%) in the database of labeled proteins compared to the PDB, suggesting that cysteine
insertion and labeling is easier or at least more common for proteins with fewer native
cysteines (Supplementary Figure 7.7.2). Although we also included residues that were
labeled via unnatural amino acid incorporation, our database also suggests that the cys-
teine labeling is still the predominant strategy for protein labeling, since it makes up
~90% of all labeled residues in our database (see Supplementary Figure 7.7.1D).
To evaluate which parameters are predictive of labelability, we computed parameters

score distributions for 28 parameters from all four categories from our database (Figure
2). For each PS distribution, we calculated the mean-square deviation from an equal
distribution, the Gini coefficient, and the Shannon entropy (see Methods and Supple-
mentary Table S6). We find that the PS distributions for many parameters clearly
deviate from an equal distribution and contain significant information (low Shannon en-
tropy) e.g., seen in #1: relative surface area (Wilke), #4: half-sphere exposure (10 Å),
#16: variant length in homologues (see Supplementary Figure S3). Other parameters
contain barely any information such as #17: cysteine in homologues (yes/no) or #27:
amino acid charge (Supplementary Figure S3). Interestingly, it is rather unimportant
for a selected residue if a cysteine is found in one of the homologue proteins at the same
position or not if the residues later appears to be labeled well (see parameter #17, Sup-
plementary Figure S3). One could have expected that those residues are easily mutated
to cysteines, and therefore, significantly enhanced in our scoring.
Having established the predictive power of single parameters, we need to select which

combinations should be used for predictions. We first calculated the correlation between
all parameters to judge their statistical independence (Figure B). Since we deal with cat-
egorical data (e. g. secondary structure) and numerical data (e. g. relative surface area),
we used Pearson correlation, interclass correlation and Cramer’s V for the combinations
of numeric-numeric, categorical-numeric, categorical-categorical values, respectively (see
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Figure 7.2.1: Parameter score analysis. A Probability distribution P (s) for param-
eter #13 (conservation score from ConSurf, see Supplementary Table 7.6.2) for all ana-
lyzed residues (left) and for the successfully labeled residues P (sl) (right). B Correlations
between all parameters were calculated based on Pearson correlation (numeric-numeric),
interclass correlation (categorical-numeric), or Cramer’s V (categorical-categorical). The
cross-correlations of the final parameter selection for the label algorithm are marked (red
circles). C The parameter score distributions PS = P (sl)/P (s) is shown for the selected
default parameter selection. The upper row shows the resulting parameter score from the
distribution in A. For the other categories, the parameters are: solvent exposure (#11,
mean surface distance, Supplementary Table 7.6.1), secondary structure (#18, secondary
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methods for details). We formed sets of four parameters and used a correlation measure
(2-norm of all paired correlations, see Methods) to calculate a joined correlation esti-
mator for all combinations of parameters (Supplementary Figure 7.7.5). Whereas this
combined correlation measure shows rather high values (>1) for most combinations of
two or more parameters within the same categories CS, SE, CR, and SS, the correlation
of combinations of parameters from different categories is smaller (<0.5). This effect is
independent of whether parameters with high or low predictive power (MSD) are com-
bined (see methods and Supplementary Figure 7.7.5. The overall low correlation in the
second case justifies our categorization and their consideration as independent variables,
if we restrict our selection to one parameter per category. The strong correlation within
one category also suggests that the actual choice of the concrete parameter is not critical,
i.e., any of the parameters can account for the properties of the respective category.

The joined label score predicts potential labeling sites. To combine parameters
scores into a final assessment of the labelability of a given residue, we introduce a joined
label score, LS. By standard probability theory different parameters si can be combined
by

P (l|
n⋂
i=1

si) =
n∏
i=1

P (l|si) =
∏n
i=1 P (si|l)P (l)∏n

i=1 P (si)
(7.2.3)

under the assumption that the parameters are independent. This naïve Bayes classifi-
cation [350, 351] is known to give good predictions for low and moderately correlated
parameters [359–362], which is the case for our parameter set (Figure 7.2.1B). In general,
any residual correlation pushes the calculated probability values towards the extremes
of 0 and 1 [362]. However, we again use parameter scores as comparative figures without
the meaning of probabilities and combine the PSi into the joined label score by taking
the geometric mean:

LS = n
√
PS1 · · · · · PSn (7.2.4)

An important question was which concrete parameters and PS scores should be se-
lected for inclusion to the LS. We included one parameter from each of the four cate-
gories CS, SE, SR, and SS, for which concrete values were mapped onto the structure
of the phosphate binding protein PBP (Figure 7.2.2A). For a rationale selection of pa-
rameters, we strived (i) to maximize the range of values for LS, (ii) to maximize the
enhancement/suppression level of LS of the successfully labeled residues in the database
for high/low LS scores and (iii) to maximize the statistical significance level of LS values
of random residues compared to LS values of the labeled residues in the database.

Based on these criteria, we were able to identify several parameter sets with predictive
power but also many combinations without significant information. LS values based
on parameters sets such as #5 (HSE, second half, 10 Å), #17 (cysteine in variety),
#24 (secondary structure two positions ahead), #26 (amino acid mass) scored low in
our selection criteria and do no show a significant prediction power (Figure 7.2.2C and
Supplementary Figure 7.7.6). Here, the probability distribution of all residues, P (LS), is
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Figure 7.2.2: Parameter and label scores visualization. A Visualization of the four
selected parameter scores from the four categories, which are used as default settings in our
webserver for an exemplary protein (PBP of E.coli [363, 364], pdb:1OIB). B Visualization
of the label score based on the parameter scores in A with PBP. C Label score histogram
of all residues (gray) and labeled residues (red) in our database (left) and corresponding
probability distribution of the label scores (right). D Further examples of the LS values
in the membrane protein (left, LeuT of in A. aeolicus [365, 366], pdb:2A65) and a DNA-
binding protein (right, DNA polymerase I of B. stearothermophilus [367, 368] with DNA
template, pdb:1L3U) visualize the universality of the approach.
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almost identical to the distribution of the labeled residues P (LS|l). Other parameter sets
show highly distinct label score distributions between all residues and labeled residues,
e.g., as shown in Figure 3C (bottom). In the end, we decided for an optimal set of the
following parameters: mean surface distance (SE, #11), conservation score (CS, #13),
secondary structure of the labeled residue (SS, #18), and the mutated amino acid (CR,
#25) as our default parameter selection for LS calculation in this manuscript and for
the associated webserver. We choose this set out of all well-performing combinations,
because of the intuitive nature of all selected parameters. In the labelizer python package
the user can, however, select any parameter combination, since there is no right or wrong
choice of parameters sets, only the predictive power of the resulting LS values will differ.
Importantly, the choice can be extended to an arbitrary number of different categories
and parameters (see discussion).
We find that the label scores LS of all residues are centered around 1 with values

ranging from 0.2 to 2 (except 5% failed calculations with LS =0, see Figure 7.2.2C).
The ratio of LS distribution of successfully labeled residues in the database and all label
scores shows that high label scores (>1.5) are significantly enhanced by a factor of ~3-4
for the labeled residues, whereas low label scores (<0.5) are suppressed by a factor of
~10 (see Supplementary Figure 7.7.6). These results show that the defined label score
is a suitable measure to rank and compare residues for their suitability for labeling. We
stress again that this is not a direct relation to a high labeling efficiency, but the LS value
considers different parameters (Figure 7.1.1B). To visualize the LS values, we mapped
the calculated LS values for three different types of proteins (soluble protein, membrane
protein and DNA binding protein) onto the crystal structure (Figure 7.2.2B/D). We see
that only a small proportion of around 10% of all residues is rated very good for labeling
(LS >1.5).

Experimental validation of the predictive power the label score. To exper-
imentally validate our approach, we collected a data set of around 20 labeled mutants
with single-cysteine labeling sites from our lab (68 measurements in total), which were
selected for experiments and could all be labeled. No direct correlation between the label
score LS and the degree of labeling DOC = (# of fluorophores)/(# of proteins) (see
methods for details) is seen (see Figure 7.2.3). Yet, we observe that the average LS value
is ~1.4 and almost 90% of all proteins have LS values >1. We focused on realistic mu-
tants and did not include measurements of deeply buried residues with low label scores
LS< 0.5, which would obviously exhibit low label efficiencies. Further, what needs to be
considered in interpretation of Figure 7.2.3 is that it might be possible to label protein
residues with low LS values, yet the function/structure etc. of these proteins might be
hampered. Based on this, we see that the LS score is not a parameter that only allows
to select residues for high labeling efficiency, but consider diverse aspects and to retain
functionality as introduced earlier.

Python package and webserver. The analysis routine described above was imple-
mented in a python package with multiple features, which can be modified and ex-
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1 20.5

, a.u.
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Figure 7.2.3: Experimental validation of label score. Label efficiency of 22 single
mutants in MalE were labeled with 9 different dyes (68 measurements in total). The
distribution of label scores of all residues (gray) and the successfully labeled residues (red)
are included as orientation (arbitrary units). We do not observe a correlation of label
efficiency and label score for the selected mutants with in general high label scores LS>1.

tended to the researchers’ special needs. Since this requires programming knowledge,
an in-depth study of the documentation and additional existing software is required
(DSSP [354], MSMS [356], FPS [206]), we provide the key functionalities as a webserver
with an intuitive and user-friendly interface under http://labelizer.net. The web-
server supports the label score calculation and its use for FRET experiments (see below)
with the default parameters and the mostly used fluorophores. For this purpose, pdb-
files can be loaded automatically and preprocessed from the pdb-database. We further
retrieve conservation scores directly from the ConSurf server [352, 353] without the need
of uploading any information (except when modified or user-specific pdb files should be
used). The webserver visualizes the different scores in an interactive 3D structure viewer
and provides a table with filter options for customized restrictions upon residue selec-
tion. Furthermore, human-readable result files (csv, json) are provided for subsequent
analysis.

Extension of the LS score for FRET experiments. While efficient labeling of
single protein residues is critical for a large range of applications, additional challenges
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arise for FRET experiments, where two labeled residues with a suitable inter-fluorophore
distance are required for a functional assay. To expand our labelabiolity prediction to
FRET experiments, we combine the label score LS with an additional parameter for
the rationale design of FRET experiments. The central idea is to select residue pairs
for FRET experiments that i) can be labeled well (considering LS), ii) are at a distance
close to the Förster radius of the dyes used (for maximum sensitivity) and iii) allow for
detection of conformational motion.
Criteria i/ii are relevant to the case where one protein structure is available, and a

residue pair is wanted with a distance close to the Förster radius of the dye pair. In
this scenario, the researcher can use combinations of residues in different domains of the
protein for maximal sensitivity. We define the FRET score of a residue pair {i, j} for a
single available protein structure as

FSs =
√
LSiLSj �

(
1− 2

∣∣∣∣12 − Ei,j
∣∣∣∣) , (7.2.5)

with the label scores LS of two residues i and j in the protein structure with corre-
sponding predicted FRET efficiency Ei,j (see Supplementary Note 7.6.2 for details on
the FRET efficiency prediction). If two (interconverting) structures of a protein are
available, one might want to find most informative FRET pairs with the largest pos-
sible shifts in FRET efficiency E. This scenario is encountered when ligand binding,
protein-protein interactions or other macromolecular interactions are studied and dis-
tinct structures of the same protein, e.g., ligand-free and ligand-bound, are available.
We define the FRET score of a residue pair {i, j} for two available structures A and B
of the same protein as

FSd =
√
LSAi LS

B
i

√
LSAj LS

B
j �

∣∣∣EAi,j − EBi,j∣∣∣ , (7.2.6)

with the label scores LS of two residues i and j in two protein structures A and B with
their corresponding FRET efficiencies EAi,j and EBi,j , respectively.

A crucial step for calculation of the two FRET-scores is the ability to calculate accurate
inter-dye distances (Figure 7.2.4A). The labelizer package supports three models for the
fluorophore distance calculation. An approximate approach is to use the Cα or Cβ
distances between two residues as a rough estimate for the fluorophore distance and
their expected approximate FRET efficiency [349]. However, these distances differ >10
Å from the actual fluorophore positions, in particular due to the flexible nature of the
10-20 Å long linkers used for fluorophore attachment [283] (Figure 7.2.4B).
Thus, it is necessary to simulate the accessible volumes (AVs) and resulting fluo-

rophore distance distributions for a given choice of labeled residues (Figure 7.2.4A).
While molecular dynamics simulations have been successfully used to computed fluo-
rophore position distributions [181, 369, 370], they are computationally expensive and,
therefore, impractical as a screening tool. An alternative is the coarse-grained simula-
tion of FRET-restrained positioning and screening (FPS) for AV simulations, which is
faster and an accepted way to obtain inter-fluorophore distances in the smFRET com-
munity [206, 371]. Here, all positions on a grid are examined to decide whether it can be
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Figure 7.2.4: Accurate prediction of inter-dye distances on proteins. A Distance
estimation with FPS computes a grid-based accessible volume to compute the mean-position
of the fluorophore

〈−→
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〉
, the averaged inter-fluorophore distance RMP =
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RD −
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〉
,

and the efficiency weighted average fluorophore distance R<E>. B Approximation of the
accessible volume with a spherical sector. The spherical sector (left) is defined by the radius
R (linker length of the fluorophore) plus an opening angle α and approximates the accessible
volume simulated with FPS software (right, blue volume) [206]. The red spheres represent
the protein atoms within radius R from the Cβ atom. C Illustration of the determination
of the mean position in 2D. The circles represent the atoms of the protein. The inaccessible
volumes are the atoms within a radius R (pale red circle) to the Cβ atom (dark red circle).
D Comparison of Cβ distances and modeled distances with the introduced spherical sector
approximation compared to FPS-derived distances in 10 selected pdb structures with 35
different fluorophore parameters (N=32116). E Histogram of the distance offsets from C
for the distances in the range 40 Å<R<E><75 Å (N=17359).
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occupied by a fluorophore of distinct size and linker length. Comparing the calculated Cα
or Cβ distance of the residues with FRET-averaged distances R<E>from AV simulations
reveals deviations of 10 to 15 Å (RMSD, see Figure 7.2.4B and Supplementary Figure
7.7.8A). Since a good match between experimental values and AV calculated ones was
demonstrated, FPS is a good approximation of the measured distances [111, 160, 164,
308, 372, 373], yet the computation involved is still rather slow for screening purposes
where >10.000 residue pairs should be considered.
Therefore, we here introduce a faster distance estimation based on a spherical sector

model (SSM) for dye-accessible and dye-inaccessible volumes for screening purposes,
which is 100 to 1000 times faster than currently available simulations. Our algorithm
relies on an approximation of the accessible volume by a spherical sector of angle α and
radius R representing the linker length of the fluorophore (see Figure 7.2.4C). The atoms
of the protein within radius R from the attachment site (Cβ atom) define an inaccessible
volume (see Figure 7.2.4B/C, pale red spheres). We find a direct relation between the
center of mass of these atoms

−→
d′ (inaccessible volume) and the center of mass of the

accessible volume −→d as
−→
d =

(
1− 3

4
R

|
−→
d ′|

)
−→
d ′ . (7.2.7)

We include a small correction ε (~0.5 Å for typical fluorophores) to the linker length
R̃ = R+ε in this formula to compensate for the size of the fluorophore core (see Supple-
mentary Note 7.6.2, Supplementary Figure 7.7.7) and we use an estimation to convert
the distance of the mean positions to FRET-averaged distances (see Supplementary Note
7.6.2, Supplementary Figure 7.7.8). For this, we performed distance simulations for 100
donor-acceptor pairs in 10 different protein structures, where we altered the linker length
and the dye dimension with 35 variations, i.e., 35.000 distance simulations in total. This
spherical sector approach generates comparable results as the FPS method with a de-
viation of ±3 Å (RMSD, Supplementary Figure 7.7.8) by adding this small correction
factor ε to the linker length R in equation 7.2.7 and using the transfer function to com-
pute R<E> from RMP (Figure 7.2.4E)3, which is on the order of the intrinsic distance
precision of FRET [111]. Our method can screen >10.000 residue pairs within seconds
and with that provide a first selection of suitable FRET-labeling positions. A subse-
quent reanalysis can then be done based on FPS [206] for the most promising variants
identified. The mean-position distances are converted to FRET-averaged distances with
an exponential correction factor at small distances (see methods and Supplementary
Figure 7.7.8). Therefore, the spherical sector method allows to screen >10.000 FRET-
pairs within seconds on a single CPU with <1 ms calculation time per residue-pair (see
Supplementary Table 7.7.4).
Our standard strategy for the FRET assay design is the calculation of the FRET

Score FS in the “labelizer” package (default settings) by first calculating the distances
of the two spherical sectors for all pairs and refine only the best few hundred FRET

3The correction compensates the gap between protein atoms and the accessible volume due to finite
collision radii of protein atoms and the fluorophore core (see Figure 7.7.7).
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Figure 7.2.5: FRET mutant selection and experimental demonstration. A Crys-
tal structures of PBP in the apo (grey, PDB-ID: 1OIB) and holo (green, PDB-ID: 1PBP)
states with mutations S3C and P86C indicated in black. B Maps illustrating the distance
change and associated FRET score for all pairs of mutants in PBP. The selected mutation
3-86 is marked with an arrow. The distance change of the attachment atom (Cβ , top-left)
and the distance change based on the simulated spherical sector model (top-right) show a
clear pattern of correlated movements. The calculated FRET score map of all pairs with av-
erage label score LS>1 shows only a few spots (~4%) with promising FRET scores FS>0.2
(bottom-left). The selection of the 1000 pairs with highest FRET score and a refinement
with FPS software (bottom-right) shows only minor variation compared to the screening
map (bottom-left) for the analyzed data points. C ITC measurement of the mutant 3-86
reveals a dissociation constant of KD = 10± 5 µM. D Size extrusion chromatogram of the
mutant in C labeled with LD555 and LD655. E ES-FRET histograms of PBP from labeling
in C in apo state (left) and with 480 µM phosphate (see methods for details) F Calculated
binding curve from FRET measurements.
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pairs with the FPS AV-simulation [206]. Alternatively, our python package allows to
manually select to calculate the Cβ distances (low accuracy) or the FPS-derived derived
distances (long runtime) for all residues, if desired.

Experimental test of the FRET score methodology. We validate our strategy
to design optimal FRET pairs for the phosphate binding protein, which undergoes a
ligand-induced transition from an open ligand-free apo to a ligand-bound closed holo
state (Figure 7.2.5A). We used the labelizer routine to design optimal FRET mutants for
the dye pair LD555 and LD655 on PBP for an interprobe distance that is approximately
equal to their Förster radius of 5.2 nm and has the largest amplification of the resulting
FRET changes for addition of inorganic phosphate. This was done by comparison and
labelizer analysis of the apo (pdb: 1OIB) and holo state crystal structures (pdb: 1PBP)
as shown in the distance-difference maps based on the different distance measures Cβ
and SSMand the calculated FRET scores before and after refinement (see Figure 7.2.5B)
.
We identified the pair 3-86 as suitable due to the FRET scores. The mutant shows

wildtype-like affinity without and with labels (Figure 7.2.5C/F) shown in ITC and FRET
titration experiments. The labeling procedure was done according to standard protocols
in the lab and gave a combined yield of 57% and 44% for both cysteines with LD555 and
LD655, respectively, using absorbance measurements in size exclusion chromatography
(SEC) (Figure 7.2.5D). The success of the prediction procedure is seen in the resulting
high quality smFRET histograms (Figure 7.2.5E).

7.3 Discussion and conclusion

Here, we present a general strategy to identify optimal residues for protein labeling using
a naïve Bayes classifier. Based on a literature screening and bioinformatics analysis
of >100 proteins with >400 successfully labeled residues, we identified a set of four
parameters, which we combined into a label score to rank residues for potential labeling
success. We show with the collected literature data and complementary experiments the
predictive power of this labeling score and extend the method to systematically select
residue pairs for Förster resonance energy transfer experiments and accurate distance
measurements. To make the analysis available to a large community of researchers,
we developed a publicly available python package called “labelizer”, which includes the
presented analysis of the pdb-structure, label score calculation, and FRET assay scoring.
For straightforward use, we provide a webserver with a user-friendly interface to apply
the selection algorithms and contribute to an open-access database. We hope to provide
other scientists in the FRET- and fluorescence community with a tool that enables them
to design and justify the residue selection with an un-biased and universal measure.
The labelizer project in the current state is planned to be the starting point for

a continuously improving analytical prediction tool for fluorescence assay design (and
others). Therefore, we plan to extend the amount of training data with a feedback
loop, where researcher can provide information on successfully and unsuccessfully labeled
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residues via a form on our website. Especially, unsuccessful results are of particular
interest, since those results are barely found in literature, where mainly successful results
are published. Therefore, we call the researcher to use the labelizer and to provide
feedback for ongoing improvement.

For future improvement and extension of the database and the algorithm, we consider
to revise the available PS values by an extended database, where particularly residues
with low chance for labeling will be an important new class of information. We also plan
to combine different parameter scores to improve the prediction, which might happen
within one category, e. g., via simultaneous use of HSE and RSA (see Supplementary
Note 3.4.2) to include direction and better surface exposure or between categories, e.g.,
solvent exposure and cysteine resemblance. We can also see once a much larger dataset
of labeled and non-labeled residues was available, an application of machine learning
procedures (e.g. supporting vector machine or neural networks) should be possible.
This might also be the bases to establish specific databases for cases other then cysteine
labeling to meet e.g., very specific requirements for UAA or EPR-labels.
A next interesting perspective is the extend to include more parameters (fluorophore

dependent) with a potential differentiation of labelability based on the selected fluo-
rophores related to specific charge environment on the protein, tryptophan proximity.
Further normal mode analysis (e.g. NMSim webserver [374, 375]), mutation specific
energy analysis (e.g. SDM [376, 377]), or tailored MD-simulations [159] are options to
consider which FRET-residue pairs are most promising for analysis of conformational
motion when only one available protein structure is available. Finally, the concept of
FRET scores could be extended towards other fluorescence assay types related to fluo-
rophore quenching, protein-induced fluorescence enhancement and many others.
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7.5 Materials and Methods

7.5.1 Database generation and evaluation

To identify parameters with predictive power for the possibility to label residues in
proteins, we created a dataset based on a non-automated screening of more than 1000
publications published or preprinted which were available on or before December 2020
with a focus on the field of single-molecule microscopy and single-molecule FRET. The
papers were screened to identify proteins and residues that were labeled successfully
with a fluorophore and that satisfied the following criteria: (i) the proteins had a struc-
ture available in the PDB-database (with PDB identification code); (ii) the protein
was labeled via site-specific mutagenesis and introduction of cysteines or UAAs; (iii)
the protein was successfully labeled synthetic organic fluorophores (or spin labels) and
used preferentially single-molecule assays. In order to increase the number of database
entries, we complemented our search whenever some information was missing. Typi-
cal cases were missing PDB identification codes or residue numbers. In this case, the
required information was obatined from other referenced papers (often) of the same
research group.
For each successfully labeled protein variant, which fulfilled the aforementioned crite-

ria, the following information was collected4:
• Protein (PDB identification code)
• Soluble or membrane protein
• Stoichiometry (monomers, dimer, complexes)
• Homology model (true/false)
• Labeled residue (chain and residue number)
• Mutation (cysteine or UAA)
• Assay type (smFRET, imaging, bulk-FRET, other)
• Name of labeled fluorophores
• Research group
• Publication reference
The final database with information on those positions in proteins that were success-

fully labeled had 406 successfully labeled residues in 112 different chains in 104 different
protein structures (Supplementary Data). As comparison, we used a representative set
of proteins (PDBselect, November 2017) [357, 358] as a random reference database to
check how representative the analyzed pdb structures are. Therefore, we randomly se-
lected 300 chains (out of 4184 chains) from the PDBselect database and performed the
identical analysis with those pdb files.

4Additional notes were gathered to account for issues such as: (i) dimer and polymer protein structures,
which were crystallization artefacts and needed to be deleted for structural analysis; (ii) missing
residues in protein structure, i.e., when parts of the protein were not resolved completely; (iii) we
identified inconsistencies or missing information
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Parameter frequency calculation. For every extracted parameter, the relative fre-
quency defines a parameter score

PS = P (s|l)
P (s) (7.5.1)

where P (s) is the probability distribution of the score s (calculated from the 112 chains
of the database) and P (s|l) is the probability distribution of the score given that the
residue was labeled (calculated from the 406 successfully labeled residues).
The error bars σsl and σs for P (s|l) and P (s), respectively, were determined from

Poissonian counting statistics as σsl =
√
P (s|l)/n and σs =

√
P (s)/n with n being the

total number of evaluated residues. The error bar σPS for PS follows from standard
error propagation rules:

σPS =
√

σ2
sl

P (s|l)2 + σ2
s

P (s)2PS . (7.5.2)

Parameter information analysis. To evaluate the amount of information a single
parameter score inheres, we used three measures to estimate the deviation from a equal
distribution, which corresponds to the case of zero information.
We used standard Pearson correlation for a pair of numeric parameters

MSD(PS) =
∑n
i=1(PS(i)− 1)2

n
, (7.5.3)

with n the number of bins/categories.
We used standard Pearson correlation for a pair of numeric parameters

gini(PS) =
n−1

2
∑n
i=1 PS(i)−∑n

i=2
∑i−1
j=1 PS(j)

n
2
∑n
i=1 PS(i) , (7.5.4)

with n the number of bins/categories.
We used an adapted Shannon entropy accounting for the number of bins/categories

as

H(PS) =
−
∑n
i=1 P̃S(i) · ln

(
P̃S(i)

)
ln(n) , (7.5.5)

with a normalized parameter score P̃S(i) = PS(i)/
(∑n

j=1 PS(j)
)
and n the number of

bins/categories.

Parameter cross-correlation. To evaluate the mutual statistical dependence of all
calculated parameters, we use three different types of correlation coefficients, depending
on the datatypes of the parameters:
(i) We used standard Pearson correlation for a pair of numeric parameters

rnn =
∑n
i=1(xi − xi)(yi − yi)√∑n

i=1(xi − xi)2
√∑n

i=1(yi − yi)2 (7.5.6)
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with n different residues with parameter scores xi, yi and corresponding mean values
x = 1/n∑n

i=1 xi (and y accordingly) [378].
We used the interclass correlation for a pair of a categorical parameter and a numeric

parameter [379]. The n data points are grouped in k categories ci with i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}
of length ni.

rCN = MST −MSE

MST + (n0 − 1)MSE
, (7.5.7)

with
MST =

∑k

i=1 ni
∑ni

j=1(xi−xi)
k−1

MSE =
∑k

i=1

∑ni
j=1(xi,i−x)2

n−k

n0 = n−
∑k

i=1 n
2
i /n

k−1

, (7.5.8)

where xi is the mean of category i, x the mean of all data, xi,j the jth numeric value in
category ci, and (n0 − 1) the averaged interclass degree of freedom [379].
We used the Cramer’s V for a pair of a categorical parameters [380]. The data are

grouped in the two categories ci with i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k} and dj with j ∈ {1, 2, ..., l}.

rcc =
√

χ2

n · (min(k, l)− 1) , (7.5.9)

with

χ2 =
k∑
i=1

l∑
j=1

(ni,j − ñi,j)2

ñi,j
, (7.5.10)

where ñi,j =
(∑l

j′=1 ni,j′
) (∑k

i′=1 ni′,j
)
/n, n total number of residues and ni,j number

of residues of class ciand di. The cross-correlation was calculated for every combination
of the 28 extracted parameters to identify dependencies as shown in Figure 7.2.1B.

Parameter selection criteria. The selection of a suitable parameter set is based on
two criteria. First, a joined correlation for any combination of parameters is calculated
as

rset =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

rij , (7.5.11)

with rij the correlation of parameter i with j and n the number of selected parameters
(in our case 4). Secondly, we used three measures to characterize our parameter sets:
(i) We calculate the t value of the calculated label scores as

t = µl − µall√
SEM2

l + SEM2
all

, (7.5.12)
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with the mean values µl, µall and standard error of mean SEMl, SEMall of the la-
beled/all residues, respectively. (ii) The dynamic range was calculated as the standard
deviation of the logarithmic values σ(log(LSall)). (iii) The suppression/enhancement
of the labeling score of labeled residues for small/large values was calculated from the
slope of a linear least square fit to the logarithm of the label score LS and the label score
distribution of labeled residues and all residues. The data are binned into logarithmic
bins with bin intervals

[
1.5i, 1.5i+1] for i ∈ {−12, ..., 11} and fitted to the function

log

(
P (LS|l)
P (LS)

)
= mlog(LS) + log(c) (7.5.13)

where LS is the label score and P (LS)/P (LS|l) the probability distributions of the label
score of all and the labeled residues. The slope m is used as analysis parameter form
the fitted values m, c.

7.5.2 Protein production and labeling

In the current study we used single cysteine variants of MalE (Figure 7.2.3) that were
obtained and fluorophore-labeled as described previously [102, 107]. The cysteine posi-
tions for fluorophore attachment were chosen, since they are part of residue pairs that
are used in the laboratory for smFRET studies of the maltose transporter.
Label efficiencies for single and double cysteine mutants were determined as described

in section 3.1.

7.5.3 smFRET spectroscopy

ALEX experiments of phosphate binding protein (PBP) were carried out as described
previously [113]. PBP was studied by diluting the labeled proteins to concentrations of
≈50 pM in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 50 mM KCl supplemented with the ligand phosphate
as described in the text and figures.
E-histograms of double-labeled FRET species with LD555 and LD6555 were extracted

by selecting 0.25<S<0.75. E-histograms of the open state without ligand (apo) and
closed state with saturation of the ligand (holo) were fitted as described in section 3.4.2.

7.6 Supplementary Notes

7.6.1 Supplementary Note 1: Database parameter evaluation

Data preprocessing. The 104 PDB files of the database and the comparison PDB files
were downloaded from the protein databank and preprocessed to unify the data struc-
tures. Therefore, all hetero atom entries (HETATM), anisotropy entries (ANISOU), and
connection entries (CONNECT), as well as all the meta-information (REMARK) were
removed from the pdb-files [19, 381]. Chains of polymeric protein assemblies in crystals
were deleted if these were bare crystallization artifacts and do not occur in natural envi-
ronments. The conservation score was calculated for all 112 chains containing the labeled
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7 Labelizer: systematic selection of labeling sites for fluorescent dyes on proteins

residues (and the reference database) with the default settings (see Supplement Table
7.7.1) [352, 353, 382]. Failed conservation score calculations (e.g. if too few homologue
structures are available) were ignored for further analysis.

PDB data processing. The pdb files are parsed and processed with the “Bio.PDB”
module [383] of the “biopython” package [384].

Parameter extraction. 28 parameters were calculated or extracted from third party
software and assigned to the four categories (i) solvent exposure, (ii) residue conservation,
(iii) cysteine resemblance, and (iv) secondary structure.

# Parameter name Library /
webserver

Extracted value Data
type

1 N_SE1_RSA_Wilke DSSP[354] Relative surface area with
amino acid surface areas
according to Wilke[385]

float

2 N_SE2_RSA_Sander DSSP[354] Relative surface area with
amino acid surface areas
according to Sander[386]

float

3 N_SE3_RSA_Miller DSSP[354] Relative surface area with
amino acid surface areas
according to Miller[387]

float

4 I_SE4_HSE1_10A Bio.PDB[383],
HSE[355]

Number of atoms in
half-sphere 1 within 10 Å

integer

5 I_SE5_HSE2_10A Bio.PDB[383],
HSE[355]

Number of atoms in
half-sphere 2 within 10 Å

integer

6 I_SE7_HSE1_13A Bio.PDB[383],
HSE[355]

Number of atoms in
half-sphere 1 within 13 Å

integer

7 I_SE8_HSE2_13A Bio.PDB[383],
HSE[355]

Number of atoms in
half-sphere 2 within 13 Å

integer

8 I_SE10_HSE1_16A Bio.PDB[383],
HSE[355]

Number of atoms in
half-sphere 1 within 16 Å

integer

9 I_SE11_HSE2_16A Bio.PDB[383],
HSE[355]

Number of atoms in
half-sphere 2 within 16 Å

integer

10 N_SE13_CB_SURFACE_DIST Bio.PDB[383],
MSMS[356]

Distance of the C-beta
atom to the protein surface

float

11 N_SE14_MEAN_SURFACE_DIST Bio.PDB[383],
MSMS[356]

Mean distance of all atoms
to the protein surface

float

Table 7.6.1: Solvent exposure related values were extracted using the third party algo-
rithms (i) “Define Secondary Structure of Proteins” (DSSP) to calculate relative surface
accessibility[354], (ii) “Half-Sphere-Exposure” (HSE) to calculate the number of C-alpha
atoms in the half-spheres defined by the Cα – Cβ vector[355], and (iii) “Michel Sanner’s
Molecular Surface” (MSMS) to calculate the protein surface and the residue depth of the
atoms[356].
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# Parameter name Library /
webserver

Extracted value Data type

12 I_CS1_Color ConSurf[352,
353]

Color representation of
conservation score (binned

conservation score with upper
and lower boundary)

integer

13 N_CS2_Score ConSurf[352,
353]

Conservation score float

14 N_CS3_Lower_Score ConSurf[352,
353]

Lower value of confidence
interval of conservation score

float

15 N_CS4_Upper_Score ConSurf[352,
353]

Upper value of confidence
interval of conservation score

float

16 I_CS5_Variety_Length ConSurf[352,
353]

Number of different amino
acids in homologues

integer

17 C_CS6_Cys_In_Variety ConSurf[352,
353]

Boolean: true if cysteine is in
amino acid list of homologues;

false else

categorical

Table 7.6.2: Parameters related to residue conservation are extracted from the grades-file
of the consurf server [352, 353]. Settings for the ConSurf analysis are listed in Table 7.7.1.

# Parameter name Library /
webserver

Extracted value Data type

18 C_SS1_SS DSSP[354] Secondary structure categorical
19 N_SS2_Phi DSSP[354] Backbone torsion angle (n-1)-n float
20 N_SS3_Psi DSSP[354] Backbone torsion angle

n-(n+1)
float

21 C_SS4_SS-1 DSSP[354] Secondary structure of
predecessor residue

categorical

22 C_SS4_SS-2 DSSP[354] Secondary structure two
positions before

categorical

23 C_SS4_SS+1 DSSP[354] Secondary structure of
successor residue

categorical

24 C_SS4_SS+2 DSSP[354] Secondary structure two
positions after

categorical

Table 7.6.3: Secondary structure related values were extracted using the third party algo-
rithms “Define Secondary Structure of Proteins” (DSSP) to calculate the secondary struc-
ture of the residue of interest and its adjacent residues as well as the backbone torsion
angles [354].
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7 Labelizer: systematic selection of labeling sites for fluorescent dyes on proteins

# Parameter name Library /
webserver

Extracted value Data type

25 C_CR1_Name - Amino acid (name) categorical
26 N_CR2_Mass - Mass of amino acid [u] float
27 C_CR3_Charge - Charge of amino acid in buffer

solution at pH=7.4 [e]
categorical

28 I_CR4_N_Sidechain - Number of sidechain atoms
(without H-atoms)

integer

Table 7.6.4: Cysteine resemblance related values were taken from the amino acids struc-
tures to either compare the individual amino acids or group the amino acids by charge and
size/mass.

Overall, 43357 and 29898 residues from the database and reference dataset are con-
sidered in the calculations, respectively. Failed parameter calculations were ignored for
further analysis. Therefore, the number of calculated values varies for the 28 parame-
ters (failure rate <10% for all parameters in the database and reference database, see
Supplementary Table 7.7.2 for exact numbers).

7.6.2 Supplementary Note 2: Förster resonance energy transfer

Förster radius calculation. Spectral information, quantum yield, and extinction
coefficients are taken from the database https://www.fpbase.org/spectra/ and pro-
vided with the labelizer-package for the most commonly used fluorophores. The Förster
radius R0 is given by

R0 =
(

9ln(10)
128π5NA

κ2

n
QD

�∞
0 FD(λ)εAmaxεA(λ)λ4dλ�∞

0 FD(λ) dλ

) 1
6

, (7.6.1)

whereby QD is the donor quantum yield, FD the normalized donor emission spectrum,
εA the normalized acceptor emission spectrum, and εAmax the acceptor extinction coef-
ficient.
The following values are set fix to theoretical values:

Orientation factor κ2: 2/3
Averaged refractive index n: 1.33 in buffer / 1.4 for protein (ref. [170])

Distance screening. Center of mass of a sphere with radius R cut with a cone of
angle α in the z-dimension (spherical sector):

−→
d =

� π−α
0 dθ

� 2π
0 dφ

� R
0 dr r2sin(θ) · −→r� π−α

0 dθ
� 2π

0 dφ
� R

0 dr r2sin(θ)
=

 0
0
1

 3
8R (1− cos(α)) . (7.6.2)

We assume the origin to be at the attachment site (Cβ atom) of the fluorophore and
model the accessible volume of the dye with a cut sphere of angle α and the non-accessible
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space with π − α. We approximate the center of mass of the non-accessible volume −→d ′
with the center of mass of all N atom positions −→ri within the protein closer than R to
the attachment point (see Figure 7.2.4B and Supplementary Figure 7.7.7A):

−→
d ′ = 1

N

∑
i

−→ri ∀iwith |−→ri | < R . (7.6.3)

The direct relation between the center of mass of atoms in the protein −→d ′ and the center
of mass of the fluorophores accessible-volume −→d is given by:

−→
d =

(−→
d ′

R
− 3

4

−→
d ′

|
−→
d ′|

)
R . (7.6.4)

We add an empirically determined correction factor based on simulations with 35
different fluorophore parameters on 100 residue pairs in 10 different protein structures
to account for the finite size of atoms and fluorophores, which leads to a gap between
protein atoms and accessible volume (see Supplementary Figure 7.7.7B).
The offset for the protein surface is added as a small addition to the fluorophore linker

−→
d =

(−→
d ′

R
− 3

4

−→
d ′

|
−→
d ′|

)
(R+ ε) (7.6.5)

and reads as

ε = max(RA, 2 ·min(R1, R2, R3)−RA) + 0.014 ·R− 0.0059 ·R2 . (7.6.6)

This correction can reproduce the simulated mean positions −→RMP with a root mean
square deviation of ±2.7 Å (see Supplementary Figure 7.7.7F) and mean position dis-
tances RMP = |−→RMP,1 −

−→
RMP,2| with a root mean square deviation of ±2.1 Å (see

Supplementary Figure 7.7.8C).
We approximated the relation between the mean positions of the accessible volumes

to the measured FRET averaged distances as

R<E> = RMP +Ae−bRMP , (7.6.7)

whereby the second term accounts for FRET-efficiency weighted averaging effects at
small distances (see Supplementary Figure 7.7.8B). The values A and b are determined
as A =20.6 Å and b =0.037 1/Å from a fit to the 35000 simulated distances within the
ten selected protein structures, which is similar to the reported relations in ref. [283] and
[111] for DNA. With this relationship, the simulated distance with FPS is reproduced
up to a deviation of ±3.4 Å (±3.1 Å for distances between 40 and 75 Å).

Based on the corrected FRET values, the (screening) FRET-efficiency is calculated as

Escreen = 1

1 +
(
R<E>
R0

)6 . (7.6.8)
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7 Labelizer: systematic selection of labeling sites for fluorescent dyes on proteins

Distance refinement. A refinement is calculated based on the N highest FRET scores
(with default N=300) using the available FPS simulation software [206].

7.7 Supplementary Information

Parameter Value
DNA_AA AA
NMR no
PDB_yes_no yes
MSA_yes_no no
Homolog_search_algorithm HMMER
ITERATIONS 1
E_VALUE 0.0001
proteins_DB UNIREF90
user_select_seq no
MAX_NUM_HOMOL 150
best_uniform_sequences uniform
MAX_REDUNDANCY 95
MIN_IDENTITY 35
MSAprogram MAFFT
ALGORITHM Bayes
SUB_MATRIX BEST

Table 7.7.1: ConSurf-server settings. Overview of all user parameters set for the
conservations score calculation on https://consurf.tau.ac.il/ (accessed January 24th,
2021).
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# Name Number of
all
analyzed
residues

Number of
labeled
residues

MSD Gini
coeff.

Shannon
entropy

1 N_SE1_RSA_Wilke 40056 385 0.951 0.303 0.931
2 N_SE2_RSA_Sander 40056 385 0.866 0.323 0.923
3 N_SE3_RSA_Miller 40056 385 0.948 0.330 0.922
4 I_SE4_HSE1_10A 40056 385 0.674 0.663 0.687
5 I_SE5_HSE2_10A 40056 385 0.259 0.421 0.851
6 I_SE6_HSE1_13A 40056 385 0.922 0.625 0.712
7 I_SE7_HSE2_13A 40056 385 0.266 0.385 0.861
8 I_SE8_HSE1_16A 40056 385 0.972 0.596 0.744
9 I_SE9_HSE2_16A 40056 385 0.206 0.347 0.895
10 N_SE10_CB_SURFACE_DIST 40056 385 0.210 0.585 0.721
11 N_SE11_MEAN_SURFACE_DIST 40056 385 0.883 0.578 0.744
12 I_CS1_Color 39409 376 0.322 0.271 0.940
13 N_CS2_Score 39409 376 0.856 0.339 0.914
14 N_CS3_Lower_Score 39409 376 0.869 0.469 0.819
15 N_CS4_Upper_Score 39409 376 0.530 0.343 0.900
16 I_CS5_Variety_Length 39409 376 0.677 0.354 0.911
17 C_CS6_Cys_In_Variety 39409 376 0.006 0.038 0.996
18 C_SS1_SS 41502 390 0.218 0.307 0.894
19 N_SS2_Phi 41502 390 0.448 0.370 0.869
20 N_SS3_Psi 41502 390 0.231 0.339 0.883
21 C_SS4_SS-1 41227 385 0.258 0.383 0.861
22 C_SS5_SS-2 41018 382 0.175 0.250 0.919
23 C_SS6_SS+1 41227 388 0.218 0.316 0.900
24 C_SS7_SS+2 41021 385 0.207 0.259 0.917
25 C_CR1_Name 43357 396 0.753 0.401 0.909
26 N_CR2_Mass 43357 396 0.361 0.367 0.905
27 C_CR3_Charge 43357 396 0.156 0.162 0.956
28 I_CR4_N_Sidechain 43357 396 0.413 0.368 0.902

Table 7.7.2: Parameter overview and statistics. The table summarizes the number
of analyzed residues (complete database, labeled residues) and the stasticial evaluation of
the parameter scores with respect to mean-square deviation (MSD), gini coefficient, and
adapted Shannon entropy (see methods for details).
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Figure 7.7.1: Labeling database statistics. A Number of labeled residues per chain
in the database with N=112 different protein chains. B Comparison of published protein
systems with soluble and membrane proteins (N=149 published protein systems, multiple
occurrence possible). C Statistics of the different assay types used for the labeling database
(N=149 published protein systems, multiple occurrence possible). Around 90% of the assays
are single-molecule FRET assays (FRET), the others are bulk FRET (BULK) or single
fluorophore labeled (SINGLE) assays, spin labels (PELDOR), gold labels (PLASMON),
biotin labels (BIOTIN) and linker labels for optical traps (TRAP). D Statistics on the
labeling residues (cysteine or unnatural amino acid, N=407 residues). E Statistics on the
fluorophores used in the publications (N=263 occurrences in the publications).
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Figure 7.7.2: Parameter distribution comparison Probability distributions P(s) of all
28 scores in the labeling database (gray). The values are compared to a randomly selected
representative reference dataset (red line: mean values, pale area: standard deviation of
triplicates) based on the pdbselect dataset [357, 358] (see methods for details). The x-axis
label specifiers the parameter: first part for the type of data (I: integer, N: numeric, C:
categorical), second part for the parameter group (SE: solvent exposure, CS: conservation
score, SS: secondary structure, CR: cysteine resemblance), and the rest for a reasonable
name (see Table 7.7.2 for details). 211
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Figure 7.7.3: Conditional frequencies of parameters. Conditional frequency distri-
butions PS = P (sl)/P (s) defining the parameter scores of all 28 parameters in the labeling
database. The x-axis label specifiers the parameter: first part for the type of data (I: inte-
ger, N: numeric, C: categorical), second part for the parameter group (SE: solvent exposure,
CS: conservation score, SS: secondary structure, CR: cysteine resemblance), and the rest
for a reasonable name (see Table 7.7.2 for details).
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Figure 7.7.4: Assessment of parameter sets. All possible parameter sets (combina-
tion of each parameter in a group with all combinations from other groups) was assessed
based on the dynamic range of the label scores, the statistical significance and the suppres-
sion/enhancement of the label scores (see parameter selection criteria in methods). The
marked positions are the favorite parameter sets (SE11, CS6, SS1, CR2) (default settings),
(SE1, CS6, SS1, CR2), and (SE4, CS6, SS1, CR2) (see Table 7.7.2).
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Figure 7.7.5: Correlation measure and averaged mean square deviation (MSD).
The plot shows the geometric mean of the MSD value of the selected parameters (mean
square deviation from equal contribution, see methods) versus the correlation measure (2-
norm of all correlations) for a parameter set. All parameters are combined with each other
to sets of 4, whereby points with multiple (2 or more) parameters from the same group (e.g.
solvent exposure) are marked blue. Combinations with one parameter from each group are
marked red.

LabelLib.dyeDensityAV3
Parameter Value
discStep 0.8 (coarse-grained: 1.2)
linkerLength varied
linkerDiameter 4.5
dyeRadii varied

LabelLib. meanEfficiency
Parameter Value
R0 57.5
nsamples 100000 (coarse-grained: 10000)

Table 7.7.3: FPS settings. Overview of all user parameters set for the runtime analysis
of the distance refinement simulation with the FPS software [206]. The default settings for
the labelizer package and webserver use discStep = 0.8 and nsamples = 100000 (all other
parameters depend on the selected fluorphore pair).
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Figure 7.7.6: Label score evaluation for different parameter sets. A Label score
probability distribution of all residues (gray) and labeled residues (red) in our database
(left) and the a histogram with logarithmic scale of the label scores (middle) for the selected
quadruple (SE11, CS6, SS1, CR2) (default settings, see Table 7.7.2). The ratio of the
probability distribution of labeled and all residues (gray) is fitted with a linear dependency
(red, dashed) in the log-log-plot (right). B Same evaluation as in A for another suitable
parameter selection of the quadruple (SE2,CS1, SS1, CR3). C Same evaluation as in A for
a parameter set with poor prediction power (SE5, CS6, SS7, CR2).
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Figure 7.7.7: Correction parameter for mean position of accessible volume.
A Simplified accessible volume (AV) simulation (green) in an idealized system of a pla-
nar array of atoms (gray). B Correction factor ε considers the offset between the atom
coordinates (lower dashed line) and the AV coordinates (upper dashed line). ε corrects
for this gap between accessible surface (green) and inaccessible surface (gray) under the
consideration of the linker length (R, corresponds to the AV radius), the atom radius RA
and the smallest fluorophore radius R3 of the ellipsoidal approximation [113, 206, 283].
C Deviation between simulated mean position of AV (FPS software [206]) and estimated
mean position (SSM approach) with indicated mean value (red line). D Mean offset from
C for different linker lengths R and fluorophore radii R3 is shown with errorbars (standard
error of the mean from simulations). The estimation of the offset in C is fitted globally
with the correction factor ε = max(RA, 2min(R1, R2, R3)− RA) + 0.014 · R − 0.0059 · R2

(dashed lines). E Deviation between simulated mean position of accessible volume (FPS
software) and estimated mean position (SSM approach) including the correction factor ε
(mean value: red line). F Distance between corrected SSM approach and AV mean position
from FPS results in a deviation of 2.7 Å (RMSD). The large deviations (>6 Å) result from
failed FPS runs (due to interfering atoms close to the linker attachment site).
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Figure 7.7.8: Correction parameter for distance simulation. A C-beta distances are
plotted against simulated distances with FPS-software [206] (blue datapoints) with mean
values (red line). The bottom axis shows the mean residual (red line) and the standard
deviation interval (error bars / gray area) on binned data from the top. B Mean dye
position distances RMP (center of mass of the AV-simulation) are plotted against the
FRET-averaged distances (blue datapoints) with mean values (red line). The mean values
are fitted to the curve RMP + Ae−bRMP with A =20.6 Å and b =0.037 1/Å (black dashed
line). C Mean dye position estimations based on the spherical sector calculation (SSM)
approach are plotted against mean dye position distances R_MP from FPS-simulation
software. D Mean dye position distances from the SSM-estimation are converted to FRET-
averaged distances with the correction factors from B and plotted against the simulated
R<E> from FPS-simulation.
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7 Labelizer: systematic selection of labeling sites for fluorescent dyes on proteins

PDB Molar mass [u] SSM time per
DA-pair [ms]

Coarse-grained
FPS time per
DA-pair [ms]

FPS time per
DA-pair [ms]

3L6G 28,830 0.81±0.04 103±5 315±11
2KHO 65,650 0.84±0.01 166±5 419±8
2CG9 188,730 0.94±0.01 303±12 647±10
4B1O 831,160 4.31±0.09 1113±36 2087±46
172L 18,730 0.67±0.01 77±2 249±10
2A65 59,750 0.93±0.04 169±5 474±9
1WDN 25,130 0.78±0.01 100±3 315±4
5XPD 33,310 0.67±0.02 94±3 282±10
1P7B 74,510 0.80±0.01 156±12 398±14
1HKA 17,970 0.81±0.04 81±2 259±11

Table 7.7.4: Spherical sector vs. FPS runtime comparison. Calculation time
overview of the fast screening method (spherical sector calculation) and a coarse-grained
distance refinement simulation (FPS software [206]) with 3500 distance pairs per pdb-file
(100 distances, 35 different dye parameter) and a refined FPS simulation with 1400 distance
pairs per pdb-file (40 distances, 35 different dye parameter).
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8 Conclusion

Advances in microscopy and spectroscopy techniques [24, 388] and the possibility of
site-specific covalent attachment of performant organic fluorophores to biomolecules [21,
22] enabled the broad usage of these highly sensitive biophysical applications in the life
sciences but also in biomedical assays to investigate structure, interactions, and dynamics
of macromolecules. Especially, smFRET measurements have become a standard tool to
obtain structural, conformational, or kinetic information on the biological system under
physiological conditions [12].

In this work, I contributed to further develop the technique of smFRET towards a
reliable and systematic tool for the study of biochemical processes. In symmetrically
structured, homogeneously charged, and mostly static DNA structures, smFRET has
proven to be an accurate measurement tool [111]. However in protein systems, the
standard evaluation of single-molecule burst analysis experiments is often limited by
environmental variations in fluorophore lifetime, anisotropy, mobility, electrostatic in-
teraction with the protein surface, as well as unwanted side-effects to the protein such
as destabilization or steric interference. This work has treated multiple aspects of the
current challenges by a systematic investigation of the interplay of the named aspects,
thereby facilitating the overall experimental workflow and data analysis routines.
An in-depth knowledge of the chemical structure of the fluorophores and their fluo-

rescent properties is essential for high-quality smFRET measurements. The first part of
the thesis addresses this aspect by a molecular analysis of the cyanine derivatives AF555,
AF647, Alexa Fluor 555, and Alexa Fluor 647 with fluorescent, mass, and NMR spec-
troscopy complemented by molecular dynamics simulations. Further, I have shown that
seemingly minor changes in the chemical structure of a fluorophore, e.g. the attachment
site of negatively charged sulfo-groups or the length of their linker, can have a significant
influence on the mobility of a fluorophore. I could observe a huge impact on the quantum
efficiency and lifetime for the investigated environmentally sensitive cyanine derivatives,
which highly influences the accuracy of FRET-derived distances.
The second result chapter showed how to circumvent methodological weaknesses by

the use of the two complementary methods smFRET and EPR spectroscopy. It could
be show that both methods share a reasonable agreement on the determined distances
with an average ±5 Å spread between them. This was shown to be partly attributed to
the distinct labels with different linker lengths leading to a systematic offset. Additional
differences due to label-protein interactions were identified and investigated in detail.
The results show that the selection of labeling site is important for both methods. Fur-
ther, the choice of hydrophobic or hydrophilic fluorophores in FRET or the addition
of cryoprotectant in EPR can highly influence the data quality and the accuracy of the
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8 Conclusion

measurements. We found that a combination of PELDOR/DEER and smFRET reduces
the measurement errors and provides highly complementary and synergistic insights into
different aspects of conformational states of macromolecules.
The multi-laboratory benchmark study in this thesis addresses another key challenge

in smFRET experiments: the disentanglement of measurement errors, variation in the
correction and evaluation procedure and sample-intrinsic deviations from modeled dis-
tances. I provided the same protein sample with predefined measurement instructions to
19 laboratories to investigate two protein systems exhibiting different types of dynamic
behavior. The collected and reanalyzed results showed deviations in FRET efficiency
measurements similar to what was determined using DNA standards, which could be
further improved by a standardized analysis routine. The outcome of the study is that
a robust determination of the detection-correction factor is indispensable for the cal-
culation of setup-independent accurate FRET efficiencies. It was demonstrated that
smFRET allows to detect and characterize conformational dynamics in proteins, which
can be disentangled from dye quenching, blinking, photobleaching, and sticking. The
presented results underline the importance of reliable measurement routines and powerful
methods to predict or prevent label-protein interactions, destabilization of the protein,
and a mutant selection in the sensitive distance range of the donor-acceptor pair.
The last chapter present a systematic approach to combine the literature data on

protein labeling of the last 15 years of smFRET measurements with general parameters
derived from databases to score and predict optimal labeling sites using basic concepts
of probability theory. I developed a standalone python package and a webserver with
a user-friendly interface for straightforward use to enable all researchers in the field of
single-molecule spectroscopy to apply the selection algorithms. The theoretical work was
validated with a broad screening of label efficiency, lifetime, and anistropy measurements
of single cysteine mutants and designed various FRET mutants for the scope of this thesis
as well as for the research of other scientists in my research group. The work represents
the first step towards an open-access database of fluorescent protein labeling for single-
molecule spectroscopy assays to continuously improve the prediction and enable other
researchers to access and reanalyze the edited and unified database.
In conclusion, the analysis of the fluorophore environment on the protein surface and

the investigation of charge-dependent fluorophore-protein interaction increases the con-
trol of the central photophysical parameters. Comparison and benchmark smFRET mea-
surements show high reproducibility and accuracy under favorable conditions and devia-
tions can be attributed to non-ideal labeling sites or fluorophore selections. Though, the
combination of complementary measurement techniques with the aid of computational
methods provides a promising platform to refine experimental assays and minimize mea-
surement artifacts, which opens a wide field of biophysical applications of smFRET for
structural modeling and dynamic analysis under physiological conditions. Considering
recent advances in computational biophysics, particularly the continuous improvement
of molecular dynamics simulations, it is even desirable to use coarse-grained MD simula-
tions for assay design purposes and refine the prediction power of the labelizer framework.
One could envision to move from experiment-driven MD simulations (attempt of simu-
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lating the measured results) to simulation-driven experiments (predicting and avoiding
fluorescent signal disturbance and protein malfunction) for cleaner measurement results
and clearer findings. This way, the presented results could be an important building
block for next-generation single-molecule experiments opening new research opportuni-
ties for quantitative observations of complex, fundamental biochemical processes such
as drug delivery, DNA maintenance and repair, transcription, translation, membrane
transport, and molecular diagnostics.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

ALEX alternating-laser excitation microscopy

APBS all photon burst search

BVA burst variance analysis

DCBS dual channel burst search

EPR electron paramagnetic resonance

FRET Förster resonance energy transfer

HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital

LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

MD molecular dynamics

MFD multifluorescent detection

PALM photo-activated localization microscopy

PDA photon distribution analysis

PELDOR pulsed electron-electron double resonance

PIE pulsed-interleaved excitation microscopy

PIFE protein induced fluorescence enhancement

PSF point-spread function

smFRET single-molecule FRET

STED stimulated emission depletion microscopy

STORM stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy

TCSPC time-correlated single photon counting
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